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Chapter 1


The obelisk-like mountain traversed the earth and the sky, rising almost straight up without end. The summit thrust through the clouds above like a calligraphy brush standing on end. The enormous mass of the mountain below resembled a bundle of brushes bundled tightly together.
Beneath the clouds, craggy clusters of ridges traced small undulations against the sky as they spiraled down to the broad slopes at the foot of the mountain. There, the city of Gyouten, the capital of the eastern Kingdom of Kei, spread out along the terraced steps.
The mountain in its entirety constituted the Imperial Palace. The summit housed the Imperial Court and the living quarters for the empress and her most august retainers.
The mountain peak and the city of Gyouten were literally worlds apart. The sheer distance aside, a transparent ocean separated the one from the other. Looking up from the ground, this ocean was invisible to the naked eye. The waves crashing against the shore appeared as a ring of white clouds.
Beneath the clouds, the Administrative Palace spilled across the multitude of ridges and promontories. The winding rows of offices and residences belonging to the lower-ranked bureaucrats clung like barnacles to the ledges of the great gray mountainside.
Encompassing the southwest quadrant was the Ministry of Summer.
Jagged rectangular roofs of varying heights joined together to form an enclosed courtyard, defining the width and breadth of the expansive department. In one corner was the office of the Sekichou-shi.
Hisho was summoned to the office of the newly appointed Sekichou-shi in the seventh year and seventh month of Yosei, according to the Kei Imperial Calendar.

One of the secretaries bustling back and forth showed him to an office at the far end of the department. The room faced a broad balcony that jutted out over empty air. Beyond the stone-carved handrails was a bottomless ravine.
In one corner of the balcony stood an old willow tree. The willow’s branches brushed against the banisters like a woman’s long tresses. Squatting on the railing beneath the willow was a bird. A heron, Hisho believed. It perched there perfectly still, as if in a meditative pose, its long, slender neck craned toward the ravine.
Hisho thought, I wonder what it’s looking at.
The bird didn’t seem to be asleep. Perhaps it was staring down at the world below. Standing there idly, Hisho did not share the bird’s view. The bird could surely see the sights unfolding beneath them—the city of Gyouten blanketed in the stifling heat and surrounded by the devastated countryside.
Nothing there to see there but rack and ruin. And yet for some reason, rack and ruin was precisely what the bird appeared to be interested in, even to the point of grieving at the sight.
Strangely enough, at that moment Hisho thought of a woman. Not that she at all resembled the heron. She too gazed out at a ravine. Yet with not a speck of sorrow on her face, not sparing a single glance for the world below.
“What good will come from looking at all that devastation?” She smiled and tossed a pear over the precipice. She had no interest in ruins or in the world below. “No need to see such depressing things,” she said with a toss of her head.
Then why did she crowd into his thoughts along with the bird? Staring at the bird, turning the question over in his mind, he heard quick footsteps behind him. Startled out of its reverie, the bird flew off.
Hisho turned as a gaunt man entered the room. Though they’d never met before, the man must be Suiryou, the new Sekichou-shi. With that assumption in mind, Hisho knelt and bowed.
“Oh, I’ve kept you waiting. Thanks for coming.” The man spread his hand wide in a welcoming gesture. He looked to be in his fifties. A broad smile filled his thin gray face. “You’re the Ra-shi, right? Hisho is your name? No, no, enough with the formalities. Get up. Over here.”
He indicated a nearby desk, sat down and urged Hisho to do the same.
This is all rather strange, Hisho mused to himself. These two chairs separated by the desk were intended for the director and an honored guest. Hisho was obviously not an honored guest.
“Please, please. Sit down. I meant to see you straight off, then this and that came up and before I knew it there went the time. I was going to stop by your place but couldn’t find room in my schedule. That’s why I called you here. So glad you could make it on the spur of the moment.”
Suiryou was being courteous to a fault. On the organizational chart, the Ra-shi answered to the Sekichou-shi. It was only natural for Hisho to show up if summoned. He was hardly in the position to refuse. There should be no need to be grateful or apologize for his being there.
“Go on. Have a seat. Here—”
Suiryou turned to a secretary behind him and called him over. Bearing a carafe and glass, the secretary approached and set the items on table. Being treated with kid gloves like this was quite unusual for Hisho.
Leaning forward, Suiryou once again urged him to sit and pushed a wine glass toward him. “You’ve been the Ra-shi for a pretty long time. Since the reign of Emperor Li, I’ve been told. Is that true?”
Hisho answered with a nod.
“You don’t say,” Suiryou murmured. He gave Hisho a long look. “You look younger than me. I suppose you’re a good deal older. You see, I became a government official only last year and was listed on the Register of Wizards. Everybody knows you stop aging once you’re registered but it’s a hard thing getting used to. So how old are you really?”
“Frankly, I don’t remember myself.”
That was the truth. Hisho had been promoted to his post and listed on the Registry of Wizards during the reign of Emperor Li. As best he could recall, that was ten years or so after the emperor’s enthronement. Since his promotion, over a hundred some-odd years had passed.
“Long enough to forget how long, huh. Quite an accomplishment. That’s why you’re known as the Ra-shi’s Ra-shi. I’ve heard the stories, you know. After the Rite of the Arrow when Empress Yo was enthroned, she personally thanked you herself.”
Hisho allowed himself a thin smile. The nicest thing he could say when it came to such rumors was that they didn’t exactly align with reality.
Apparently misinterpreting that smile, Suiryou clapped his hands together. “I see, I see,” he said, with a big grin. “Well, it’s time to put those skills back to work again.”
He leaned even closer and said in a furtive whisper, “Pretty soon now, we’re going to see the ascension of a new empress.” This time Hisho looked him square in the eyes. Suiryou nodded. “Word is, the Pretender has already been deposed.”
“So she was a Pretender. Figures.”
The Kingdom of Kei in which they lived and served had no sitting sovereign. The previous empress was barely enthroned before she abdicated. Her sister, Joei, took the throne in her stead. The scuttlebutt said she was a Pretender.
In any case, a kingdom’s ruler was chosen by the Saiho, who was also the Prime Minister. The true nature of the Saiho was that of a kirin, the sacred unicorn. Paying heed to Divine Providence, the Saiho chose the person whom the Heavens willed.
It did not matter who the person was, no one assumed the throne without the approval of the kirin. Any emperor or empress whom the Heavens did not smile upon must be deemed a Pretender.
Only the kirin could declare whether Joei was a Pretender or the real thing. Except the Saiho had not shown up to say one way or the other.
Prior to her abdication, Empress Yo’s health had failed. Following her death, the kirin traveled to Mt. Hou, the kingdom of its birth. Before he could return, Joei had claimed the throne and sought to occupy the Imperial Palace.
There being no way to ascertain whether she was the new empress, the ministers convened a quorum to debate the matter. In the end they refused her entry.
The fact was, Hisho had no way to determine the truth of the situation for himself. Though an imperial minister, his post placed him far from the centers of power. A minister like Hisho contributed little of importance to the administration of the government in any case.
The duties of the Ra-shi had little to do with politics. Though his office was formally attached to the Minister of Summer, which was responsible for military matters, his portfolio revolved around the Rite of the Arrow, which had nothing to do with the army or waging wars.
On the occasion of religious festivals and official visits by guests of honor, he produced ceremonies that celebrated the tools and skills of archery. Specifically, under the direction of the Sekichou-shi, his job was to create the porcelain magpies used as targets in the Rite.
Such was his rank and his duties that no grave matter concerning the kingdom ever reached his ears. That was the business of those higher up in the Imperial Palace, who literally lived above the clouds. The sum total of his knowledge came down to whispers and rumors.
It was said that, were the Heavens to smile upon an empress who was then properly chosen by the kirin, many auspicious omens should manifest themselves throughout the Imperial Palace. And yet none had occurred. So Joei must be a Pretender.
The people above the clouds came to the same conclusion and sealed the gates. Enraged, Joei established armed camps across Kei’s northern provinces. Soon the cry arose that the ministers were treating the Imperial Palace as their personal domain and refused to allow the empress to enter.
“And then came word that she had the Taiho with her.”
Impossible as it seemed, rumors circulated that Joei had the Taiho in her coterie. The Imperial Palace fell into fear and confusion. If Joei were the true and rightful sovereign, the minister who closed their doors to her would have to answer for it when she was formally crowned.
Ministers already on the fence fled the palace and defected to Joei’s faction. The Sekichou-shi before Suiryou did so and was never seen again.
“That’s how it happened. When word got around, the provinces fell like dominoes under Joei’s domination. But she still hadn’t quelled the suspicions she was a Pretender and they were all making a huge mistake. Trust in the Heavens and stand our ground and our efforts would be rewarded in the end—that’s what we firmly believed.”
However Suiryou said it like he meant it, there was no telling how much he’d hedged his bets as well.
Despite rumors that Joei was a Pretender and rumors that the true empress had arisen and engaged her in battle, the ministers who remained barricaded inside the palace had to be always cognizant of their perilous state if Joei turned out to have legitimate claim on the throne.
“An empress, to boot.” Suiryou’s mouth formed a thin line.
“An empress—again?”
“Again,” Suiryou answered with unmasked scorn.
Did anybody not see this coming? The kingdom had a bad record with empresses. Now three dynasties in a row, the incompetent reign of empresses continued.
“Well, empress or no, she is the one whom Heaven has smiled upon. Our new empress will soon arrive at the Imperial Palace along with the Saiho. The enthronement will follow shortly after. You’ll need to begin preparations for the Archery Ceremony with all due haste.”
The Archery Ceremony was one of the kingdom’s most important annual religious festivals, with the Rite of the Arrow constituting the main event. The Rite revolved around the ritualistic shooting of an arrow at a porcelain skeet that resembled a bird.
A frivolous version enacted during banquets called Shooting the Swallow was a simple competition that entertained the guests counting the hits and misses.
The Archery Ceremony took place on a larger scale and with an entirely different objective. The hits and misses were interpreted as harbingers of good or bad fortune, so there was no giving misses a sporting second chance. The archer must be highly skilled and the skeet easy to hit.
Not only that, the porcelain targets should be works of art in their own right, exquisitely crafted to fly gracefully through the air, ring with a pleasant sound when struck by an arrow, and shatter on the ground with a burst of beauty. The sounds made as they broke apart themselves played a melody.
Hisho had made these “singing skeets” in the past. Working out the mechanics of precisely throwing the porcelain birds into the air required a small mountain of skeets. He recruited the best archers. When the skeets were launched and targeted one after the other, the sounds of shattering ceramic ran together to form a tune.
To equal the performance of a concerto composed for court musicians, he once arranged a row of three hundred marksmen. The multicolored birds danced through the air above the courtyard. And when struck by the arrows, broke apart like blossoming flowers. With a timber like ringing bells or chimes, from instruments made of diamond and stone, a luxurious tune flowed forth.
With such an emphasis on sound, there was little that appealed to the sense of smell. To compensate for the lack of fragrance, Hisho prepared six thousand bowls of Chinese bitter orange and placed them around the courtyard.
But that was a long time ago.
“Another Rite of the Arrow to go down in the history books, eh?” Suiryou looked at Hisho like a basset hound eager to lick its master’s face. “I’m sure you can’t wait to show them what you can do”
“Well, I guess so.”
“No need to be so self-deprecating in front of me. We’re talking about the inaugural Rite on the occasion of the accession of the new empress. A splendid show will surely leave her happy. A happy empress means a happy Ministry of Summer. Not only kind words. Other rewards are sure to follow. Everyone in the Ministry will be grateful to you and hold you in even higher esteem.”
Hisho managed not to laugh out loud. So that’s what it comes down to. If the new empress spared a few kind words for him (as Suiryou imagined Empress Yo had done), a bright future awaited all those who participated in the Rite. That explained the royal reception he was being given.
“With such expectations in mind, I supposed there is a plan in place to win her approval?”
Suiryou drew his brows together. His mouth closed into a thin line. With an inquiring look he echoed, “A plan?”
“Well, what might be the best sort of skeet to make? I’ve yet to receive any guidance on the matter. Though they’re actually made by the Ministry of Winter.
According to the organizational chart, the Sekichou-shi planned and produced the Rite of the Arrow. Having given it all due consideration, he informed the Ra-shi and had him make the preparations. The Ra-shi then tasked the Ra-jin to do the actual work. The Ra-jin were the supervising engineers and master potters attached to the Ministry of Winter.
“I heard that you handled everything, from planning to execution.”
“Oh, I would not deign to make such a claim.”
“I would. I’ve been told the last Sekichou-shi didn’t know the different between Shooting the Swallow and the Rite of the Arrow.”
He wasn’t wrong. And not only the last one. Aside from the first Sekichou-shi Hisho served under, his superiors had been hands-off to the point of remaining completely uninformed. With this “Ra-shi among Ra-shi” doing everything himself, all his bosses had to do was sit back and enjoy the perks of the position.
A hardly glamorous but undemanding job—no doubt that’s how it’d been pitched to Suiryou as well.
There were bureaucrats who worked their way up from the bottom, building a record of good work. And there were bureaucrats who, enjoying the patronage of high officials, started at the top and settled comfortably into a lower rung on the career ladder. Suiryou definitely belonged in the latter category.
“Should the Sekichou-shi feel out of his depth, I would have no choice but to lend a hand. I cannot say it has never happened before.”
Hisho’s overt show of scorn aroused a brief look of displeasure on Suiryou’s face. The perfunctory smile soon returned. “I haven’t been on the job that long, you see. Of course I understand the scope of my responsibilities and have been learning the ins and outs as quickly as I can. Still, hardly in time for the upcoming ceremonies. I apologize for putting you in a tight spot, for not being my usual tactful self. This time, you see, it would be best left in your capable hands.”
“I certainly have every intention to help out anyway I can. And yet, I’ve been at this job for a long time and have run short of ideas of late. Truth be told, I have been thinking of asking for a transfer or a leave of absence.”
“Well, ah, no—” muttered the flustered Suiryou. He slapped his knees and leaned forward. “What about the same sort of skeet that won the praise of Empress Yo? Gussy it up a bit, add some more sparkle and flash.”
That prompted a wry smile from Hisho. “Surely you jest.”
Suiryou was fixated on the precedent he imagined had been set by that particular porcelain bird. But if the new empress shared with them the same “praise” as Empress Yo, Suiryou might find himself fired from the position he had so recently acquired.
Lucky for Hisho, his boss didn’t know the whole story.
“Why’s that? Make a bunch more of them, vary the color—”
Hisho gave his head an emphatic shake. “The potters from the Ministry of Winter who made those skeets aren’t there anymore.”
“So just tell them to do what they did before. They must have the pictures and plans.”
“Even if they still have the pictures and plans, I have no confidence they could get the job done. More than anything else, time is of the essence.”
Based on past events, the Rite of the Arrow was held approximately a month after the new sovereign accepted the Mandate of Heaven on Mt. Hou and was formally invested.
“Well, the job of the Ra-shi is to show them the way and make sure they get the job done.” Suiryou’s displeasure at last began to show. “I will not tolerate some half-assed Rite performed for an empress who has just ascended to the throne! The porcelain bird you make will leave her delighted. Nothing else but!”
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Chapter 2


The Sekichou-shi stomped off in a huff.
Hisho waited until the footsteps disappeared into the distance before leaving himself, though not without feeling the bewildered eyes of the secretaries on his back. The summer sun hung low in the sky. He didn’t return to his own department. Instead he followed the main east-west thoroughfare straight through to the west quadrant of the Administrative Palace.
The Administrative Palace had a mostly southern exposure. In the center of its deepest recesses was a giant gate, carved into the slope of the mountain. This soaring structure was the Ro Gate, the only passageway within the Administrative Palace to the Imperial Court that covered the sprawling summit of the mountain above the clouds.
Only a select few could pass through the Ro Gate and set foot on the summit, no one except the ministers who served in the Imperial Court. The distance between the Administrative Palace and Gyouten was itself as vast as earth and sky. But a commoner might as well try to open the gates of Heaven as enter the Imperial Court.
Hisho spared the Ro Gate a glance as he passed by and proceeded onto the Ministry of Winter. Numerous studios of numerous sizes surrounded the centrally located government offices. Hisho made his way through the winding maze of workspaces. However familiar the path, it did not accommodate foot traffic well.
The sounds and smells spilling over the high surrounding walls aroused in him old feelings of nostalgia. Noting the source of each ping of a hammer, every waft of the burnt odor of forged iron, he arrived at the far door and passed on through.
To be precise, the workshops were attached to the Ministry of Winter. The studios that constituted the core of a department consisted of four galleries surrounding a courtyard, with the daughter workshops attached to them variously scaled to function.
By and large, the workshops were significantly larger than the studios. As a result, departments in the Ministry of Winter were generally referred to by their associated workshops. Moreover, the studio Hisho was visiting didn’t even have a west gallery.
That quadrant of the courtyard dropped away as if neatly sliced away. Beyond the escarpment, a steep narrow valley nestled between two soaring peaks.
The faded gray peaks stood like a giant wall, blocking the view left and right. Between them peaked a sliver of sky. Beneath the sky, far off in the distance, the setting sun touched the faint ridgelines of the shrouded mountains.
Further below, the city of Gyouten should also be visible but was hidden behind a verdant curtain of green. Japanese pear trees covered the slope slanting away from the courtyard.
Shouran planted these mountain pears. Declaring that she had no desire to see the world below, again and again she had tossed pears from the courtyard. One fortunate seedling took root, grew tall and strong, and shed its fruit in turn. Over time, the flourishing pear trees took over the slopes of the ravine.
White flowers adorning the trees every spring like a snowy cloud that blanketed the ravine. It was a sight everyone made sure to see.
Hisho conjured up the memory of Shouran narrowing her eyes and taking in the view. Strangely, somehow, she resembled that bird perched on the Sekichou-shi’s balcony. And yet the two shared nothing in common.
Lost in thought, a voice startled him out of his reverie.
“Hisho-sama—”
A figure appeared from the north gallery, smiling as he ran over. “It’s been a while, Hisho-sama.”
“It has indeed. Are you doing well?”
The answer came in the form of a nod. A young man with a gentle demeanor who excelled at detailed design, his name was Seikou. He was a master craftsman, a specialist in ceramics. The workshops under his purview employed several dozen artisans. “Shishou,” they called him out of respect. As the master craftsman of the department, he was the Ra-jin who ran the studio.
“Please, please come in.”
Seikou all but grabbed Hisho by the hand. He seemed on the verge of tears. In fact, Hisho had not visited the department in close to a year. He’d once almost lived here. But lately, not only had he not visited, he’d barely left his own official residence. No sovereign on the throne meant the Rite of the Arrow would not be performed.
It was a good enough excuse for the Ra-shi’s departmental staff to stay holed up in their living quarters as well.
That spring, Seikou sent a message inviting him to view the billowing clouds of pear blossoms. Hisho declined.
Hisho understood that, having not seen him around the studio and concerned about how he was faring, Seikou had invited him to the flower viewing. He also understood that the rejection might have hurt Seikou’s feelings. But Hisho simply couldn’t arouse in himself any desire to do so.
Despite the passage of time, the interior of the gallery was the same as he remembered. The benches and shelves all jammed together, the unending assortment of tools, the towering stacks of designs and blueprints. It’d been like this the year before. It’d been like this when Shouran was Ra-jin.
It was exactly like this when Hisho first set foot in here as Ra-shi. He glanced around, deeply impressed.
Seikou flushed. “It’s as messy as usual—”
“It is what it is. I doubt anybody remembers seeing it all neat and tidy.”
“Sorry,” Seikou muttered, scooping up an armful of tattered and worn papers and sketches. The tabletop was cluttered with what must be Seikou’s handiwork. They appeared to be old pieces of porcelain.
Noticing the objects of Hisho’s gaze, Seikou hung his head. “Um, I thought it might help to take another look at some of the older pieces.”
“I see.” With no guidance or direction coming from Hisho, Seikou would have been left to his own devices. “It looks like you’re doing some fine work here, but I’ll have to ask you to put it aside for a while.”
Seikou’s head popped up, an elated expression rising to his face. “To make new skeets?”
“No choice but to. We’ve got an Archery Festival coming up soon.”
Hisho recounted the main points of his meeting with the Sekichou-shi to the startled Seikou.
Hearing more of the details, Seikou’s attitude just as quickly deflated. “There’s no time. Well, haste makes waste. I’ll leave it up to you to do the right thing.”
“And by the right thing—”
“Doesn’t matter. What does matter is that the bird flies with a suitable amount of grace and breaks without ugly results. Everything starts with a little inspiration. Any ceremony that ends without incident is a success.”
“Except this will be the first Rite for our newly enthroned empress.” Hisho added with a wry smile, “One right after the other.”
“Hisho-sama,” Seikou said in a reproachful tone.
“Another empress, you see.”
He could well imagine what the reign of an empress was like. She’d daydream on the throne for so many years, tire of those dreams, abdicate and die. Empress Yo lasted all of six years. Before her, Empress Hi made it to twenty-three. And before her, Empress Haku was done in sixteen. Three generations of empresses had not outlived the reign of a single emperor.
“Inspiration has its limits. Put on a show and leave everyone happy. That’s good enough for me.”
Seikou stared down at his feet with sad eyes. “Please don’t say such things. Give us another splendid Rite like the ones before.
“I am out of ideas. And out of time. Let’s pull out one of our old designs, add a few clever touches here and there, tweak things for the sake of variety.”
Seikou hung his head as if personally wounded. “I’ll go get the plans. Please wait here.”
Seikou cut a sad figure exiting the studio. Seikou was Shouran’s student. He’d been promoted from craftsman to Ra-jin when Shouran disappeared from the scene. That was around the same time Hisho stopped giving the porcelain birds much thought. They were only used in the Rite of the Arrow, but if the workmanship wasn’t given daily attention, a sudden deadline could catch them flat-footed.
And yet Hisho hadn’t made a single bird since Seikou was promoted to Ra-jin. Hisho knew that Seikou blamed himself, believing he lacked the skills to carry off Hisho’s vision.
Hisho sat in Seikou’s chair. A potpourri of old plans and prototypes were arrayed across the table. A blue bird sat atop an orderly pile of documents, perhaps in lieu of a paperweight. An old thing handed down from Ra-jin to Ra-jin.
In the center of the square slab of porcelain was a glazed etching of a long-tailed bird. The picture of a magpie.
It seemed a trifling knickknack, until a crack in the porcelain caught his attention. Looking more closely, several fine fissures crisscrossed the magpie’s tail, marking where the broken pieces had been glued back together.
“This is good repair work.”
Seikou must have done it. He’d been tutored under Shouran’s watchful eye. There was no reason to question abilities like these.
Hisho picked up the porcelain bird and examined it. It had heft and weight. A light skeet flew well and fast, too well and fast for the archers to hit. A certain degree of mass was necessary, but also with the base hollowed out a bit to increase the drag and time aloft.
This was the prototypical shape of a skeet in its initial stages.
From this point, the Ra-shi would revise and innovate. First was to adjust its weight and shape to fly as slowly as possible, for as long as possible, so it could be accurately struck. At the same time, all due attention must be paid to appearances.
What was once a round or square slab of porcelain took on various forms, not just the exquisite patterns glazed on the surface but including inlaid gold and gems. Finally (but perhaps most importantly) was engineering the flight characteristics while testing the raw materials and manufacturing processes to optimize the manner in which the skeet broke apart.
These days, a “porcelain bird” was not necessarily a clay skeet. The word was a holdover from older times and the name had stuck. In ancient times, accounts suggested that a variety of actual birds were targeted in the ceremony, beginning with the magpie.
However, the Saiho (who was also the prime minister) detested the shedding of blood. So despite it being a long-held custom, it also became a custom for the Saiho not to attend. And so the custom ceased being one.
Whatever the origins, at some point in the history of every kingdom, porcelain became the universal substitute. Instead of being shot, live birds were released in the Imperial Gardens in quantities comparable to the number of struck skeets.
Nobody knew why the magpie had been singled out. Perhaps because the magpie’s song heralded good tidings for the future. Perhaps the point of the whole exercise all along hadn’t been shooting the bird but rather setting free that many magpies.
In other words, the more skeets that were shot, the more the courtyards were filled with the sound of these harbingers of joy.
To be sure, successive generations of Sekichou-shi and Ra-shi had innovated and engineered the shooting and the breaking of the skeets until the ultimate objective of the Rite of the Arrow became that of shooting an arrow at a porcelain bird.
Skeets that sang their own songs was Hisho’s greatest achievement. And certainly produced his most boisterous Rite. At the time, Soken was serving as Sekichou-shi. The event took place in final years of the Li Dynasty. Of course, nobody knew at the time that those were the final years.
Hisho’s skills were rewarded with promotion to Ra-shi. As Sekichou-shi, Soken was by then a wise old hand and shared with Hisho everything he needed to know. Soken led with a gentle touch and always with his mind open to new ideas. Producing the Rite of the Arrow together was a constant delight.
Every design that worked gave birth to another. He and Soken conferred often with the Ra-jin, that by then included Shouran. The three of them slaved away night and day, perfecting their craft through trial and error.
Known as a Sekichou-shi among all Sekichou-shi, Soken often referred to Hisho as a Ra-shi among all Ra-shi.
Quite taken with the singing skeets, Emperor Li descended below the clouds and visited the offices of the Sekichou-shi to reward them personally. Those inhabiting the Administrative Palace had never known such an honor.
How much better their lives would have been if the world had continued on just the way it was at that moment. But the emperor betrayed such expectations.
The next time, they planned to design a skeet that associated a fragrance with every note that sang out when the skeet broke. While they worked to bring that idea to fruition, the reign of Emperor Li began to decay.
The next Archery Festival should have taken place three years hence, in order to commemorate the emperor’s sixtieth year on the throne. Except that Emperor Li was already sinking into despotism.
No one could say for certain what brought it about. Some suggested the assassination of the crown prince created deep fissures between the emperor and his closest associates. The identity of the assassin never came to light.
An aura of paranoia possessed the emperor. Rumors about his mistreatment of the ministers not only increased but circulated beneath the clouds and soon touched those close to Hisho.
The emperor seemed be testing his retinue in every possible respect, thrusting upon them impossible tasks, demanding excessive displays of loyalty. The Sekichou-shi was no exception. The word came down that the Rite performed to celebrate his sixtieth anniversary should outdo the last one.
There was no need to read between the lines to see the “or else” hovering there in the air.
Even now, recalling those times, Hisho felt his chest tightening up. There was no joy in the work he and his fellow artisans did, only the weight of a heavy duty imposed on them. The Sekichou-shi’s superiors couldn’t stop butting in, telling them to do this and do that and get it done faster.
The expectation that they must put on a performance for the ages weighed on their shoulders. The constant interference from above without any regard for the circumstances turned the preparatory work for the next Rite of the Arrow into a long slog in ball and chains.
Nevertheless, the Rite itself proved a success. The delighted Emperor Li declared they had indeed outdone themselves. Soken and Hisho were not pleased with the results. Despite the splendor with which the porcelain birds broke, Hisho didn’t hear the sound of good tidings.
At the Rite, the ranks of the government officials Hisho had known for ages had thinned out like a tattered carpet.
Before an emperor so lacking in confidence, the struck skeets fell like icy shards. No matter how splendidly the shattered flowers bloomed, or how richly the fragrances that sprang forth accompanied the songs they sang, it was a hollow performance.
Despite that—or precisely because of it—Soken only looked forward with new plans in mind.

“This time, we should strive to set the emperor’s mind at ease. What do you think?”
Looking like a mischievous child plotting a clever prank, Soken directed his question to Hisho, who sat sprawled across a chair in the courtyard.
“Fine with me. How do you propose to do that?”
Soken gazed up at the heavens. “Hmm,” he said. “Lively and florid alone will not suffice if it does not elevate the spirits. Neither will good feelings, not without softening the heart, naturally bringing a smile to the face. That’s how. The smile comes, he glances around and sees the same smile on the faces of his ministers. The confirmation of that mutual good humor, those shared emotions, quiets the heart. What do you think?”
Hisho responded with a wry smile. “Again you ask me to comprehend the incomprehensible.”
“Incomprehensible? Look, it’s what you feel gazing at a sublime scene. You find yourself smiling and sense that something ineffable is being communicated.”
“Oh, I understand feelings just fine. The problem is giving them a physical form.”
“Physical form, eh?” Soken tilted his head to the side. “Physical form?” he muttered, tilting his head in the opposite direction. “In any case, I don’t think we’re talking about traditional court music.”
“Court music,” or as the official documents phrased it, “music of a refined nature,” referred to classical music that “dignified” imperial rituals and festivals. The authorized instruments must be “classical” and any lyrics accompanying the melody closer to that of a liturgy than a popular song.
Such compositions favored didacticism over the artfulness of the tune. The arrangements were less concerned with the power of “music” than that of the incantation—certainly suffused with solemnity but lacking any of the joy of actual music.
“What about folk music?”
“That’s it!” Soken exclaimed, leaping to his feet. “Folk music would literally strike the right chord. I don’t mean the vulgar sort of tunes that spring up at social soirees. Something lighter—”
“Like a nursery rhyme?”
“A nursery rhyme. Not bad. Or a working song. The maids down at the river doing the washing, their voices flowing together as one. One melody from this side and another from the other. How about that?”
Hisho regarded Soken, his eyes gleaming, with a droll expression and then turned his attention to Shouran. Sitting on a stone at the edge of the courtyard, she was tossing pears and listening to the back and forth between Hisho and Soken. The smile on her face suggested getting stuck supervising a room full of young whelps.
“Give it a try. See what happens. It’s all the same to me.” Shouran threw away the last pear. Thanks to her persistence, a forest of pear trees was spreading across the ravine below. “But there’s a big difference between a folk song and court music. The melody and rhythm of the latter is logical and mechanical, the opposite of the former.”
“Oh, you could pull it off, Shouran.”
The old man took hold of Shouran’s hand in supplication. Shouran arched her brows and cast Hisho a sideways glance. Hisho managed not to laugh and sighed instead.
“Deriving the notes would require breaking single skeets and arranging the notes one by one, trusting the ear to keep everything in tune and on time. Then following the music and sending more skeets flying. We’ll need a contraption to launch them.”
“A stanza from this side, a stanza from the other,” Soken chimed in, this being his baby, after all.
Hisho nodded. “Several launchers would be necessary. One for each measure of music. Set up the sites and lay down markers where the archers will shoot the porcelain birds. Nail everything down in advance.”
“You’re talking about mobilizing the whole Ministry of Winter.”
Shouran groaned but there was a smile in her eyes. Engineering the raw materials, designing the launchers, producing the skeets—at the end of the day, it always came down to borrowing more craftsmen from the Ministry of Winter and throwing the whole department into disarray.
Strangely enough, their fellow artisans weren’t the least put out. Neither was Shouran. Being asked to do the impossible put a fire in the bellies of the artisans. They griped that every proposal Soken and Hisho brought them made unprecedented and unreasonable demands. Yet they pitched in with as much enthusiasm as they cursed and complained.
Hisho was no different. However trying it was having these goals forced upon him—being tasked to fashion porcelain magpies that had never been made before—he took great pleasure in pressing forward and accomplishing the impossible mission before him.
The higher the hurdles the last time, the greater the reward the next.
During this period, Seikou came to the department as an apprentice craftsman. Although untested and untrained, he threw himself into the work with great enthusiasm.

Then came the day when a platoon of soldiers burst into the workshop and hauled Soken away.

Even today, Hisho didn’t understand the chain of events that led the Soken’s arrest. He knew the charge was that of treason, except Soken didn’t harbor a speck of hostility toward the emperor.
Some sort of mistake must have led to him being falsely charged with the crime. But so tangled was the web of intrigue that Hisho couldn’t wrap his head around the details. His protests that Soken couldn’t possibly be involved in a rebellion fell on deaf ears.
To start with, he had no idea where to direct his complaints. Fearing guilt by association, their superiors shunned them. And their superiors, up to and including the minister himself, lived above the clouds, out of reach.
Hisho resolved to contest the charges on Soken’s behalf, but the means did not exist to arrange a meeting with the prosecutors. He tried his hand at writing an amicus brief and received no reply. He couldn’t even be sure it’d been passed to anybody in authority.
In any event, the wheels of justice turned only in heaven, or somebody told him in a consoling manner. At least Hisho and Shouran could rest assured they had escaped the dragnet, or so their colleagues also told them. Soken had probably offered himself up as the guilty party and covered for everybody else.
In the end, though once suspected as co-conspirators, the investigation into Hisho and Shouran got dropped. That only made the consequences harder to bear.
The only time Hisho was given reason to believe that one of his requests had been answered, it turned out to be for the worst reason imaginable. As Soken had no living relatives, when Hisho showed up for the meeting, he was given charge of Soken’s remains.
Exhausted of rage and tears, Hisho did as he was told. On his way back from the prison, Soken’s head in his hands, Hisho arrived at a certain conviction—that the song of the magpie was a harbinger of joy. And that shooting the magpie should in no way be taken as a good omen.
Audience should not delight in a porcelain magpie being shot and broken. The skeets should never have been the targets in the first place. Not to be shot and not to be broken. But the Rite of the Arrow was all about shooting a porcelain bird. It never should have been, except that it was from such rituals that the emperor established his imperial authority.
These were not glad tiding. This was an evil omen. An emperor who abused his power brought about only calamity. The Rite of the Arrow was all the proof Hisho needed.

Several days after Soken’s funeral, Hisho stopped by the workshop. “Let’s do away with the aromas,” he told Shouran.
Shouran started a bit and looked down at her hands. “Fine by me. But considering all the work we’ve put in so far—” 
A number of silver pellets rolled around a small tray. Inside each was a drop of fragrant oil. This is what Soken had been aiming for. He’d obsessed over these fragrances. He wanted something that not only appealed to the senses but also raised the spirits. Exhilarating but also satisfying.
Such an aroma, Soken insisted, would be the best. To that end, he consulted with arborists in the Ministry of Winter, haunted the workshops, blended fragrant oils, and engineered the size of the tiny spheres to best release their scents.
Now, after Soken’s death, they’d just about got it right.
“It’ll be better without it. And change the sound the skeets make when they break. There should be shadows in the sound, hints of darkness. And the composition should be anything but upbeat. Something approaching the somber court music played at imperial funerals.”
Shouran restrained herself to a thin smile and sighed. “In other words, back to where we started.” She again stared down at the tray, her eyes tinged by regret, or rather, grief. “But we can’t very well be performing a funeral dirge. That would hardly inspire hope for the future.”
“Folk music will be fine. But nothing bright and cheering. Make the music more melancholy.”
“Oh,” Shouran muttered in an emotionally opaque voice.
She didn’t raise any other objections. The fragrances were removed, the music made more melancholy. But on no occasion would Emperor Li see or hear any of it. He died in the sixty-eighth year of his reign.

In the intervening years, when the throne sat vacant, Hisho continued to make the porcelain magpies. Somewhere along the way, a question posed by Seikou prompted him to see the porcelain magpie as representing the people themselves.
“Why a magpie?”
Seikou had exemplary skills and a good head on his shoulders. Since losing Soken, as if to fill that hole, Shouran had taken him under her wing and given him her full attention.
“Well,” Hisho explained, “they say the song of the magpie is a harbinger of better times to come.”
Seikou tilted his head to the side. “When it comes to good omens, aren’t other birds better qualified to fill that role? Prettier and more unique birds? It’s strange.”
“It is strange,” Shouran agreed, pausing in the midst of the delicate craftsmanship she was engaged in. Her eyes glowed with curiosity. “When you put it that way, it’s hard to disagree with. Why not the phoenix or the peacock?”
Because we can’t go around shooting phoenix and peacock, Hisho thought with a wry grin. Yet he couldn’t dismiss the idea out of hand. It was strange.
There was nothing unique about a magpie, a commonplace sort of bird, widely observed in villages and fields. A black head and feathers like a raven, white only along the scapulars and belly, and similar coloring along tail as long as its body.
The slender wings and long tail possessed a certain grace. But neither the hues nor the pattern of the coloring particularly caught the eye, and the magpie’s song did not resonate in the ear. Like the sparrow and other commonplace birds, it pecked at the ground in the spring. In the fall it scavenged among fallen nuts and berries. It was more likely to be seen walking or hopping along the ground than soaring in flight.
A humble peasant of a bird, Hisho suddenly thought. Like a humble peasant.
An ordinary person found anywhere, wearing simple clothing and spending his life tilling the ground. No smarter than his neighbors, an appearance that attracted no one’s attention. He had no special skills to polish, no books to bury his nose in. At best, like Hisho, he might achieve the rank of a minor bureaucrat, never aspiring to rise above the clouds.
Putting in one honest day after the other, neither would he envy those who did. Without a doubt, the magpie was a peasant bird.
A peasant satisfied with his lot in life, who could laugh heartily and sing with joy—that should be taken as a good omen. The happiness of his subjects was evidence that the rule of an emperor was just and right. The longer the people sang, the longer his dynasty would last.
Hisho’s gut told him that delighting in the shooting of the porcelain magpies was wrong. In this he knew he was not mistaken. It was imperial authority that let those same arrows fly at the emperor’s subjects, ordinary people who fell broken by the wayside. Nobody should rejoice as the arrows hit their mark.
That error only served to confirm the dreadful reach of imperial power. It must serve no other purpose.
Hisho wished to make a porcelain magpie that aroused in the archer feelings of guilt, that equally stung the hearts of the onlookers.
But—

“Well, here’s what I’ve been able to turn up.”
Hisho turned around, Seikou’s voice abruptly bringing him back to the here and now. Seikou came in carrying an armful of papers and documents.
“Fortunately, all of your plans have been preserved.”
“You don’t say,” said Hisho, letting out a breath. “Sort through them and choose one that best fits the occasion.”
Seikou’s head slumped to his chest. “So that’s how little you think of my abilities?”
“I believe I’m saying the exact opposite.”
No. Seikou silently shook his head. Hisho murmured to himself, Yes. Feeling the weight in his hand, he looked down. He was still holding onto that porcelain magpie.

They intended to select one of the old plans and start making it. This proved a more difficult process than Hisho had imagined. Even with the plans on hand, it was Shouran who’d made them. The manufacturing process started with Shouran and was largely borne by the workshop artisans, making generous allowances for all their peculiarities and eccentricities.
The craftsmen from the Ministry of Winter figured out every last detail through laborious trial and error, down to the materials and the finishing processes. Without taking into consideration their eyes and hands, no one would know where to begin.
In actuality, the production workers made the final product, but always with a master craftsmen there on the production floor telling and showing them, hands-on, how to get the job done. In short, without the whole crew available, they would have to start from scratch.
Moreover, since the end of the Li dynasty, the Kingdom of Kei had been gripped by waves of unrest. Just as Shouran was no longer with them, many of the artisans were nowhere to be found and few remembered the lessons taught by their master craftsmen.
Resurrecting the past and building a porcelain magpie the same as before was impossible. Most of the work would have to commence from the trial-and-error stage. Building brand new wouldn’t take any less time or effort.
On the other hand, the less they were constrained by the past, the faster things might move along.
They could go fishing through the old designs until the sun went down. In the meantime, the new empress would be formally invested. In accordance with established custom, when the new empress entered the Imperial Palace, every minister with sufficient standing would greet her above the clouds.
Nobody in Hisho’s position ever saw the new sovereign. He wouldn’t recognize her face or be familiar with her personality. Word had come down from above the clouds that she was from a foreign country. A little girl out of her element, with barely an ounce of common sense and scared of her own shadow.
Not again, Hisho thought, the will to make the porcelain birds waning further.
Empress Haku indulged in luxury, not in self-reflection. Rising to a station higher than she ever could have imagined, and being showered by riches beyond belief, she never again descended among the hoi polloi.
Empress Hi, on the other hand, reveled in power for its own sake. With the wag of her finger, she jerked the bureaucracy and her subjects one way and then the other as the mood struck her.
Empress Yo couldn’t care less about either. She secluded herself in the recesses of the palace, refused her own authority, rejected the kingdom and her own people. When at last she appeared in the Imperial Court, she had already strayed far from the Way, little better than a despot.
And now her successor had entered the Imperial Palace. It wasn’t long before Sekichou-shi summoned Hisho back to his office and once again gave him the white-glove treatment, all smiles and good humor.
“So, how are things going? Got a great plan in the works?”
“No,” Hisho said bluntly.
Suiryou furrowed his brows in consternation. He quickly regained his composure. “Call it good luck or bad, but it seems the Rite of the Arrow is going to be delayed more than I expected. The enthronement ceremony will be giving the Rite a pass this time around.”
“A pass?” Hisho queried with a perplexed expression of his own.
Suiryou frowned. “Don’t ask why. I haven’t the slightest idea. Whether a whim of the empress or something her lofty advisors came up with, they haven’t bothered to spare us the hint of an explanation.”
“Understood.” Hisho nodded.
“In any case, the first Archery Festival will be held during the winter solstice. It’s regrettable that we won’t be able to perform the rite at the enthronement, but then again, this will give you plenty of time to get ready.”
The ceremony to entreat Heaven for divine protection always took place on the winter solstice. The first winter solstice after the enthronement was particularly important to both king and kingdom. It was only natural that the Archery Festival should play a part.
It was two months until the winter solstice and there’d be no delaying that date. Even starting fresh, unencumbered by the past, they’d be lucky to make the deadline.
“The future of the Ministry of Winter depends on this. Everything is riding on your shoulders. Your job is create something that will do the Ministry proud.”
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Chapter 3


Hisho had no choice but to make the porcelain birds. He didn’t have time for a single extraneous thought.
Resigned to the task before him, he sat down at the table. He had a room in the office of the Ra-jin. The compact room had two desks and two divans. He’d once shared quarters here with Soken. One of the desks and one of the divans was buried beneath books, boxes, and papers.
The desk and divan that Hisho used were in tidy enough condition, though they showed a generous accumulation of dust from long disuse. Hisho brushed off the desk. Grumbling to himself all the while, he laid down a clean sheet of paper, set out an ink stone, and picked up a writing brush.
And paused, there being nothing inside him that wanted to come out. Try as he might, the blank page remained blank.
I’m clean out of ideas, he’d told himself over and again. That was only because he’d temporarily lost the will to create. Though the desire to try this and do that had definitely withered, he hadn’t expected that nothing would come to mind when the time came to produce.
Perhaps he’d taken too much time off. On occasion, he’ asked himself how he came up with ideas in the first place. Even that was an indecipherable fog.
He was often stymied as to what to do next. In such situations, there were always a thousands of bits and pieces drifting around inside his skull. Now he couldn’t care enough to reach out and grab one. And even if he somehow managed to pick one, nothing was bound to come of it.
So this is what it meant to have artist’s block. An empty head, empty of even fragments of thought, balls of cotton where the ideas should be. A first for him.
And that surprised him. Then annoyed him. The Rite required a large number of skeets. The workshops would have to work day and night over the next fortnight simply to replenish the inventory. Before they could do that, there was the testing and fine-tuning required to produce a production-model porcelain magpie.
If, in fact, they started over from scratch, they’d have to begin right this minute in order to make the deadline. He had to come up with something but was scooping water with a sieve.
Of course, he thought to himself. He was used up. Finished.
He didn’t know when it’d happened. Maybe when Shouran disappeared. Or when Empress Yo shared those words with him. Probably before then. Hisho once made porcelain birds like a man possessed. But that was before losing Soken, before coming to the conviction that the shattered magpies symbolized the people.
From the start, this passion may never have been about the making. Yes, all during that time, he’d never taken pleasure in the making.

Shouran objected to his instructions with a wry smile. “Something prettier would be much nicer.”
And Hisho repeated what he’d told her before, that there was something wrong about taking joy in the destruction of the skeets.
“It’s grotesque, this shooting of the porcelain magpies. Take a look at reality—”
He gestured at the valley visible through the window. The narrow ravine nestled between the giant peaks was overgrown with pear trees. Beyond and below the screen of trees, hidden from view, lay a fallen world trampled underfoot by imperial authority that went unquestioned by the empress herself.
“The slipshod rule of a useless sovereign brings a kingdom to rack and ruin. At the mercy of a government that pays no heed to their needs, the people waste away. An emperor who could raise a finger to save them can also push them into far more dire circumstances. Steal away their lives. Somebody needs to drive that message home.”
Shouran drew an exasperated breath. “As if there’s a chance of that happening. I have the feeling that anybody who sees the porcelain magpies for what they truly represent learned that lesson long ago.”
“You may be right.”
He saw the sense in what Shouran was saying. But then how else to drive that message home?
“So we make our magpies only for the cold-hearted king? At the end of the day, what’s the point of showing him and his associates a good time?”
“Well, it is our job, after all.”
The composure with which Shouran spoke as she calmly continued her work irritated Hisho all the more. That she was in a good mood and appeared happy with the way things were made it worse.
“Imperial civil servants we may be, but about as far down on the ladder as you can get. We don’t involve ourselves in the weighty affairs of state. Nor do our jobs allow us to weigh in on matters of politics. And yet we still have the kingdom to thank for our office and rank. The livelihoods of the people rest upon our shoulders. At the very least, we should hope that what we do accrues in some small way to their benefit. If that is not the case, then what are we doing here?”
Shouran smiled without lifting her head. “The good of the people, eh?”
“Then let me ask you this—what should the Ra-shi and Ra-jin bring to their jobs?”
“Whatever they feel like,” Shouran said in amazement. She laughed. “People are people. Give them a job and they get down to it. A hard-to-please Ra-shi saddles them with a challenge and they figure out how to rise to the occasion. Right?”
“So you avert your eyes and nothing changes.”
“Well, you can avert your eyes all you want, but what wants to be seen will be seen, no matter how ugly. I can’t imagine an emperor is any different. Show him what he doesn’t want to see and he’ll only shut his eyes.”
“The same way you’ve averted your eyes from the world below, hidden it behind a thicket of pear trees?”
He didn’t cloak the sarcasm in his words. Shouran merely shrugged. “You can take in the unruly world below all you want and it won’t change a thing. Why not turn your attention to what is beautiful instead? Only fools deliberately wallow in ugliness and unpleasantness.”
“Then what? Seclude ourselves among the artisans and spend our nights and days with our heads bent over our desks? Can you enjoy yourself shutting yourself away in all this solitude?”
“Of course.” Shouran laughed louder. “It’s not that I have no place but here. This is the only place for me. This kind of craftsmanship is what gets me up in the morning. Do yourself proud or mess everything up—it’s fun either way.”
Shouran picked up a rasp and began filing away at the piece she was working on. “Don’t think too much and concentrate on the job right in front of you, that’s what is truly enjoyable.”
She almost seemed to be talking to herself as she added with a grin, “I expect it’s the same for ordinary people. Your poor housewife spends her days preparing the night’s dinner and wondering whether the weather will cooperate so she can hang out the laundry. Finding ease and joy in such trivialities is what makes the days go by. I’d be surprised if she devotes even a minute thinking about what the emperor is up to.”
With that, perhaps catching wind of Hisho’s displeasure, she straightened and put on a serious face. “Of course, we shall happily do as the Ra-shi wishes.”

Shouran clearly had no desire to stare reality in the face, no interest in the people or the kingdom. Rather than dwell on the wretched masses, she preferred to seek out simple pleasures close at hand. She wept herself hoarse when Soken was executed—because she mourned the loss of someone close to her, not because of the miserable state of the world.
The fact of the matter was, compared to the way Hisho dragged everything out, Shouran more quickly returned to an even keel. “It is unfortunate but it is over,” she said.
That’s the way she was and the craftsmen overseen by the office of the Ra-jin followed suit. If they were less than thrilled about the job at hand, Hisho was the Ra-shi so they buckled down and did as they were told.
Hisho was going it alone, regardless of whether he was understood or not. It was enough that the Sekichou-shi who came after Soken left things up to him. Nobody asked too many questions about what he wanted to create. They were only curious about the results—whether the bigwigs above the clouds liked what they saw and heard.
Hisho had a good reputation when it came to making several generations of Sekichou-shi happy.
The porcelain magpies that Hisho made were usually crowd-pleasers. Now and then word came back that he hadn’t risen to his usual standards, though most performances were acclaimed as solemn and sublime. These weren’t necessarily honest critiques. The audience assumed that whatever this respected “Ra-shi among Ra-shi” did was deserving of praise.
Knowing that didn’t much matter. As long as his superiors told him he’d done a good job, he wasn’t going to catch hell.
But no matter how much heart and soul he put into what he did, the message didn’t get through. Archers with ranks no higher than regular recruits would stop by after the ceremonies to tell him how moved they were by the performance. Hence the bitter irony—the higher the status, the more it went right over their heads.
The one time he intended to get a message across it simply wasn’t received.
Hisho immersed himself in the creation of his porcelain birds. Two empresses appeared and were gone. Most of the time the throne sat empty. That meant no Archery Festivals. But Hisho didn’t stop making, engineering, and designing.
The day finally came when Hisho could deliver his intended message—during the enthronement of Empress Yo.
These birds had long elegant wings and tails. Rather than skeets fired out of launchers, they flew away with a firm push and glided through the sky, resembling real birds as they swooped down from the apex of the arc. When shot by the archers, they raised a thin retort and scattered a multicolored spray, the pair of wings and twin tails breaking away and fluttering to the ground.
A lingering sound like a forlorn scream arose as it fell, the broken wings striking the earth and breaking apart with a painfully clear chord.
The porcelain shattered upon impact, disintegrating into shards of red crystal glass. When the ceremony was over, the memorial gardens were stained crimson with the glittering fragments.
A hush came over the stands in Shouten Palace where the empress and ministers sat overlooking the memorial gardens. Hearing the heavy silence, Hisho knew that the message had at last gotten through.
After the Rite of the Arrow had concluded, he was summoned by the empress. She spoke to him directly, not through an intermediary.
“Dreadful,” was the first word out of her mouth. “Why such a sinister spectacle? I do not wish to see such ghastly things.”
Hisho was at a loss for words. Seeing “such ghastly things” was the whole point. The loss of human life was indeed ghastly. Through the Rite, he wanted to confirm for himself what the empress held dear.
“Her Highness is greatly distressed,” added the Saiho.
Again, distress was what he intended to inflict, so she would share some notion of what her subjects suffered. The deeper the wound, the more memorable the experience. He wished to take that ghastliness, the keenness of the pain, and engrave it on her soul.
Turn away from pain and suffering and it would only continue. Her awareness of it would dwindle away. He had stung her heart but still hadn’t reached her.
Hisho was stumped. Having no idea of how to bridge that divide, he lost interest in making more porcelain magpies. After the enthronement, the Archery Festival held during the winter solstice was called off. The Sekichou-shi didn’t know the reasons either. Probably, Hisho imagined, because the empress didn’t want to see it. But that wasn’t the reason he stopped making porcelain magpie.
He often went down to the city to see up close how people lived. He occasionally ventured to a battlefield or the site of an execution. Perhaps seeing the misery with his own two eyes might spark some creative chord. The thought occurred to him that he was simply searching for some new experience to arouse his listless spirits.
After that, every time he brought a “found object” back to the Ra-jin’s office, Shouran accepted it with a wry smile. With no home to offer the magpies, Hisho didn’t know what to do with a creative impulse when one struck him. They made whatever they could make and threw the results away. For year after year.
And then one day when Hisho returned to the workshop, Shouran was gone.

The clouds hung heavy over the city that day. The night before, lightning lit up the world below and a freezing rain fell. A sense of unease overcame the populace. People stared up at the heavens and wondered aloud what bad tidings were in store. Hisho wondered himself and returned to Gyouten.
Ascending to the Administrative Palace, a new idea must have occurred to him. He couldn’t remember now what it was. Brimming with enthusiasm, he’d headed for the Ministry of Winter to put it into action. He arrived to find the rows of workshops strangely subdued.
It was as if some giant invisible presence hovered over their heads. Feeling that same sense of unease, he entered the office of the Ra-jin. Shouran wasn’t there. Her rooms were no different than usual—her desk overflowing with disorganized stacks of materials, weighed down with discarded tools.
For a moment, he could believe she’d simply stepped out for a moment. But for some reason, it felt as if he’d stepped into a frozen hollow. Nothing was out of place, yet the room felt empty. He was searching for that missing something when Seikou ran up.
“Hisho-sama, I saw you come in.” Seikou’s face was pale.
“Where is Shouran?”
“She didn’t leave. She hasn’t been seen since morning. We’ve looked everywhere. She’s nowhere to be found. I don’t know what to make of it either. Except—” Seikou visibly trembled. “Not only the Shishou. Artisans and craftsmen are missing from all around the workshops. And they’re all women.”
“Only women?”
“Yes. I heard that soldiers came before dawn and took the Shishou. They also took the chief engineers. But again, only the women. Hisho-sama, this is—”
Seikou’s unsettled state was infecting him. Hisho felt his knees quaver, such that he could barely stand.
“I told her to get out of here!”
He couldn’t know if the order had come down from Empress Yo herself. Holed up in the recesses of the Imperial Palace, three months before she’d suddenly appeared at court and declared that all female ministers were to leave the palace and the kingdom.
Disobedience would be severely punished. It was implied that a worse fate lay in store for any woman who failed to comply. Except that, at first, nobody took the edict seriously.
Around this time, edicts emanating from the throne tended to be of this sort. The reasons for this ostentatious promulgation of rules and regulations was unclear. Or rather, lacked any concreteness. The ministers couldn’t muster the interest to act even upon the most cursory of proclamations except to merely inform the public.
The order to expel all women from the palace and from the kingdom was met with similar disbelief and disregard. Nearly half of the administrative staff were women. Nobody could begin to calculate the time and effort it would take to remove them. Or how the government could continue to function if they all were exiled.
So at first they shrugged it off. But before long, above the clouds, the female civil service began to disperse. The majority simply grabbed whatever they had close at hand and fled the palace. There was no way to truly tell if they had gone or where, but their numbers dwindled in no small way.
“You’d better leave as well,” Hisho told Shouran. “I can hardly believe it myself, but this time Her Highness seems serious. This is not another meaningless proclamation.”
Oh, nonsense.” As she always did in reaction to his warnings, facing him across the table, Shouran laughed. “I’ve yet to see such a foolish decree with my own two eyes.”
“It’s a fact that all the civil servants above the clouds who are women are vanishing from sight.”
Hisho pled his case. Shouran only shook her head. “So she had a spat with her female counselors. Nothing for me to worry about. I’m nobody to her. Look at all the staff of the administrative palace. Plenty of women there too. Probably never even occurred to her. You can’t punish people you don’t even know, can you?”
Shouran smiled, and Hisho couldn’t help thinking her hopelessly naive. That very day women were going missing from the palace, along with other artisans in the Ministry of Winter. He didn’t know where they went and what become of them.
Though things had apparently proceeded to completion above the clouds, nobody below the clouds could explain what was going on. Except that once somebody left, they never returned. Empress Yo died and now a new empress had arisen and still not a word about their fate. It was the only undisputable fact that remained.
This is why you can’t avert your eyes from reality. Hisho never wavered in that conviction. Shouran refused to see the cruel world for what it was, no less than she refused to see the empress for who she was and imperial power for what it was.
Maybe she thought that what she didn’t see couldn’t hurt her. Maybe she’d put Soken’s wrongful execution out of her mind.
Hisho’s anger warred with sorrow. Since Shouran vanished, the desire to make another porcelain bird had vanished as well. He was powerless. Having lost Soken and Shouran, there was no one to blame, no one to take responsibility. They hadn’t committed any crime and yet he couldn’t protect or defend them.
Not while he remained within the palace walls, at the beck and call of the next emperor or empress.
You’re wrong! he wanted to cry out. Stop all of this now! Words that would never reach the Saiho or any other high official, let alone the empress. Scream at the sky and nothing he said would rise about the clouds. As far as those in the heavens were concerned, Hisho might as well have never existed.
Nobody was going to listen to him. Nobody needed to. His only means of speaking to the empress was the Rite of the Arrow. He put his heart and soul into the Rite—and nothing came of it. No, it was worse than that. He delivered the message only to have the door slammed in his face.
“Dreadful,” Empress Yo had called it. If only she could have acknowledged the dreadfulness of imperial power. She refused to understand. No less than she averted her eyes from its awful consequences, she refused to see the awfulness within herself.
This kingdom is doomed.
Hisho wearied of raising his own voice in protest and appealing to those who should. He was invisible to the empress. He was still a Ra-shi because he had to eat to live. If he wasn’t going to make the porcelain birds, he didn’t want to think about them. He had no use for the kingdom or its ministers.
He had no means to communicate what was on his mind and his colleagues tired of his tirades.
The world around him lacked meaning. At loose ends, he shut himself up in his residence. Doing nothing and thinking about nothing for empty day after empty day, he hollowed out inside.
I have got nothing left to give, Hisho thought, and put down his pen in resignation.
If he had nothing, then he would have to reuse something made in the past, and somehow make the deadline. That being the case, he would have to confer with Seikou. He left his residence. A forlorn evening breeze gusted through the portico surrounding the courtyard, signaling the advent of fall.
The skeets he’d created for Empress Yo were no mistake. Shouran made them. Though, in fact, Seikou was the one who’d taken command of the project and gotten the engineers together on the same page.
Seikou should remember the fine details. Hisho could imagine Seikou refusing to tread that same path again. Even if he didn’t object, Hisho didn’t want to make skeets that would be labeled “ghastly.” The porcelain birds he’d made for Emperor Li would be better prototypes.
Except he hadn’t the heart to make those either, to again witness such magnificent destruction. He did not think he was imbuing the skeets with more value than inanimate objects deserved. But he could not bring himself to make such things only to see them shot and break and shatter like frozen flowers to the cheers of the spectators.
Even the porcelain magpies he’d made for Empress Yo—watching them shot and broken pained him. Although they existed to be destroyed, he wished for a way to deliver that message without demolishing them.
“Like there’s any chance of that,” he said to himself and laughed. They were skeets, after all. They were made to be shot. They were made to break. But he didn’t want to hear music flow forth when they did either. Somber court music or sad folk songs made no difference now.
He didn’t want to turn into a musician in the first place. Something softer and simpler would be better. Something that would stifle the cheers and applause and make them listen despite themselves. Sounds they would crane their ears to hear, that would seep into their souls—that’s what he wanted.
These thoughts on his mind, he ducked into the adjoining room, lit a sputtering lamp, and related these thoughts to Seikou, who was at his desk.
Seikou glanced over his shoulder and tilted his head to the side. “Such as—the sound of snow?”
Hisho sat down on a stack of boxes next to Seikou. He said with a rueful smile, “Snow doesn’t make a sound.”
“Guess not.” Seikou flushed a bit. “What about the sound of water?
Not quite water, Hisho thought. Running water, water overflowing, a babbling brook, ripples in a pond—they each left a different impression. What kind of sound wasn’t the right question. The sound of water, the sound of wind—they both said too much.
“Something quieter—yes, that’s it—like the sound of snow.” Snow had nothing to say, yet could not be heard without listening closely. “It doesn’t make a sound. The sound of falling snow is what you feel. You were spot on.”
Seikou responded with a confused smile. “The Shishou said something similar. Or rather, I have the feeling she said the exact same thing.”
Startled, Hisho queried, “Shouran did?”
“Yes. The silent sound of snow—she said that’s what she would do if it was up to her.”
Hisho found himself at a loss for words. Now that the subject came up, not once had he done things the way Shouran wished. Far from it. He’d never asked her about her choice of porcelain magpie, and Shouran hadn’t volunteered that information.
All the while Hisho was obstinately designing his “ghastly” birds, Shouran had only expressed a preference for something “nicer.” She’d never gotten more specific than that. He had never pressed her for specifics.
“What else?”
“About what?”
“Did she say anything else, like about how the skeets broke?”
Seikou lowered his head and pondered the question. “She said the birds made for Empress Yo were too painful to bear. They broke the heart. To smash them in such a splendid manner was altogether too cheerful. She thought it rather pointless after a while.”
Then Seikou raised his head as if a new thought had occurred to him. “I recall her saying that she liked birds. It hurt her to see birds shot and fall to the ground. It’d be nice if they could turn back into birds again after they broke.”
“Turn back into birds again—”
Seikou nodded, the memories of the past weighing on his expression. “Because they’re birds, she always said. She wanted them to fly free. That wouldn’t be in accordance with the Rite. But when struck by the arrows, at least let the loss be felt. When this sense of regret had sunk in, the birds would spring back to life.”
“And fly away,” Hisho murmured.
Seikou’s smile suggested they had arrived at the same conclusion. “That’s what she said. She said it’d be great if a real magpie could be born out of the shards of the porcelain bird.”
“Not a bad idea at all.”
A skeet launched into the air, then shot and shattered. From the broken pieces a living bird would arise. Before the seated spectators, it would fly out of sight, abandoning the empress and all the might and majesty of the throne, along with the scores of assembled ministers and all their authority and expectations.
“She did not relish the thought of this newborn bird, after such an effort, crashing down into the gardens and breaking apart. Much more to her liking that it should disappear from sight.”
“Much more to her liking—”
Hisho nodded. Shouran had said nothing to him about this. But they seemed to be of a similar mind on the matter. Or rather, he’d never broached the subject directly with her. He had stubbornly pursued only his own vision. Only now with his own well run dry did he discover they had arrived at the same destination.
Hisho turned to the west-facing window. All he could see was darkness. During the day, the window revealed the narrow valley, wispy clouds curled around bare rock, the sight of the city far below obscured by thickets of pear trees.
“Shouran must have often taken in that view.”
Seikou followed Hisho’s gaze. His eyes opened a bit wider. “You mean the valley? Yes, well—”
“I wonder what she was really looking at.” He still thought it strange. What was she thinking when she gazed down at the ravine? “She said she didn’t want to see the world below. She must have meant it. But the more I think about it, if she wanted no part of the world below then why look in the first place? She often sat on a stone at the side of the courtyard and gazed at that narrow valley. What else was there but the world below?”
Seikou tilted his head to the side as if hearing a strange tale told for the first time. “Now that you mention it—”
Hisho recalled the heron perched on the Sekichou-shi’s balcony, that also stared down at the ruined world. Perhaps like the heron, Shouran chose to avert her eyes from the ruin of the world, not necessarily from the world itself.
“That couldn’t be it, could it?” Hisho said to himself with a grim smile.
“What’s that?” Seikou queried.
“Oh, nothing. The only thing to see here is the world below, exactly what she didn’t want to see. She patiently cultivated all those pear trees. It took a fair amount of time, but in the end that’s what she did. She covered up the misery of the world.”
“Covered it up?”
“You think not?”
“I wonder,” Seikou said, with another turn of his head. “The Shishou definitely said she didn’t want to see the world below. And yet that’s where she looked. I do think she that’s where her attention was directed. She fixed her gaze upon Gyouten.”
“Or rather fixed her gaze upon the pear trees. When the flowers bloomed, she narrowed her eyes and looked all the harder.”
“Except she’d sit in the same place during the winter, when the leaves had fallen, when all there was to see was the world below.”
“You’re right about that.”
Seikou got up and turned to face the window. The breeze brought along the lonely aroma of autumn. “Perhaps she didn’t want to see the world below because she knew too well the misery that existed there. She also didn’t want to hear any depressing news. That didn’t mean she didn’t know what was going on.”
“Shouran knew?”
“Yes. I had the feeling it was like the sound you don’t want to hear but you prick up your ears anyway. In the same way, she already knew what evil dwelt there, so she didn’t want to see it as well. But there are some things you can’t unsee. I don’t think she planted the pear trees to cover anything up. Rather—”
Searching for his next words, Seikou stared through the darkness at the world below.
“Rather, because they brought the world back to life. She loved to see the flowers bloom. Such a beautiful sight. Not because they covered up the ugly world. When the flowers bloomed, she could imagine the beautiful Gyouten she hoped for.”
Perhaps, Hisho thought. “I always got the feeling that Shouran was turning her back on reality.”
Seikou glanced over his shoulder and smiled. “I don’t doubt that either. She was not the kind of person to face reality head on. She turned her back and concentrated on what was in her own two hands instead. Though that doesn’t necessarily mean she rejected the real world.”
Hisho nodded. He got the feeling he understood Shouran better. Ignoring the world was his way of dealing with reality. He secluded himself in his room and did nothing but watch the days go by. Shouran turned her back on the world and shut herself away too. But that didn’t stop her from keeping her hands busy making porcelain magpies, doing what gave her joy.
He had to believe that everything she’d done up to now was Shouran’s way of confronting the world on her own terms. She’d never forgotten the world below. Even while stating that she did not wish to see the ruin and desolation, she longed for the day when flowers blanketed the world.
Hisho said, “We will make the kind of porcelain magpies Shouran wanted to make.”
Seikou nodded, his face filled with both grief and unrestrained joy.
“Let’s remember as much as we can about what Shouran hoped to accomplish.”
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Chapter 4


The first bird was the color of clear blue water.
It flew from the west watchtower toward Shouten Palace, where the empress and her ministers sat in orderly rows behind bamboo screens.
The long wings and tail appeared like a fragment of the frozen winter sky. After a slow turn around the spires surrounding the Imperial Gardens, it abruptly changed direction. Glittering like a diamond, the bird climbed higher and higher in altitude.
One of the archers arrayed in the palace below pulled back his bow and released an arrow. The arrow chased the bird across the heavens. And struck home.
The bird broke apart with a crystalline chime.
A brilliant blue chick burst forth from within. Gleaming like cut glass, it traced a glimmering arc through the azure air, weaving left and right as it fell almost as if flapping its glass wings.
The color slowly faded. In syncopation with the fluttering, dancing movements, the wingtips at first grew transparent, then disintegrated along the inward-coursing cracks. Transparent blue shards rained down like falling blossoms.
Striking the earth with almost silent pings, the icy-clear pieces scattered across the ground.
Next came two birds, transparent gold like the rays of the sun. After circling the plaza, winding about each other in flight, the two large birds rose into the heavens together as one.
This time two archers shot their arrows.
As soon as the arrows hit the golden birds, they transformed into a flock of smaller birds. The flock tumbled from the heights, lustrous wings glistening, as first the tips of their wings and tails grew transparent and shattered, before the rest disintegrated and dissolved into golden blossoms.
Lavender birds flew up amongst the fluttering, dancing petals—three this time, transforming to brilliant dark purple when struck by the arrows. Four crimson birds soared forth. The flock of small red birds danced high in the air as they came apart, floating down like translucent red petals and covering the plaza.
Birds of every color swooped and swirled. Struck by the arrows, they turned into bright small birds that flocked together and spiraled downwards, breaking apart like brittle flowers. The whispers of the splintering petals twining together filled the air with a sound like falling sleet.
At the very end came thirty silver birds. When the arrows reached them and they broke apart, a flock of small birds with pure white wings emerged. The white birds descended. Reflecting the brilliant light of the sun, their beating wings fragmenting inwards, they transformed into milky white flowers.
A myriad of delicate petals rained down, as if all the pears trees had shed their blossoms at once.
Hisho watched as the final piece fissured and fractured with a sigh like a dying breath.
Silence overtook the gardens surrounding Shouten Palace. Someone exhaled. A ripple of audible breaths followed. Before their voices crescendoed into a roar of acclamation, Hisho silently stole away.
It’s over.
He left the watchtower where he’d observed the Rite of the Arrow and exited the west gardens. He felt a sense of satisfaction rare for him. Though a simple and beautiful spectacle, it reflected what he felt. He made real what was in his heart. He had nothing more to say.
He passed alone through the Ro Gate, descended below the clouds, and headed for the offices of the Ra-jin. There he found Seikou pacing the courtyard, awaiting news about the Rite.
“It was magnificent!” Hisho called out. “Went off without a hitch.”
Seikou ran up to him, his face pale. He looked on the verge of tears.
Going all out to finish a complete set of skeets by the deadline had left them short on time. They couldn’t put in the rehearsals deserving of an Archery Festival. Despite repeated target practice with the porcelain magpies, making sure skeets launched from below did not collide with the small birds circling above was a recurring problem.
After a simple fashion, the fragments represented the smaller birds. Based on the shape and form, the fragments glided downwards, fluttering like beating wings. There was no way to control the path of the flight. Colliding with a rising skeet would alter its trajectory, increasing the chances that an archer would miss.
“The height and position of the fragments ensured that all of the arrows were on target. Not a single miss.”
“Oh, good,” Seikou said, collapsing to his knees. “I was so worried that a shot would go astray. Or worse, that a skeet wouldn’t launch high enough—”
“I was a bundle of nerves at first. Pretty soon I could see that everything was going to work out as planned. I even managed to enjoy the show. It was so terribly beautiful. I wish you could have been there.”
Seikou nodded with a broken smile.
Hisho regretted Seikou couldn’t see what they’d worked so hard to create. The lower rank of a Ra-jin forbade him from participating in the ceremonial rites held above the clouds.
“I’m glad we went with white in the grand finale like you said.”
Hisho gazed out from the courtyard. The winter sun was setting into the plunging ravine. On this day, the shortest of the year, the city having ushered in a new empress, he might catch a glimpse of Gyouten before the sun slipped away.
Shouran’s pear trees shed their leaves in the fall and now slept, awaiting the spring.
“Was it like that?”
Seikou spoke in a small voice, almost a mutter. Hisho didn’t quite hear what he’d said, and yet understood him perfectly. Was it like that? The signs of spring Shouran so eagerly awaited, the pure white cloud of pear blossoms covering the floor of the ravine.
When the wind blew the petals all danced together. As if bringing the memory alive in his thoughts, Seikou turned his eyes on the valley below.
“Ah,” Hisho said with a nod.

That evening, Hisho and Seikou, the artisans and engineers, held their own celebratory party.
The Sekichou-shi ran in, his face red from the sudden exertion. The agitated Suiryou announced that Hisho had been summoned by the empress.
Hisho wasn’t in the mood for praise or censure. He was satisfied with what he had done and what they had created. The opinions of outsiders were nothing but noise. Except there were some offers he couldn’t refuse. So, for the second time that day, he let Suiryou drag him above the clouds.
They passed through the Ro Gate. Suiryou handed Hisho over to the Minister of Protocol. They headed for the Outer Palace. Hisho’s spirits weighed heavily on his shoulders. He’d been to the Outer Palace once before. The dreadful significance of that occasion had ebbed over time. It now welled up painfully in his heart.
The Outer Palace was a large structure that housed the Privy Council. In the center of the building was the soaring imperial throne, closed off on all side by bamboo screens. Urged on by the minister, Hisho approached the platform, knelt down, and bowed to the floor.
“Please raise your head,” came a voice from within the bamboo screen. A man’s voice so it should not belong to the empress. Hisho raised his head. The same voice asked the minister to withdraw, then instructed Hisho to stand and draw closer to the throne.
Confused, Hisho came to his feet. At that moment, he seemed to be all alone inside this enormous edifice. Only the torches around the throne were lit. Hisho could not see from the one far wall to the other. He imagined himself standing in an enormous cave, with not another living soul to depend upon.
He timorously drew closer to the throne, knelt down and bowed.
“Are you the Ra-shi?”
This time the voice was that of a young woman. Though the voice was nearby, the screen made even her outlines indiscernible.
“That is correct.”
“I was told that you were the man responsible for the Rite this afternoon. You’ve been described as the Ra-shi among all Ra-shi.
“I have no comment about such opinions, except to say that I created the porcelain magpies together with the Ra-jin.”
“I see,” the young empress murmured to herself. She faltered for a moment, as if searching for the right words. “I apologize. I had you come all this way without really thinking out what I wanted to say.”
Hisho swallowed hard.
The empress began again. “That performance was so beautiful it honestly hurt.”
Hisho couldn’t help starting. Leaning forward to catch every word, he heard a small heartfelt sigh.
“You have showed me something I won’t ever forget. For that I am very thankful.”
The moment he heard her words, for no reason he could have articulated, Hisho felt he had gotten through to her. This time he hadn’t tried to deliver a message with his porcelain birds. And yet the empress somehow understood the emotions he—and Shouran and Seikou—had imparted them with.
“Your words alone are more than I deserve.”
He bowed. This is enough, he thought. It was time for him to retire. He had accomplished everything he had set out to do. He could leave the rest in Seikou’s capable hands.
But then the empress spoke again. “I’m looking forward to the next time.”
No, I— Hisho was about to say when she continued. “If possible, I’d prefer a private showing. With these dreary screens out of the way. Something on a smaller scale would be nice. Just the two of us.”
She spoke directly, no pretentious lilt to her voice. No sooner had he heard her request but Hisho saw the scene clearly in his mind—
The evening courtyard, lit up by moonlight or bonfires, empty except for himself and the empress. Even the archers would be hidden away. Without words, without cheers and applause—porcelain magpies would beautifully break apart in the quiet courtyard.
Hisho spoke through his birds. The empress listened. Let us converse, that is what he heard her saying.
The birds would be white, glowing in the darkness. When they shattered, the shards would reflect the flames of the bonfires, reflect moonlight as they twirled out of the sea of the night—
And the sound—a sound like the roar of the sea. But quieter, as if lulling them into a restful sleep.
Hisho bowed deeply. In his mind’s eye he saw a white bird. The last bird flew forth from the distant roar of the sea. The archers missed. The bird swooped down and landed right next to the empress.
This empress would surely not reject such a bird as a bad omen.
“As you wish,” said Hisho.
In the Kingdom of Kei, a new dynasty had begun.


Prison of Dusk
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Chapter 1


From behind him came the plaintive question, “Daddy, are you a killer?”
Eikou stopped dead in his tracks. For a split second, he imagined a knife to the back and whirled about, only to see his small daughter standing there, her innocent eyes gazing up at him.
Riri must have come in from the garden, cut across the corridor, then stopped halfway. She held a glass flower vase in her small hands. The vase was filled to the brim with clear water, in which floated a white water lily.
It was the end of summer. The bright rays of the sun struck the overhanging eaves, casting dark slanting shadows onto the corridor. The flower floating there in front of her daughter’s chest appeared to glow with its own inner light.
“What’s this about?” Eikou forced a smile to his lips as he crouched down. “No, I don’t go around killing people.”
He patted her on the head. Riri stared back at him with clear eyes. For a moment she seemed to be formulating another question. But then she looked up at him and answered with an emphatic nod. The lily bobbed back and forth.
Eikou directed his gaze at the vase. “Are you taking that to your mother?”
A smile sprang to Riri’s face, the carefree smile of a child. “It’s for Hogetsu-sama. Big brother is coming back from Bou Province today.”
“You don’t say,” Eikou said with a grin of his own. “Well, then, you’d better take care.”
Riri nodded again and strode off with a purposeful expression on her face. Being very careful not to spill any of the water in the vase, her expression was that of someone setting out to accomplish a task of great importance.
Eikou watch her proceed down the hall. She stepped down onto the crushed white stone of the courtyard. Three more steps later and she emerged from the shade of the eaves. Her small form was quickly swallowed up in the brilliant sunlight.
The outlines of the small retreating figure dissolved to a misty white, turned translucent and almost seemed to fade away into the distance.
Eikou only barely managed to keep himself from calling out to her.
A moment later, his eyes grew accustomed to the light. Sunlight filled the courtyard. Constrained by buildings on all four sides, it was not an expansive space. In the middle of the courtyard was his young daughter, wrapped in the bright colors of her kimono, still wearing that determined expression on her face as she steadily bore the vase along.
Eikou breathed a sigh of relief. But still he felt a pang in his heart. For a brief moment, losing sight of his daughter in the bewitching sunlight, that sense of loss weighed upon him, swelled and hardened such that the sensation lingered behind.
Riri was eight years old, the same age as another child who once lived in Shisou. That child’s name was Shunryou. He was perhaps the most famous child in Shisou, having been murdered by a brute of a man called Shudatsu.

Shisou was the capital of the northernmost Kingdom of Ryuu. Shisou was also the capital of Saku Province, and housed the governments of the capital of Shingen District, the capital of En’i Prefecture, and the county seat of Ou County.
The sheriff of En’i Prefecture had placed Shudatsu under arrest at the beginning of the summer.
Shudatsu was accused of murdering a mother and child on a mountain pass not far from Shisou. Passers-by heard the screams and ran over, catching him in the act of rifling through their belongings for money. He was restrained and delivered to the local constable.
Shudatsu was implicated in four additional cases of assault with intent to murder in the vicinity of Shisou. The crimes were of a sufficiently grave nature that he was handed over to the Shingen District authorities.
Though the district courts could try him on the charges, according to the body of law known as the Five Punishments, the sentencing of serious felonies could only take place at the prefectural court level or higher.
Consequently, Shudatsu was transferred to the Ministry of Fall in Shingen District, which had jurisdiction over En’i Prefecture. There the indictment was amended to include the four aforementioned charges plus eleven more.
Along with the latest double homicide, the indictment listed sixteen felony charges, all of which included murder. The victims totaled twenty-three. Shunryou was one of those twenty-three.
Born in Shisou to a couple that ran a small shop, Shunryou was eight years old. According to everyone who knew him, he was a completely normal, bright and cheerful child. Then approximately one year before, his half-buried corpse was discovered in an alley not far from his home.
The boy had left his house (which doubled as a shop run by his parents) to buy some peaches. At a nearby open air market, a man was seen approaching Shunryou. With a nonchalant attitude, he drew Shunryou into an alleyway. Not long after that, the man emerged alone.
The people of the market had known Shunryou from a young age. They didn’t recognize the man and must have wondered who he was. But nothing about him aroused any further suspicions. Several hours later, a local resident passing through discovered Shunryou’s body.
The poor boy had been strangled to death, his throat crushed.
Nobody knew this man who’d dragged Shunryou into the shadows. Having murdered the child as soon as he did meant there was no doubt he’d lured Shunryou into the alley with the express purpose of killing him.
Except nobody could come up with a motive for killing an eight-year-old child, other than the missing pocket change he had on him when he left the house. A sum of twelve sen.
There could be no earthly reason to murder anyone for a measly twelve sen. In that case, the only remaining explanation was that he was killed for the sake of killing.
And so close to his house, practically in the center of an open air market, in the middle of the day amidst heavy local foot traffic—the atrocious crime had all of Shisou in an uproar.
The fact remained that Shunryou had been murdered for a “measly twelve sen.”
Shudatsu had seen Shunryou leave the house with the coins in his hand, followed him, dragged him out of view, killed him, and stole the money. Then he spent that twelve sen on alcohol and drank it away. All the time, Shudatsu had close to ten ryou in his pockets, taken from an old man and woman he’d robbed and killed a few days before.
This information, published following an investigation conducted by the Shingen District Ministry of Fall, left the people of Shisou flabbergasted and outraged that Shunryou was killed in such a meaningless crime.
Eikou was no exception.
He could not comprehend the act. The average person in Ryuu earned five ryou a month. Shudatsu had twice that on him when he was arrested. He didn’t need to rob anybody for twelve sen. And he was a grown man. No matter his stature or strength, an eight-year-old child was no match for him.
He could have dragged the boy into the alley, extorted the money from him, or taken it by force. Yet Shudatsu killed him without a second thought. Killing without a second thought must have made some kind of sense to him. Shunryou’s death was simply one more of twenty-three.
Sixteen crimes, twenty-three victims.
Eikou turned to the desk in his study and perused the stack of papers containing all the fine details of Shudatsu’s indictment.
One incident occurred in a hamlet next door to Shisou, the murder of a married couple and an older grandmother, along with two children. The crime occurred at the end of last year.
The hamlet headman had returned to the village during the coldest part of the winter. This was standard practice, as the hamlets existed principally to house farmers during the growing season. This particular family didn’t have a home in the village, having sold it to cover a child’s medical expenses. Only they remained behind in the hamlet.
Shudatsu broke into the house, slaughtered everyone inside, and settled in like he lived there.
It being the midst of the winter, some neighbors dropped by to see how they were faring. When they knocked on the door, it was answered by a man they did not know. Polite and affable, he explained that the family had traveled to a nearby town and had asked one of their relatives to house-sit for them.
Except the neighbors had never heard of such a relative, certainly nobody on such familiar terms. They returned to the village, but with these questions on their minds, checked back several days later. Again, they were told the family hadn’t returned.
This time the neighbors reported their suspicions to the village constable. By the time the authorities arrived, the man had vanished. Inside the house, they found the frozen bodies of its occupants haphazardly heaped together in one of the bedrooms.
The husband alone was missing. A search of the surroundings turned up his body in a ditch behind the house. All the more infuriating were the footprints on the back of the corpse, exactly as if the man who had murdered the family had used the frozen body as a bridge to cross the ditch to the field beyond.
The man who’d claimed to be a “relative” was thirty or so. Black hair, black eyes, and no unique features except for the small, neat tattoo on his right temple made up of four characters: Kin Dai Nichi In. The tattoo was punishment for a crime, prescribed as part of the sentencing process.
A criminal who committed a serious felony such as murder had his head shaved and tattooed. The tattoo faded in around a decade. If he committed a similar crime within that span of time, his head was tattooed again. A third grave offense resulted in a tattoo on the right temple.
The tattoo always consisted of four characters that spelled out when and where the convict was tried and who he was. Kin meant the trial was held in Kin Province. Dai represented the year. Nichi indicated the prison where he served his sentence. In functioned as a kind of serial number.
With this information in hand, the man’s background and identity was quickly tracked down. His assumed name was Shudatsu. His full name was Ka Shu. He was born in Dou Province in the north of Ryuu. He had stood trial for crimes in Dou Province, Shuku Province, and Kin Province. The charge in each case was murder.
The first case was for robbery and aggravated assault. The victim died as a result of the beating Shudatsu gave him. The incident in Shuku Province started as a robbery. The victim died during the subsequent struggle. This was the only time Shudatsu had not set out to kill someone. The motive was, as always, money.

Reading through the case files on his desk, Eikou found himself sighing over and again. Along with the penalties and punishments imposed by the sentencing judge, the process should encourage a convict to acknowledge his crimes and reform his ways. Except that serving hard time clearly meant nothing to Shudatsu.
Only six months after completing a six year sentence in Kin Province, he committed another felony. In the two years since, his rap sheet accumulated sixteen more charges.
Based on the crimes listed in the indictment, Shudatsu was tried in the Shingen District court. But serious cases of this nature had to be adjudicated by at least the next higher jurisdiction. So according to established precedent, Shudatsu was moved to the provincial court.
There he was again found guilty. When the provincial court prevaricated during the sentencing phase, Shudatsu was transferred to the imperial judiciary to be tried a third time. The results of that trial in hand, and after consulting with his sentencing and clemency magistrates, the chief justice would hand down the final decision.
In short, Eikou would be the one rendering the verdict.
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Chapter 2


The gentle rays of the late summer sun slanted into the room. His spirits low, Eikou read through the case files. About the time the sun slipped into the shadows, his wife Seika came in with a lamp.
“Are you sure you don’t need a rest?” she asked, lighting the candle in the study.
“I’m fine,” was Eikou’s lackluster response.
“So the death penalty isn’t on the table?” Seika asked in a low voice.
Startled, Eikou raised his head. He put down the document and glanced at his wife’s youthful face. The reddish-orange glow of the lamp gave her features a flushed look. And yet her expression was cold.
“Riri said you told her you weren’t going to execute Shudatsu. Is that the verdict you’ve come to?”
Criticism colored her voice. Eikou forced a smile to his face. “What conversation was this? Riri asked me if I was a killer. Naturally I said no.”
“Don’t pretend you don’t know what she meant,” she answered coolly.
Eikou held his tongue. Of course he understood what his daughter meant when she posed the question. The attention of the entire populace of Shisou was focused on the court proceedings. The other ministers, down to and including the servants working in their official residences, were no exception.
The question on everyone’s mind was whether Shudatsu would get the death sentence.
Shudatsu had been tried first in the Shingen District court. He’d been found guilty and sentenced to death. He was transferred to the court in Saku Province. There the sentence was the same. Except the verdict was muddled, and though a decision had been handed down, it was thought prudent to appeal the case once again.
Consequently, the fate of one Shudatsu ended up in the lap of Eikou and his colleagues at the Imperial Department of Justice. If and when Eikou signed off on a death sentence, that decision would be final. Shudatsu would die.
Riri must have overheard somebody in the manse talking about it. Hence her question about him being a “killer.” She still didn’t grasp the distinction between killing somebody and executing them.
“She never mentioned Shudatsu. Honestly. But the fact of the matter is, if my order is that he be executed, I could fairly be called the person who killed him. Riri would doubtless find that distressing.”
Riri was a bright and good-hearted child. Eikou couldn’t see how it would not. But Seika answered all the more forcefully. “If we are making Riri’s welfare the priority here, then that beast must be put to death.”
Eikou again studied his wife’s face. Seika was not a government official. She held a sinecure of nominal importance, granted for the ostensible purpose of assisting him. It was a convenient way of listing family members on the Registry of Wizards who were not government officials. Seika otherwise had not the slightest connection with the administration of the government itself.
“What’s this, all of a sudden?”
“That monster killed children. One of his victims was a baby! When you think fondly of Riri, consider the loss and regret of those who lost their beloved children.”
“But of course—” Eikou started to say but Seika interrupted him.
“No, I understand. You are at your wit’s end.”
It was the truth. All Eikou could do was dumbly sit there. He was utterly confounded. Perhaps indecisive was the better word.
Seika asked, “What need is there for confusion? That monster murdered the innocent. This is one situation where no show of compassion is called for.”
Eikou couldn’t help a bitter smile. “This particular problem has little to do with compassion.”
“If that is that case, then what stands in the way of his execution? What if he had killed Riri instead of Shunryou?”
“That is not the issue,” Eikou replied, more than a hint of irritation in his voice. Seika was his second wife. To outside eyes, he might appear twenty years her senior. The difference was closer to eighty.
“Then what sort of issue is it?” pressed Seika, her expression hardening, a look Eikou had seen too often of late.
“This may be difficult to understand, but the law does not operate on the basis of emotion.”
“So you’re saying that this beast was motivated by logic?”
“Not at all. Nothing can excuse the actions of Shudatsu. There is equally no room for commiseration. I understand your anger and that of the populace. I hate him no less than the rest of you. But when it comes to capital punishment, to brand an act unforgiveable does not, ipso facto, earn the convict death. It’s not that simple.”
He tried to explain himself as calmly as possible but Seika only grew all the more severe. She said in a low, cold voice, “So how much longer are you going to keep treating me like a little fool who can’t tell the difference between right and wrong?”
“I didn’t mean—” Eikou started to say. Seika didn’t let him finish. “Did you know that children are still vanishing off the streets in Shisou?”
“I’ve heard the same rumors. Except Shudatsu couldn’t have possibly been involved.”
“I know that,” Seika shot back. “How stupid do you think I am? He’s sitting in a jail cell. Of course he couldn’t be the perpetrator. What I’m talking about are all the grotesque crimes that have been happening in Shisou of late.”
“Ah—”
“You know about those servants that got killed at the manse of an underminister in the Ministry of Spring? One of the servants got taken to task by the mistress. Instead of taking her anger out on the mistress, she took it out on the people she worked with. There are stories like that all over Ryuu these days. What has become of this kingdom?”
The best Eikou could do right then was hold his counsel. He couldn’t deny the recent upswing in incomprehensible and bizarre incidents of a brutal nature.
“The world is coming apart. In such a world, treating creatures like Shudatsu with a forgiving hand only encourages the rest to rationalize their own crimes and sins. Doesn’t a firm hand become all the more necessary? He who kills must be killed—that fundamental fact should be known wide and far.”
Eikou sighed, feeling even more melancholy than before. “Except that people like Shudatsu never entertain the thought of abandoning their sins.”
That drew from Seika a look of surprise.
“In fact, the death penalty does little to dissuade criminals from committing crimes. Unfortunately, neither does making the punishments more severe.”
He was attempting to pursue a logical train of thought. Seika pursed her lips. “So if Riri got murdered, you’d feel forgiving toward the perpetrator.”
“I’m not saying that at all. The one has nothing to do with the other. If something happened to Riri, I wouldn’t condone it in the slightest. When acting as an officer of the court, the application of relevant law is a separate matter.”
He couldn’t help sounding argumentative. Seika said with a contemptuous look, “In other words, even if Riri was the one who was murdered, you still wouldn’t apply the death penalty. Because it is a separate matter.”
That’s not it either, Eikou was about to say, but Seika whirled around and marched out of the study. At some point in the last few minutes, the dusk had invaded the study. The sound of insects on a cool night breeze filled the room.
Eikou glanced at where his wife had been standing a few long seconds before and muttered, “That’s not it either.”
Sentiment had no role to play in the law. Far from it. If Riri were murdered, he would recuse himself. Because that’s what the administration of the law demanded. Or so he wanted to say, but Seika didn’t want to hear it.
And if she did, she’d probably ask why he couldn’t just petition the supervising justice to apply the death penalty. Even there, he would have to answer that, however he might desire such an outcome in his heart, some requests he simply must refrain from articulating aloud.
Eikou let out a long breath and sat back down again. He planted his elbows on the desk and pressed his palms against his forehead.
He didn’t intend to take her for a fool. Eikou didn’t think his wife foolish in the slightest. However, when it came down to brass tacks, the law should not be moved by emotions. The law could not allow itself to operate in that realm. Except he was befuddled about of how to make that clear.
Seika was nobody’s fool. In the course of everyday life, she conducted herself with sagacity and wisdom—except when it came to setting her emotions to the side and operating by reason alone. She would surely insist she was a logical person. But too often her “logic” began with the unquestioned premise that her feelings were congruent with her ethical compass.
To the argument that one’s emotions could not necessarily be trusted as an ethical compass, Seika would surely reply that no ethical compass could exist in the absence of emotions.
To Seika’s eyes, Eikou was lacking in empathy. The ministers were mistaken in relying on utilitarian logic as their ethical compass. Eikou was the one who didn’t understand. But as was the wont of high officials, the opinions of a person without rank such as herself counted for nothing.
Increasingly of late, Seika made such statements in anger. One byproduct of that anger was that she claimed she wanted to part ways, dissolve the marriage, relinquish her listing in the Registry of Wizards, and resume her life as an ordinary citizen.
Eikou didn’t know how to talk to her in order to make her understand. Given his professional responsibilities, setting aside objective reason and expressing himself in emotional terms was anything but a strong point. Even worse, the more he tried to pacify her, the more enraged she became.
I was only a matter of time before Seika, like his first wife, left him as well. Keishi’s parting words were, “I’m not the fool you think I am.”
Both of them said the same thing. The cold hard fact of the matter was, two witnesses saying the same thing was hard proof to contradict.
It was all so depressing, no less so than the written particulars of the wretched crimes his eyes were fixed upon.
The eight-year-old victim Shunryou was the same age as Riri. Whenever that thought occurred to him, he felt like throwing up his hands and running away. Since parting with Riri in the hallway, the lump in his heart had grown all the harder. No matter how many deep breaths he took in and let out, he couldn’t dislodge it from his chest.
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Chapter 3


Eikou had a visitor around midnight.
Hogetsu poked his head into the study. “I see you’re still hard at work.”
Afraid at first that the visitor was Seika, Eikou relaxed a bit. Some of the tension went out of his shoulders. Then he remembered Riri saying that Hogetsu should make it home today.
“Did you just get back? Riri is looking forward to seeing you.”
“Not just.” Hogetsu grinned. He was carrying a tray that held a tea set. “I spent a while with Riri. Seemed you were busy so I didn’t want to interrupt.”
“Ah,” Eikou said with a smile. Though Riri referred to Hogetsu as her brother, he wasn’t Eikou’s son. Hogetsu was his grandson.
Before he turned fifty, Eikou was plucked out of local government service and elevated to the provincial bureaucracy and the Registry of Wizards. He and his first wife Keishi had two boys and a girl. At the time of his promotion, his eldest son and daughter were already adults and living independent lives.
When he was listed in the Registry of Wizards, they could have followed suit. But already married, they chose to remain on the land. Then, almost before he knew it, they had grown old and died.
At the time, his younger son was still living with him. He consequently graduated from the academy in Saku Province, became a civil servant, and was listed in the Registry of Wizards. He was currently a minister in Bou Province in the western region of Ryuu. His son—Eikou’s grandson—was Hogetsu.
Hogetsu’s father had sent him to Shisou to live with Eikou and attend the same provincial academy as his father. Hogetsu proved more accomplished than his father and grandfather and continued his education at the Imperial University. The year before he had graduated and become an imperial minister.
Have finally settled into an occupation, he’d taken a brief sabbatical to visit his father in Bou Province.
Hogetsu said, “Say, isn’t it about time you took a break?”
Eikou nodded. He got up and moved to the table by the window where Hogetsu had laid out the tea set. He said, “Sorry to put you to so much trouble.”
Hogetsu shook his head. “No problem. You’ve got a lot on your plate these days.”
Becoming an imperial minister had prompted a reexamination of his attitudes towards his grandfather. Hogetsu was an assistant secretary in the Ministry of Heaven (chiefly concerned with administration), specifically serving as an aide in the office of regulatory compliance in the Imperial Palace.
In terms of rank, his position made him a squire, a mid-ranked knight, at the bottom of the hierarchy of imperial ministers in the minor nobility. By contrast, Eikou was a justice in the Ministry of Fall. His rank was that of baron, and thus a member of the major nobility.
Hogetsu poured the steaming tea into the cups. He said, “My big sister doesn’t seem to be in the best of moods.”
Hogetsu referred to Seika as his “sister.” Though his grandfather’s wife, she did appear more a member of his generation.
“She thinks I’m soft on Shudatsu.”
“I’m sure she didn’t mean it like that. But—this is a tough one.” Hogetsu gave Eikou a look that had the effect of changing the statement into question.
Eikou answered with a thin smile, “I can’t very well judge Shudatsu on sentiment alone. At least that’s what I tried to say. In any case, there is no verdict to hand down. The process hasn’t begun. It is true that at the end of the day, I will be the one sentencing him. Until then, I will consult fully with the prosecutors and investigators. This is no time to reach for conclusions. And whatever hunches I might be harboring are not for public consumption.”
Hogetsu nodded. “That is certainly the case.”
But there was still a question in his eyes. Eikou shook his head, bringing an end to that particular top of conversation. Hogetsu having just returned from his trip, Eikou asked about Bou Province and his father, though his heart really wasn’t in the conversational patter. That hard lump remained lodged in his chest.
It was certainly the case as well that Seika would prefer to haul Shudatsu off the gallows right then. Not only her. Most of the populace was of the same mind. Eikou was not deaf to public opinion. Purely as a matter of personal opinion, he did not disagree with the sentiment.
As an officer of the court, he had qualms about the death penalty. At the same time, the provincial courts had appealed the case to the imperial courts precisely because they had those same qualms.
The problem hadn’t arisen with Shudatsu. The ruling emperor had sat on the throne for over a hundred and twenty years. During that time, for at least a century, no executions had been carried out.
No matter how heinous the crime, the sentence was inevitably indefinite imprisonment or life without parole. The death penalty still existed de jure on the books but was not available as a de facto option. This legal status quo had gone unquestioned until now.
“Has His Highness weighed in on the matter?”
The question brought Eikou back to the here and now. At some point in their conversation he’d gotten lost in his thoughts.
Hogetsu said with a hesitant smile, “It was His Highness who took the death penalty off the table. What does he have to say about the current case?”
“That—” Eikou started to say and then closed his mouth. The cool teacup rested in the palm of his hands.
“Sorry if I pressed the matter too far. Rest assured that whatever I hear here won’t leave this room.”
Hogetsu spoke in deferential tones and Eikou let out a long breath. Though a mere secretary, Hogetsu had graduated from the Imperial University and been chosen to serve in the imperial government. He was destined to rise to the high nobility. Eikou had to believe that Hogetsu had been read into the Shudatsu case, and also that he would grasp the dilemma Eikou was in.
“It’s not exactly clear.”
“Not exactly clear?”
Eikou nodded. “His Highness did put a stay on the death penalty. Nevertheless, when the provincial and district courts hand down the same sentence, one would expect the kingdom to follow the established precedent, or at least give it all due consideration. We did request an opinion from His Highness and was told it was up to the Department of Justice to handle it.”
“The Department of Justice?” Hogetsu said dubiously.
“It’s hard to say whether he was simply referring to the stated role of the Department of Justice, or to all officers of the court, including everyone involved in the penal process. He probably meant to leave it up to the relevant employees in the Ministry of Fall. Too ambiguous a statement to tell. And as long as that stay on the death penalty exists, our hands are tied. Now is exactly the time I’d like to see an Imperial Rescript on the subject.”
“What about the minister and vice minister?”
Eikou shook his head. “The minister’s determined position is that the stay on the death penalty shall continue.”
“Without his approval, is there any point in going down that road?”
“Not necessarily. The verdict cannot be constrained by outside opinions. If His Highness did indeed leave the matter in our hands, then the department has the final word on the sentencing.”
The department—and what does Chi’in-sama have to say on the matter?”
“He’s racking his brains, along with the vice minister.”
When the time came for a convicted man to be sent to prison, the question became what crime the criminal had committed. The clearer the offense, the better the punishment would fit the crime. During the “submissions” process, the chief investigator clarified the specifics of the crime and the sentence was applied.
The primary offenses Shudatsu had committed were murder, often premeditated murder. Moreover, many involved aggravated robbery resulting in the death of the victim that was in no way necessitated by the original crime. Shudatsu’s victims included old men, women and children who could not have forcibly resisted him.
Felonious murder for gain, with no other purpose in mind, and committed against the aged and infirmed, was a capital crime. Taken together with the number of offenses, these constituted “special circumstances” which rendered the accused illegible for considerations that might argue against application of the death sentence.
The sentencing judge could consider a reduction of sentence if the extenuating circumstances justified it. Shudatsu’s crimes involved no extenuating circumstances. The appropriateness of the death sentence was clear from the start.
However, the Imperial Ryuu had tabled that option, so convicts eligible for capital punishment were generally given hard labor along with prison time. Or when life and death issues were at stake from the start, life without parole was an equally plausible decision.
Nevertheless, the people were all in favor of hanging him high. That a criminal like Shudatsu should be merely confined outraged everybody. The district and provincial courts each handed down the death sentence. With that precedent having been established, the public made known their unwillingness to accept anything but.
Invoking the words of the emperor on the subject would only redirect the attention of an angry public toward the officials invoking them. Depending on the circumstances, angry mobs were known to storm government offices. The outcry was sufficiently pronounced to make civil unrest a real possibility.
It would be equally hard for officers of the court to ignore the public outcry.
Eikou explained all this. Hogetsu said with a sympathetic grumble, “That definitely puts you in a tight spot.”
“It sure does,” Eikou sighed. He was indeed in a tight spot, and yet hearing Hogetsu echo his state of mind aloud felt like a rope thrown to a drowning man.
“My big sister makes a point of this as well, but public order in Shisou is deteriorating. Calls for the death penalty reflect the resulting anxiety. If an iron hand can’t restore public order, they fear things will only get worse.”
“You could be right.”
As a matter of fact, the crime rate in Shisou had increased of late. Not only in Shisou—law and order was suffering throughout the kingdom. In raw numerical terms, the change was slight. But the contrast with the expectations of a normally orderly society had the average person on edge. It was not unreasonable to connect it to the emperor’s doctrine of “enlightened rule.”
In short, the “punishment” part of crime and punishment was too forgiving.
Eikou and his fellow officers of the court knew this. Based on the numbers alone, Shisou remained a peaceful place. Since the ascension of the present emperor, the crime rate had gone down. Since executions had been put on hold according to the wishes of the emperor, in absolute terms, it had not gone up.
In particular, though increasingly banned abroad, the number of criminals had dropped drastically following the reinstitution of facial tattoos as a substitute for the death penalty.
It was thought that tattooing on the face of the convict might discourage him from reforming his character. Since being banned in Sou, other kingdoms had quickly followed suit. Imperial courts here and there had reconstituted the practice, but it was widely believed that tattooing was not humane.
The ban in the Kingdom of Ryuu had been in place for quite some time. And yet the emperor revived it. A second conviction was punished with a tattoo on the head. That way, the hair would cover it when it grew back. The criminal could conceal his past as a criminal.
Additionally, the tattoo would fade after ten years or so. The Ministry of Winter had specifically engineered “disappearing” ink with those properties.
The disappearing ink went on jet black. The color slowly lightened from black to navy blue, to light blue, purple, pink, and then disappeared. Though the color of the skin could affect this timeline, a convict who reflected on his sins and sincerely distanced himself from them could literally become an “unmarked” man.
Upon a third offense, however, the tattoo was placed on a less easily disguised part of the body. The right temple on the third offense, the left temple on the fourth. Then below the right eye, then below the left eye.
Very few criminals collected a tattoo after the fourth offense. Or rather, criminals who reached that number were designated “wards of the state” and had parole revoked until all their tattoos faded or were otherwise sentenced to involuntary confinement.
A single tattoo in this disappearing ink was gone in a decade. Adding another before the decade was out extended that time period. The tattoo received after a fourth offense lasted at least thirty years. The other tattoos had their own balance of color and density. But if all were black when applied atop each other, they would last for the rest of a convict’s life.
And so the mark of a man’s sins could outlive the man.
At first, the concern was a man so marked would be persecuted by society, which might hamper his efforts at rehabilitation. Surprisingly enough, the opposite occurred. A reformed man patiently endured while the tattoos faded. And people in general accepted a fading tattoo as evidence of his determination and effort.
There was no way to lessen the stigma of a fresh and darkly-inked tattoo. But in the meantime, the government provided support and assistance. The tattoo steadily faded. Praise for good behavior from both the kingdom and his friends and neighbors accumulated to the credit of the reformed man, pointing him in a forward-looking direction.
In fact, the recidivism rate for convicts who had received the third tattoo dropped dramatically.
Consequently, even with the current ballyhooed decline in public order, the criminal element in Ryuu rarely reached the extremes of anti-social behavior found in to other kingdoms. In this regard, there was no real comparison with kingdoms that carried out the death penalty.
This was taken as evidence of the ineffectiveness of capital punishment, though people tended to compare their reactions to recent years with the now. It wasn’t like this not long ago, they could say and not be wrong.
Hogetsu said, “Don’t you get the feeling that it’s not simply unrest that’s increasing, but that predators like Shudatsu are becoming more prevalent?”
Eikou sighed. “That is certainly what it looks like.”
“Shudatsu has been tried three times. He did not change his ways and instead added sixteen criminal counts to his record. The sense is that the penalties imposed up to now are not enough to dissuade hardened criminals like Shudatsu.”
“That could be the case.”
Although the kingdom did all it could to aid in the rehabilitation of convicted criminals, there would always be unrepentant felons who refused to reform, turned their backs on the assistance offered, and returned to a life of crime. Eikou was painfully aware of their existence.
“If penal servitude doesn’t do the job, then more severe measures must be taken. Isn’t that what it comes down to?”
“I wouldn’t hesitate giving Shudatsu a death sentence. The problem is capital punishment itself.”
Hogetsu reacted to Eikou’s statement with a puzzled expression.
“Applying the death penalty in this case means a de facto lift of the stay.”
Hogetsu still didn’t seem to grasp what Eikou was getting at.
“Just as you said, there’s been a decline in public safety. Which is why I have serious doubts about restoring the death penalty.”
“Why’s that?”
“Think about it,” Eikou challenged him.
Hogetsu did. He winced at the thought that quickly occurred to him and averted his eyes.
Hogetsu gets it too. The why was another matter entirely. The recent downward trajectory of Ryuu had become clear. Youma proliferated, the weather worsened, and natural disasters increased. Insufficiently harsh criminal sentences were not the problem. When the fortunes of the kingdom declined, the hearts of men grew wild. Hence the increase in criminality.
Not only the crime rates, when it came to the administration of the government, Eikou increasingly felt an aura of discord. Projects and programs that once kept to the straight and narrow now steered themselves into the ditch. Reasons abounded, but that the kingdom itself was on shaky ground was commonly heard as well.
Especially at such a time like this, all prayed for their wise and celebrated emperor to choose the right way. But he seemed to have lost the desire to do so.
Hogetsu muttered, “I have to wonder what His Highness is up to these days.”
“You’re in the Ministry of Heaven. You’d be in the best position to know. What is on the mind of your fellow civil servants?”
“Hard to say. Only that his Highness appears in full possession of his faculties. He hasn’t strayed from the Way that anybody can tell.”
“Except he is obviously not the same as before.”
Hogetsu nodded. “Keep in mind that I’m not the one saying this, but I have heard it said that His Highness is becoming incompetent.”
Eikou was about to rebuke for such careless talk, except he couldn’t deny that Hogetsu’s informant had a point.
Nobody could say the emperor was cruel or evil. Though some sovereigns did indeed oppress their subjects, Eikou saw no inclination by the Imperial Ryuu to do likewise. Nevertheless, something was deforming the body politic. The emperor’s grasp of statecraft was definitely weakening.
Eikou let out a long breath. “How His Highness is faring is not for us to know. As much as I wish to believe otherwise, the kingdom is deteriorating. That being the case, going forward, the hearts of men will only grow harder and beasts like Shudatsu will proliferate. If the death penalty is reinstituted now, I fear it will be mightily abused in the future.”
That was what truly worried Eikou.
Establish the precedent and henceforth any hesitation to apply the death penalty would disappear. In a world gone wild, with criminals like Shudatsu on the prowl, capital punishment would come into wider use. Remove the constraints and after that the slightest infraction could also earn the death penalty as the relative shock of the sentence faded.
Following the imposition of the death penalty, serious crimes would demand heavier punishments, inevitably becoming as merciless and cruel as practiced in the Kingdom of Hou. Once capital punishment became the default, increasingly harsher sentences would only push the kingdom closer to the brink of total collapse.
Eikou explained this and Hogetsu nodded. “Yes, that definitely is a possibility.”
“Moreover, kingdoms on the downward slope inevitably use the death penalty to excess. Reinstituting it here and now will inevitably give the kingdom life and death power over its subjects. With the precedent thus established, a kingdom can ramp up the executions for whatever reason it finds convenient.”
And that is why he wished to avoid it at all costs.
Actually avoiding it wasn’t the problem. He had the emperor’s own words to fall back on: “Refrain from capital punishment.” Quote the emperor, sentence Shudatsu to prison, and be done with it. According to established practice, that was the right path to go down. But doing so would shake public confidence in the law.
In his mind’s eye, Eikou saw the cold look in Seika’s gaze. If he managed to avoid the death penalty, the next time things blew up between them, she would pack her bags and leave. And the people would do the same thing to the ministry in which he served. In a very real sense, a loss of respect for the law was just as dangerous as executions run rampant.
“So what are we going to do about all this?”
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Chapter 4


When Eikou arrived at the Department of Justice the next morning, Jokyuu (the sentencing magistrate) and Sotsuyuu (the clemency magistrate), were already in his chambers, looking equally distressed. An air of defeat hung about the room.
When the three of them convened together, their law clerks retreated to an adjacent office. The prison administrators and related personnel also excused themselves. The justice, sentencing magistrate, and clemency magistrate alone were responsible for the sentence to be handed down. Any external influences that might affect the decision were removed.
Even after the last clerk closed the door behind him, no one spoke for a while. Looking at their faces, Eikou didn’t have to ask why. Jokyuu and Sotsuyuu looked fit to be tied.
“Sitting here in silence won’t address the issue,” he finally felt compelled to say. “Let’s hear what the sentencing magistrate has to say.”
Jokyuu sighed. He was in his mid-thirties, by all appearances the youngest of the three. His job was to clarify the nature of the crime and recommend a punishment in accordance with the law.
“I haven’t anything important to add at this juncture. The district and provincial courts didn’t miss anything important. The provincial sentencing magistrate did a thorough job, admirably so. I see no reason to amend his report.”
Eikou asked, “I take it you’ve met Shudatsu. What kind of a man is he?”
“A beast,” Jokyuu answered shortly, as if spitting it out.
Very much like they’d brushed up against a disgusting thing and wished not to touch it again, Eikou shifted the inquiry. “There are a few passages in the provincial report that could stand clarification. For example, the family that was murdered in that farming hamlet.”
When asked for a motive, Shudatsu simply said he had nowhere else to go. Not long before, he’d been spotted at the scene of a previous murder. He couldn’t stay in the city where he might be recognized. He decided to winter over in an uninhabited hamlet, except the hamlet he settled on turned out to be inhabited. So he killed inhabitants. True, normally nobody lived in a hamlet in the middle of the winter. But if he thought the residents might give him grief, why not find another deserted hamlet? Most around those parts were.
After Eikou spelled out the particulars, Jokyuu said, “Because no inhabitants meant no food and probably no cut firewood. He might have intended to hide out in a deserted hamlet, but seeing an occupied house, he rethought his options and figured that was the most convenient.”
“So a crime of convenience?” Eikou muttered. “Makes sense. Shudatsu stayed in the house along with the corpses. Did the thought not occur to him to move to another house?”
“Because of the season, the bodies didn’t start to decay right away. He says he didn’t feel the need.”
Listening without chiming in, Sotsuyuu let out a long breath and shook his head. Eikou understood the feeling. But this was Shudatsu. No matter how sick and twisted, there was a certain logic to his actions. Yet too much didn’t add up.
“The Shunryou case. Why would a man with ten ryou in his pockets rob and kill Shunryou for nothing more than twelve sen?”
“I’ve got no answer to that question and no clear explanation from him, only excuses.”
“Do you think he’s hiding something? If he is, we need to find out what.”
“I don’t know. He blames the murder on the kid being a handful and raising a ruckus. When I asked why he went after him for twelve sen, the man only shrugged.”
“I see,” Eikou muttered. “The provincial magistrate decided on charges of aggravated robbery and felony murder. What do you think?”
“I still have questions. Was the murder premeditated or did it occur after the fact? Was the theft of this small amount of money the intent from the start? If he killed the boy with premeditation, then felony murder is appropriate. If the intention was theft, he feared getting caught, and killed the boy because he resisted, the second count in the charge should be aggravated manslaughter.”
“What does the accused have to say for himself?”
“Only that theft was the intent.”
“If it wasn’t premeditated murder, and he feared the boy making noise and attracting attention, why not do the deed somewhere more off the beaten track?”
“Shudatsu claims that option wasn’t available. He knew Shunryou was going to a neighborhood store to buy peaches because he was passing by the shop when he heard the boy’s mother say as much.”
The boy was on his way out of the house. His mother called out to him to make sure he had enough money. Shunryou opened his hand to show her. One peach cost four sen. Three cost twelve. He had enough.
“Shunryou’s parents were by no means rich, certainly not enough to give Shunryou a regular allowance. If he wanted spending money, he had to do chores, help out around the shop. In exchange, he was paid one sen. He saved up twelve sen in ten days or so, and had a real hankering for peaches.”
Jokyuu related these details in a heartsick manner.
“One for his little sister, two for himself, that’s what he wanted. So he pitched in and patiently saved up his change.”
Eikou nodded. Once again he felt that cold hard knot in his chest. Having saved up a whole twelve sen, then asked by his mother to make sure he had it, the child proudly showed it off. Eikou had no trouble imagining the smile on the boy’s face, and that on the face of the loving mother. The affectionate nature of the words they shared ultimately sealed the boy’s fate.
“Shudatsu overheard the conversation. If he hadn’t acted right then, Shunryou would have skirted that dark alleyway and soon arrived at the market. So Shudatsu tailed him and dragged the boy into the alley before he got there.”
“Except the lay of the land would have been obvious at a glance. There were potential witnesses all over the place. If he didn’t want the boy to cause a commotion and attract undue attention, mustn’t he have understood from the start that the robbery would lead inevitably to murder?”
Jokyuu agreed. “That is the natural conclusion. It would explain why the provincial magistrate appended felony murder to the charge of aggravated robbery. For me, though, something doesn’t add up. In the final analysis, I wonder whether Shudatsu followed Shunryou with murderous intent. Shudatsu strikes me as a sick man. He steals because he wants something and acts on that desire. Murder is a byproduct of his efforts to carry off the theft. That’s the conclusion I came to.”
“Hmm,” Eikou murmured. It seemed to him that Jokyuu was splitting hairs. But he understood the reluctance to lump aggravated robbery together with felony murder.
In any case, they would have to settle the matter one way or the other. And when they did, they couldn’t very well write an impressionist decision based on their emotions. But for the time being, neither could they get hung up on the issue the first day of deliberations.
Eikou turned to Sotsuyuu. He appeared to be a man of sixty or so and projected the experienced manner of an older man, perhaps more than Eikou did. In terms of his actual age, he was the youngest of the three.
“What does the clemency magistrate think?”
The clemency magistrate considered mitigating circumstances in three categories: the age and mental competency of the accused, the role of negligence in the crime, and the consensus of popular opinion. He gathered details about the crime and the criminal that argued for leniency and presented them to the court.
The first category consisted of three parts: children younger than seven, the elderly older than eighty, and the mentally infirmed with insufficient powers of discernment.
Sotsuyuu started by pointing out that there was no debate about age or mental abilities. Both Eikou and Jokyuu agreed. “It would be equally difficult to argue that any of the crimes involved negligence.”
The category of negligence included the failure to anticipate than a willful activity would result in harm to people or property.
For example, a longshoreman who tossed a heavy package down from an elevated storage area that hit and killed someone below. The act would qualify as negligence if he did not know or could not anticipate that a person would be standing there.
Also classified under negligence were accidents and acts of forgetfulness. As for the former, imagine that the longshoreman unintentionally dropped or dislodged the package, or clearly intended to avoid hitting anybody, but failed to correctly calculate the margin of safety.
As for the latter, the longshoreman could have known that the package might have struck someone below but in the meantime forgot they were there.
In any case, none of these conditions could be applied to Shudatsu.
Eikou let out a long breath. “So our real problem comes down to the consensus of popular opinion.”
Sotsuyuu nodded.
“Popular opinion” was compiled from three sources: the opinion of the local crowd, the opinion of the government (as expressed by the civil service), and the opinion of the kingdom as a whole.
If popular opinion argued for forgiveness, Sotsuyuu could plead for a lighter sentence. Accordingly, he sought out the views of the people, as well as those of the civil service all the way up to and including the Rikkan (the Imperial Cabinet).
“Nobody is in a forgiving mood. Not a soul. The people are uniformly calling for the death penalty and will settle for nothing less. The civil service is nearly the same, though a few are less than decisive on the issue. The Rikkan counsels prudence. Everybody counsels giving all due respect to His Highness’s wishes. More than a few do fear that rashly reinstating capital punishment might lead to its abuse.”
“Of course. We must thank the Rikkan for telling us to be prudent.”
“Prudence aside, there is no consensus of opinion arguing for mitigation. Quite the contrary. The public is furious. The word on the street is that nothing short of execution is acceptable. If the justices have it in mind to offer leniency, they demand we hand Shudatsu over to them.”
“I see,” Eikou murmured.
There was no skirting the death penalty without considering the real possibility of riots breaking out. Riots could be suppressed, but there’d be no way to suppress anger toward the justices and toward the kingdom. Unreasonably attempts to do so would destroy confidence in the justice system and eat away at trust in the kingdom.
Eikou asked, “What about the relatives of the victims?”
It was not unheard of for relatives of the victims to request a pardon on behalf of the criminal. In these cases, the accused had repented of the crime, apologized to the victim, and, depending on the circumstances, expressed contrition with a commitment to make restitution. These steps could go a long way towards dampening public outrage.
“No such requests have been made. Shudatsu never reached out to the families of any of his victims. Rather, several families have petitioned to have him executed.”
No surprise there, Eikou thought.
“I can well imagine the anger of the bereaved. I doubt the execution of the accused will mollify it.”
“You’re right on that point. They’re unlikely to settle for a severed head. Next will come demands for punishments more cruel and unusual, as in Hou. Sixteen indictments for murder alone and twenty-three victims total. Next thing you know, we’ll be hearing calls for the twenty-three cuts of lingchi.”
A convict sentenced to lingchi was repeatedly cut with a blade until he died, at which point his head was severed on put on display. In other cases, the coup de grâce was delivered by means of beheading or cutting the torso in half with a battle axe.
The administration of lingchi varied by kingdom and dynasty. Cases existed of the number of cuts being set beforehand. Citing that as a precedent, some were said the number should be determined by the number of victims, or so Eikou had heard. The harsh forms of punishment employed in other kingdoms was a popular topic of conversation in Shisou these days, and which one would be most appropriate in Shudatsu’s case.
An indignant Jokyuu raised his voice. “How many of those calling for lingchi understand the gruesome methods it actually involves? It means carving away at the flesh with a small knife without causing death. Reveling in the pain and drawing it out. Avoiding the vital organs to make the pain last longer. There’s even a case of an emperor in another kingdom listing a convict on the Registry of Wizards to prolong the suffering. I’m sure there are those who want us to even do that.”
“Except that none other than Shudatsu tortured other human beings with lingchi,” Sotsuyuu pointed out.
Jokyuu had no ready response. Shudatsu had indeed sliced a married couple to death. In order to get them to disclose the location of a hidden treasure, he first tortured the husband in front of the wife. He cut off the fingers one by one, then the ears and the nose. When the man finally collapsed from the pain and died, he did the same thing to the wife.
They both insisted from the start that no treasure existed. In fact, there was none. Everybody knew they’d sold a plot of land. The proceeds paid the tuition at a private preparatory school their son attended so he could get into the provincial academy.
So they suffered and died for nothing.
“People are bound to object that since Shudatsu subjected innocent citizens to lingchi, how can it be inhuman when the tables are turned? They’ll point out that Shudatsu is the inhuman one and we have no right to so blithely talk about cruel and unusual punishment when applied to Shudatsu, like what was done to that innocent couple doesn’t really count.”
Eikou and Jokyuu sank into silence.
Sotsuyuu said, “I don’t think I could have found the words to persuade them otherwise.”
Jokyuu grumbled half to himself, “But Shudatsu wants to be put to death.”
Eikou gave Jokyuu a dubious look. Jokyuu looked back at Eikou and Sotsuyuu with a plaintive expression. “I’ve heard that if the sentence is life without parole, he’d prefer to be put down right then and there. In that light, doesn’t capital punishment become something other than a punishment, while imprisonment very much does?”
Sotsuyuu said in a flustered voice, “If you’re not just saying that, what’s the point of bringing it up? Even if that’s how Shudatsu feels, when he actually gets hauled off to the gallows, my odds are on him pleading for his life.”
“Probably so.”
“Even if he remained stoic to the end, that would be his final bluff. I don’t believe that Shudatsu has no fear of death. No man faces the prospect of his own suffering and demise without a sense of dread. No matter how desperate his straits, that underlying aspect of human nature remains. Isn’t that at the root of our desperation to begin with?”
Jokyuu thought about it for a moment and shook his head. “Though Shudatsu may be bluffing, I don’t think he’s abandoned all hope. I could probably phrase this better, but even with his head on the block, I think Shudatsu will still be looking for a way to come out on top.”
Eikou didn’t quite grasp what Jokyuu was trying to say. Sotsuyuu didn’t seem to either. Jokyuu was the only one of them who’d sat face-to-face with Shudatsu and he was having a hard time finding the words.
The three of them were musing in silence when a flurry of footsteps and harried voices grew closer.
“Daishikou, please wait.” The Daishikou ran the Ministry of Fall. The voice belonged to Chi’in, from the Department of Justice. “They are in the midst of deliberations. Not even the Minister—”
The door opened before Chi’in could finish. Minister Enga stood there, nearly apoplectic with rage. “What is the verdict?”
Perplexed, Eikou knelt and bowed with his hands locked together in front of his chest. “Deliberations have only just begun.”
“Good,” responded Minister Enga. He took them all in with a glance. “Better to let you know beforehand. Capital punishment is off the table. That’s the one thing you must keep in mind.”
Eikou and the others exchanged glances. Of course, high-ranking government officials, including those in the Department of Justice, were known to speak their minds when deliberations commenced. Indeed, the clemency magistrate sought out their opinions, starting with the Chief Cabinet Secretary of the Rikkan and on down.
But the final product of the deliberations themselves was always left to the discernment of the justice and his two magistrates.
“Daishikou, you’ve exceeded your authority.”
Chi’in was understandably furious. Interfering in the deliberation process was not allowed. That included the Daishikou. The Daishikou or the Chousai or other ministers with superior rank could voice objections and confer with their colleagues and thereby force an appeal of the decision. But one time only, and they could not direct the substance of a decision beforehand..
The only exception was an imperial rescript issued by the emperor.
Struck by this thought, Eikou turned his attention to Chi’in. “Would this perchance be the express will of His Highness?”
If so, then everything would make sense. But Chi’in shook his head. “His Highness told me he was leaving everything up to us. Specifically the three of you.”
“His Highness is not in his right mind,” Minister Enga said, pushing Chi’in aside. “Why all the prevarication at this juncture? Public opinion may certainly weigh on your minds but you cannot allow such reasons to deviate you from the rightful course.”
Minister Enga turned Eikou and his magistrates. “A prison properly used is a prison unused. Meaning the purpose of a prison is not to punish people but to eliminate the need for a prison in the first place. There is also the principle of prison abolition, that the proper rule of the people will reduce those discontented citizens who resort to crime and the necessity of the penitentiary system. It should go without saying that this represents an ideal the kingdom should aspire to. Ryuu has been progressing towards this goal. There is no reason to abandon it now.”
“Just how far is Ryuu progressing?” asked Sotsuyuu. “If that is the case, then what explains the appearance of a monster like Shudatsu? Perhaps he came at a time when we should be considering reform of the penal system instead.”
“A public servant in the Department of Justice should not use a word like monster,” Enga stated flatly. “A criminal he may be, but Shudatsu is no less an imperial subject and a citizen. Words like monster serve only to dehumanize criminals that people do not understand. Reforming the criminal who has been relegated to less-than-human status becomes all but impossible.”
He has a point, Eikou thought, somewhat abashed, but Sotsuyuu refused to concede.
“A man who murders an eight-year-old boy for twelve sen is less than human.”
“Sotsuyuu,” Eikou chided under his breath.
Sotsuyuu was in no mood to back down. Enga fixed Sotsuyuu with a steely glare. “Could not the appearance of incomprehensible criminals like Shudatsu be due to officials pre-judging them as less-than-human? Is it not just as likely that a convict with this inhuman label affixed to him would, when challenged to rehabilitate himself, instead hew to the label and choose to pursue a life of crime instead?”
“But—”
“To begin with, has any criminal ever committed murder for a mere twelve sen? Shudatsu himself answered in the affirmative when questioned by the provincial investigators. Except they had already categorized him as less-than-human. Shudatsu likely told them what they wanted to hear. Regrettably, denigrating people thusly is how criminals are made.”
This time Sotsuyuu bit his tongue.
“No matter how baffling Shudatsu’s murder of that child may be, there must be reasons particular to him. Bringing them to light will point the way to saving others like him. Do you not believe that reform and rehabilitation is possible?”
Jokyuu said, “With all due respect, Sir, Shudatsu himself said he had no particular reason.”
Enga shook his head. “That is only what he said. He may lack the ability to put his thoughts into words, even lack the ability to comprehend his own actions. Your job is to point him toward the light so that together you can find the words to articulate the reasons. When you henceforth sit in judgment of the wayward and the impenitent, this case will thus serve as a precedent in educating them on the proper course to take.”
Jokyuu had no response to that.
“Punishing criminals is not the job of the Department of Justice. We urge them toward reform and reflection so that they may regain their place in society. Never forget that.”
Enga gazed down at Eikou and the others. Eikou was on the verge of having his own say on the matter when he noticed Chi’in standing behind Enga, frantically gesturing for him to keep quiet. So he shut his mouth.
Chi’in stepped in front of Enga and said, “We shall give all due consideration to the Minister’s counsel.”
Enga nodded. “The death penalty alone is not allowed,” he declared and turned on his heels.
Chi’in said nothing. He bowed low. Eikou and his magistrates did the same. They waited for the footsteps to fade away. When Chi’in raised his head, he couldn’t disguise the sour look on his face.
“The Daishikou likes to carry on like that, but you should perform your duties as precedent demands. Come to a verdict without being swayed by outside opinions.”
“But—”
“None other than His Highness said to leave the matter up to the Department of Justice. There is no need to take into account the Daishikou’s mood.”
Sotsuyuu asked with no little apprehension, “Would you know whether His Highness has suspended his rescript to not use the death penalty?”
Chi’in frowned. “I don’t know.”
Sotsuyuu pressed, “When you say you don’t know—”
Chi’in shook his head. He motioned for them to them to sit down, then all but collapsed on nearby bench. Eikou wondered if Chi’in knew the bench he was sitting on was generally reserved for witnesses and criminals summoned to testify during deliberations.
“I met in person with His Highness and asked if he could clarify precisely what he meant when he said he was leaving things to the Department of Justice. But I haven’t received a clear answer.”
Apparently, when Chi’in first sought an audience, the emperor believed he’d already made himself clear enough and no audience was necessary. But that only left Chi’in at loose ends, along with Eikou and his magistrates. Chi’in repeatedly asked for an audience, petitioning the Chousai and the Saiho before finally being granted one.
“Except His Highness simply repeated that the verdict was in the hands of the court. I asked whether the decision to ban capital punishment could be suspended and got the same answer. Should the court decide that the ban ought to be suspended, that would be fine.”
“Does that mean we can actively consider the death penalty in our deliberations?”
“I am in the process of clarifying whether delivering a verdict that includes the death penalty is acceptable.
Eikou was of two minds on the subject. Was His Highness leaving things up to the court because he trusted them to come to the right decision? Or was this simply a convenient way of dumping the whole thing in their laps? In fact, he hadn’t quelled his doubts from the first time he’d heard that “the verdict is in the hands of the court.”
Such statements were not the product of soul searching, certainly not a declaration of trust in the court—rather, was it not a euphemistic way of expressing his disinterest in the outcome?
He sighed despite himself. So did Jokyuu and Sotsuyuu. Maybe one of those sighs was closer to a groan.
The emperor of Ryuu had built the current dynasty with over one hundred and twenty years of enlightened rule. Nevertheless, of late, he often did things that made his retainers shake their heads. Now and then he behaved with profound indifference toward the affairs of state.
The widespread fame and lofty reputation of the kingdom as a nation of laws were attributed to this enlightened ruler. And yet he often seemed to ignore the means by which such laws came into existence. He handed down decisions in a haphazard and offhand manner, seeking legislative options from his advisors that invalidated laws he himself had promulgated. However his advisors argued with him at such times, there was no guarantee they’d be listened to.
Chi’in took a deep breath and let it out. “In any case, His Highness said to leave things up to the court. So shut out the noise and work toward a verdict. I’ll support whatever sentence you hand down.”
“What about the Daishikou?” Eikou asked.
“The Daishikou being the Daishikou, he’ll have an opinion no matter what. You are in no way obligated to follow it. Moreover, especially in this case, given that His Highness has expressly left things in your hands, not even the Daishikou can block your decision. Although once I announce the verdict, the Daishikou may seek to persuade the emperor one way or the other.”
The possibility could not be dismissed out of hand. Enga was none other than the crown prince. That put him in a position to influence the Imperial Ryou at a personal level as well as through the customary channels.
“Would he be able to prevail upon him?” Sotsuyuu asked in a low voice.
“Unlikely,” Chi’in answered shortly.
As Daishikou, Enga was called “the emperor besides the other one.” Naturally, the civil servants who said such things did so quietly among themselves.
Perhaps it was an expression the rivalry between Enga and the highly esteemed ruler that was his father. Enga certainly acted as if it were true. Declaring that the death penalty “off the table” was only the most recent example.
No matter the subject matter, whenever the emperor decided on a course of action, Enga carried on like it’d been his idea from the start. If a retainer expressed doubts about a decision, and the emperor took them to heart and subsequently changed his mind, Enga would not budge an inch.
The decision had already become Enga’s decision, with all the reason and righteousness vested in himself. He did not hesitate to declare that the retainer who had recommended such treachery and the emperor who had accepted it must be wrong.
Exploiting his privileges as crown prince, he would go so far as to barge into the emperor’s bedroom to insist on the rightness of a position he had taken.
Unfortunately, Enga was simply not as gifted a man as his father.
Without the emperor coming to a decision in the first place, he was incapable of making up his own mind. Far from it, he couldn’t even hold to an opinion of his own. Until the emperor spoke, Enga hemmed and hawed, trying to read his father’s mind. Then as soon as he made a decision, Enga championed it as if he’d been the one asserting it all along.
Not satisfied with chasing after his father’s train of thought and making it his own, Enga had to go above and beyond in every instance, attaching addition arguments and padding out the accompanying opinions. Even there he was wont to merely restate the obvious without considering the real-world context, and in post hoc ergo propter hoc fashion, often mistook the premise of the original proposition.
While chattering on about the ideals of the judicial process, he remained blissfully unaware of his troubling propensity to violate the bedrock principle of judiciary independence. Just as he demonstrated no capacity whatsoever to integrate any other viewpoint into his own opinions. And perhaps this made sense, as none of his opinion were his own to start with.
As a consequence, no matter how Enga might prevail upon his father, not once had he succeeded. With a wry smile, the emperor remonstrated with his son, leaving him to insist in vain that he was the greater of the two.
Considering the available precedents, Enga’s persuasive powers were unlikely to move the emperor. In that case, the concluding arguments would be Eikou’s to make.
Jokyuu said with a strained sigh, “No disrespect intended, but why in the world did His Highness give Enga such an important post?”
Here was a man who, the words once having left his mouth, clung to his stated position and would not be budged from it. Political administration was a creature that must by necessary adapt to changing circumstances. That turned the ever-rigid Enga into a huge impediment for the civil servants working under him.
Regardless, the emperor placed Enga in positions of vital importance. Why not the Ministry of Heaven (Administration ) or the Ministry of Spring (Protocol), his retainers whispered amongst themselves. Instead he was given whatever he wanted, including critical portfolios like the Ministry of Earth (Education) and Ministry of Fall (Justice).
Chi’in said with a sardonic smile, “Well, that’s parental affection, for you. Common sense can’t defeat those family ties.”
For any number of reasons, Eikou felt a dark mood descending on him. Enga’s presence weighed on his mind. He was as willing as any to pursue the ideals the courts represented. But when it came to the Shudatsu case, the problems lay elsewhere. That’s why he and his magistrates were left to rack their brains.
That the person holding the position of Daishikou had no comprehension of this fact was simply another burden they had to bear. Even as the emperor lost interest in his own administration, the gears of government creaked and grated, and the kingdom itself seemed to be falling apart.
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Chapter 5


Enga’s interference robbed the room of its remaining energy. Eikou decided to call it a day. Starting the next morning, and for several days running, he and his magistrates confined themselves to chambers and debated the issues at length. But the legal and moral waters only grew murkier.
Somewhere along the way, Sotsuyuu, the clemency magistrate, started advocating for capital punishment while Jokyuu, the sentencing magistrate, argued for life without parole.
To fulfill the requirements for mitigating circumstances, Sotsuyuu visited the families of the victims. Though attempting to be as empathetic and sympathetic as possible, they steadfastly refused to condone any sentence other than death.
So it had been from the start, leaving Sotsuyuu in the position of advocating for the death penalty on behalf of the victims. Playing the devil’s advocate forced Jokyuu to insist on the opposite. And so together they filled their respective roles. Eikou well understood how bewildering the whole thing had become.
What Eikou found so strange about it was that all three of them should end up this nonplused. Watching in silence as the Sotsuyuu and Jokyuu sparred, Eikou had to conclude that Jokyuu had no chance of prevailing.
At one point, advocating for capital punishment, Sotsuyuu raised the concerns of the citizenry.
“People are on edge. They believe the kingdom is coming apart. In order to bring order to such a world, shouldn’t the penal system serve as a deterrent? The relationship between crime and punishment must be made crystal clear.”
Sotsuyuu was referring to a version of the old proverb, “Abolish punishment with punishment.” A harsh sentence publicly imposed on a criminal would dissuade others of a similar ilk. In response to this, Jokyuu pointed out that the evidence from other kingdoms and their own records was that the harshness of a sentence did little to curtail crime rates.
“Regardless,” Sotsuyuu pressed, “the use of the death penalty does not degrade public safety. It is true that the death penalty can’t be said to prevent future crime. But the law-abiding citizen does see it as necessary. Sending a criminal like Shudatsu to the gallows assures him that the law works and public order is being preserved. The dire threat that murderers will be put to death sets their minds at ease.”
“I understand the public’s need for peace of mind and their fear of an anarchic world. However, an increasing crime rate begins with troubled minds and a world in chaos. I don’t like saying it, but I’m talking about the decline of the kingdom itself. More executions can’t stop it. It’s all pain and no gain. Reinstating the death penalty in a kingdom on the decline will be interpreted as condoning its expanded use.”
“Making sure that doesn’t happen is the responsibility of the courts. Don’t the courts exist to both protect the people and reassure them? Reassure them with the judicious use of the death penalty, and protect them from its excessive use. What other recourses do we have?”
Jokyuu didn’t know and couldn’t answer. Eikou and his magistrates feared that reinstating the death penalty would lead to its overuse. Except that preventing its overuse was their job in the first place. And it was hardly the only arrow in their quivers or the only task on their to-do lists.
Instead, Jokyuu next challenged Sotsuyuu on the issue of judicial error. “Erroneous applications of the death penalty certainly exist,” he argued dourly. “Can we claim to have never decided wrongly? Unfortunately, the innocent have been mistaken for the guilty and wrongfully accused. If the accused has already been found guilty and executed when the false charges come to light, he cannot be brought back to life. We should always leave a way to correct such wrongs.”
“Then let me ask you this: can wrongful imprisonment be so easily corrected? What about involuntary servitude? Let’s say a man is found guilty for a crime he did not commit and is sentenced to serve hard time. Can those years of his life—forever lost—be retrieved? The average person out there does not look forward to a life of unlimited years as we do.”
Jokyuu didn’t answer.
“The typical lifespan is but sixty years or so. A year or three may seem a trifle to us. To them, one year or three out of those sixty is a precious commodity. Time lost is lost forever. There is no true recompense for the pain of the accused or the suffering of the family plagued by gossip and rumor-mongering for having spawned a sinner. The authorities cannot afford to make mistakes when it comes to serious crimes.”
“As long as the gods themselves are not trying cases, mistakes are inevitable. It is easy to cling to idealism, but the idea that perfect justice can be achieved with just a little more effort is presumptuous.”
“Except no mistakes were made in regards to Shudatsu,” Sotsuyuu protested. “He not only owned up to his crimes, he was caught in the act on at least five occasions. Countless others witnessed him at the scene of the crimes. If the death penalty is to be avoided to give the accused the benefit of the doubt, then when there is no doubt, as in Shudatsu’s case, can’t we conclude that the death penalty is entirely appropriate?”
Jokyuu furrowed his brows. “For the time being, we’re debating the application of the death penalty in general, not as it applies to Shudatsu specifically.”
“Same thing. If you’re going to argue that the death penalty should be taken off the table to guard against the possibility of judicial error, then it should be put back on the table in cases where there is no possibility of error. To the extent that the Divine Decrees admit the possibility of capital punishment, its rightness or wrongness is beside the point. Instead, the dilemma before us can only be resolved according to the particulars of each case.”
Listening to their back and forth, Eikou found himself nodding. Jokyuu again had the weak end of the argument. While capital punishment was a question of rights and wrongs, judicial error was undeniably wrong. Debating apples and oranges like this was ultimately a pointless exercise.
Consequently, Sotsuyuu discussed the sentiments of the victim’s families. “Consider the extraordinary suffering by those robbed without reason of their families by a wild beast.”
“I am perfectly aware of it. But the execution of Shudatsu will not bring back the victims, nor can it hope to heal the pain of that loss to any great extent.”
“But, of course. There’s no changing the past. Not even God can make what has happened not happen. All the more reason to provide a helping hand in any way possible, no matter how glancing it may appear at first. The suffering that comes from losing a family member cannot be simply expunged. However, it may be possible to alleviate it in part by assuring them that Heaven will not allow men like Shudatsu to exist. That much relief we can definitely offer. Contrariwise, knowing of a way to alleviate the suffering of the bereaved families, how can adding to it by not executing Shudatsu be called humane?”
“Nevertheless,” Jokyuu insisted, “the penal code does not exist in order to extract revenge on behalf of the bereaved.”
“Then on whose behalf does it exist? Yes, to reform the criminally-minded. But Shudatsu has been sentenced to imprisonment with hard labor three times already. The second time for aggravated murder, the third time for felony murder. After being sentenced in Kin Province for the latter, if he’d been executed as the law allowed, twenty-three lives would have been spared.”
In fact, as long as Shudatsu had not experienced a “change of heart,” the pretense that the penal code existed to “reform” him contained little persuasive power. Jokyuu conceded that the methods employed in “reform” were flawed. That being the case, the goal should not be restoring the death penalty but creating reform programs that could be expected to deliver more effective results.
Except he had no answers as to what constituted an effective “reform program” and how an actual change of heart might be ascertained. Shudatsu’s “reform” and subsequent release resulted in twenty-three new victims, a heavy weight for the criminal justice system to bear.
After that, Jokyuu tested arguments for life without parole. “If repeat offenders are the problem, don’t release them. Up till now, a serious repeat offender sentenced until his tattoos have faded served a de facto life sentence. On that basis, a criminal sentenced to death will serve a life sentence. What about that?”
“So you’re saying a criminal like Shudatsu should be given room and board for the rest of his life at the expense of the taxpayer? If the number of criminals like Shudatsu increase, the costs will grow hard to handle. As long as the people have to bear that burden, it should be explained to them in logical terms why such criminals are being allowed to live.”
Jokyuu quickly found an answer. “Again, because a miscarriage of justice is always possible. So long as the possibility exists, we must always be able to correct those mistakes. So we appeal to the taxpayer in order to guarantee that ability. The effectiveness of such measures serves to protect the average citizen as well. The next judicial error could result in that fate befalling an innocent man.”
“And then what? Not executing them and storing them away someplace does not guarantee that the mistakes will be corrected. And as far as that goes, how does one go about correcting such a mistake?”
“The party in question would appeal the conviction.”
“So if Shudatsu cries injustice and the courts retry him, would he be sentenced again? And this time around, will the sentencing magistrate alter the sentencing order?”
“Of course he would be sentenced again, though by a different magistrate.”
“And does a different sentencing magistrate mean a different order? For the court to render judgment, would it also be acceptable to change the sentencing order by having the supervising judge simply change who is assigned to the case?”
Jokyuu didn’t have any ready answers. He had full confidence in his abilities during the sentencing phase and did not believe that an appeal would so easily change the outcome. The premise of the question itself was problematic. At first glance, it was only logical to praise the wisdom of reassigning a magistrate. However, that changing the magistrate was as good as changing the sentencing order was tantamount to saying that the magistrate lacked objectivity in the first place. No good could be found in such logic.
“I can see arguing that the death penalty should be abolished so mistakes in the judicial process can be corrected. If, in fact, that does not happen, the argument is meaningless. An appeals process would start with hearing the convict’s petition and then amending the sentencing order. The case load alone would leave the courts with little time to do anything else. Any filtering mechanism set up to alleviate that burden will necessarily narrow the window during which corrective measures could take place. No, such mistakes should be avoided in the first place. Dressing up indefinite servitude or life imprisonment as opportunities to correct mistakes diminishes the urgency of the sentencing order. If we fear mistakes, we would do better to leave the death penalty on the table while resolving not to make them.”
Jokyuu remained silent. Eikou shook his head. Once again, Jokyuu seemed to have rhetorically stranded himself on thin ice. And that struck him as odd.
Eikou lived in a world where the emperor had suspended the death sentence. By itself, that was a logical step to take, just as it was logical to see the penal system as a way of reforming the criminal class. Thus, while the appearance of Shudatsu prompted calls for the return of capital punishment, refraining from using it made sense as well. The problem that remained was whether or not the people would accept such a ruling.
Nevertheless, the more they argued about the death penalty, the less merit there was in unilaterally taking it off the table. As strange as that was, up till now, they’d never seriously considered the question. But to ask if capital punishment should be reinstated here and now prompted feelings of a different sort. From somewhere a voice resonated in his heart saying, that alone is a bridge too far—
No less baffled than when they’d begun, Eikou asked, “But what do you really think, Sotsuyuu?”
Eikou addressed him by name, not title. Sotsuyuu blinked in surprise and averted his eyes. “To tell the truth, I’m of two minds on the matter. When it comes to Shudatsu specifically, the death penalty seems inevitable. But I also have to wonder if that is the right conclusion.” He added with a wry smile, “To be honest, I keep hoping someone will rule it out of bounds for the sentencing magistrate as well.”
No less at his wit’s end, Jokyuu said with an exasperated sigh, “We’re looking for a way out and not finding it. The clemency magistrate need not necessarily be bound by cold hard logic. But the death penalty is a different creature altogether.”
Sotsuyuu added, “At first, my concern was that a reinstitution of the death penalty would end up tied to its overuse. However, now in the position of advocating for it, I sense that something is different. I’m talking off the top of my head, but if excessive use of the death penalty becomes a concern, the courts should rein things in. That’s how I come down on the subject. When justice officials express fear of such outcomes—none other than a justice minister such as myself—I can’t help thinking it strange that a connection should be drawn between reinstituting the death penalty and specifically to its excessive use.”
“Undoubtedly,” Eikou agreed with a nod.
Jokyuu sighed again. “The fact of the matter is, the more we discuss the issue, the more I think the logic of saying the murderer repays his debt with his own death doesn’t really hold up. But the families of the victims believe it does. And so do normal citizens with no visceral connection to the case. More than the application of basic justice, perhaps this is a reflection of what goes beyond mere reason.”
“A reflection, eh?”
“Yes,” Jokyuu confirmed with a nod. “If seeking the death penalty is not rational, then repudiating the death penalty is the only sensible option. One can’t help coming away believing that the whole thing is a game of logic. Real, grounded emotions are lost in the shuffle. And yet, force my hand and I would have to say that capital punishment is uncivilized. Just as we manage to avoid the literal application of most of the Five Punishments, so we should also avoid capital punishment.”
“I see.”
Once reserved for serious felonies such as murder, the Five Punishments were defined as tattooing, amputation of the nose, amputation of the foot, castration, and death. Now considered “uncivilized” and “inhumane,” they were increasingly shunned and few if any kingdoms still used them. Even in Ryuu, what remained on the books referred to the former Five Punishments only in broad generalities.
Sotsuyuu agreed. “If amputating the nose or foot is deemed barbaric, then capital punishment all the more so. The general feeling is that no kingdom where the rule of law prevails should resort to such measures.”
Indeed, Eikou thought to himself. And yet, he couldn’t ignore that cold lump in his chest.
Shudatsu had exercised such barbaric violence against the innocent without a second thought.
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Chapter 6


They went round and round in such a magnificent manner.
Eikou left the Department of Justice keenly sensing a growing sense of despondency. Over the weeks of deliberations, summer had ended for good. The dusk was aglow with the autumn rays of the setting sun.
He stopped by the courthouse to confer with his law clerks and then returned home. The front gate was stained with the sepia light of the evening sun. Seika was sitting there on the bench. In the shadows beneath the eaves of the gate were a man and woman he didn’t recognize.
“We’ve been waiting for you.”
“Waiting for me?” Eikou said.
He shifted his attention to the other two. As he approached, they slipped off the bench, knelt on the ground, and bowed to him.
Seika rose from her chair and said to the startled Eikou, “Shunryou’s mother and father.”
“What is the purpose of this?”
“You should listen to what they have to say.” Seika said to them, “This is the Justice. Please tell him what is on your minds.”
“Hold on!” Eikou said forcefully. He fixed his gaze on Seika. “I can’t be listening to a petition from them.”
He hurried through the gate, but not before Seika grabbed his hand. “What are you running away for? Please hear them out.”
“Let go.”
“How can you pretend to be judge without listening to the voices of those who have suffered?”
“You’re the one being presumptuous!” Eikou shouted despite himself.
Seika scowled at him in turn. “In other words, the opinions of ordinary citizens amount to nothing in your eyes. So you close your ears to the voices of the people, the voices of the victims, and play games with logic above the clouds as you judge our sins.”
“It’s not that at all,” said Eikou. He looked down at the two figures cowering there as if frozen in ice. Their haggard frames and eyes hollowed out with despair gouged holes in his chest. “The clemency magistrate should have taken your statements. If you wish to file additional appeals or petitions, he will be happy to receive them. Now please take your leave.”
“Is it sufficient for the clemency magistrate to hear him out? I know, it’s out of your jurisdiction. That’s what bureaucrats always say. They won’t spare a second glance for anything not in their job description.”
Seika was picking a fight and Eikou was rising to the bait. He shouted, “Engaging in personal conversations with concerned parties will cast the autonomy of the verdict into doubt!”
The sentencing stage of a trial was carried out by the clemency magistrate, the sentencing magistrate, and a justice. Those three and no one else. Outside parties could not be allowed to sway the process. This was necessary to prevent corrupt and even well-intentioned officials from interfering in the verdict.
As part of the cross-examination process, the sentencing magistrate interviewed the victims and the clemency magistrate sought out the opinions of the victims and their families. The chief justice could not go around independently granting audiences to the victims. Doing so would taint any decision Eikou handed down.
Furthermore, the emperor had purportedly left the matter in their hands. Eikou’s decision would thus reflect upon the imperial government as a whole. There was no room for any distrust in the final outcome. Even if there was no question about the integrity of the decision, the trust of the people in the Department of Justice hung on the verdict Eikou handed down.
On top of all that, there was the Daishikou. Enga was uncompromising about his opposition to the death penalty. Were Eikou to endorse capital punishment in his verdict and it became known that he had met with Shunryou’s parents, that alone would give Enga grounds for overruling the decision and rendering any objections moot.
“This is for your own good,” he said as he turned to leave. “You should leave.”
Seika blocked his way. “No. I won’t allow it. The two of them won’t leave until you have heard what they have to say. They will stay here as my guests until you do.”
“Idiot!” Eikou shouted.
Seika’s face went white. Then abruptly reddened with anger. He knew it was the worst sort of insult he could have uttered, but she simply wouldn’t leave the matter be. “You don’t understand a thing.” He called out, “Is anybody home?”
The question prompted a response from somewhere else in the manse, though it was not very close by. Seika had no doubt cleared the premises. Aware that he was at a dead end, he shook his hand free from his wife’s clasp.
“Please kill that monster,” came a woman’s pitiful voice. “Or kill me instead.”
Eikou stopped and glanced back at her.
“I called out to him as he left the house, to make sure he had enough money with him. And that beast overheard.”
Twelve sen for three. He had the change in hand.
“He wanted to eat his fill of peaches. Normally we wouldn’t have let him spend his allowance so frivolously. But Shunryou said he was going to give one to his sister. Though she hadn’t learned to talk yet, she’d been thoroughly delighted the last time she’d been given a slice of peach, so he was sure she liked them. Because she was his sister, he wanted to enjoy the peaches with her. He was going to get a whole peach just for her.”
A profound depth of sorrow filled the woman’s eyes. But she was beyond tears.
“That’s why we helped him earn a little bit of change. A sen for each job done. He hung around me all day asking if there was anything he could do. What about this? What about that? He was so cute, so adorable—that day, I gave him a special bonus of two sen. He’d worked hard and saved his money—knowing he needed twelve sen I gave him two.”
Eikou averted his eyes. He understood the substance of her plea. The heinous nature of the crime reawakened in his mind, he set off once again, when a man’s voice called out behind him.
“My son died. Why does that man still live?”
His voice cracked, perhaps hoarse with lamentations, or about to swept away by the fierceness of his emotions.
“I was so close by. And yet I could do nothing for him. He must have called out to us. But we could not hear him. How he must have suffered. What must he have thought? What must he have felt? Why our son? Why did he have to die? I don’t understand any of this. That’s why I can’t stop thinking about it. All I know is that our son never came home and yet that man lives.”
Eikou wanted to cover his ears with his hands but he couldn’t.
“Our son suffered. We suffer. So why doesn’t he suffer? Why is our suffering supposed to mean? Is the suffering of such lowly persons as ourselves of so little value that the high and mighty need not reflect on our plight?”
Eikou steeled himself and refused to look back.

A retainer finally hurried in and escorted the couple back to Shisou. Seika tried to restrain him but Eikou’s orders were clear: henceforth, no outside person connected to the incident could set foot in the manse.
He summoned the security detail and had them man the gate to guard against it happening a second time. He then went to Seika’s room to remonstrate with her again but she refused to see him.
“You don’t need to explain anything to me. I know well enough by now what kind of man you are and what you think of me.”
The words she threw at him from behind the locked door could just as well been solid objects. After that, she didn’t answer his entreaties. All Eikou could do was stand there in the hallway.
Like Keishi, Seika would probably end up leaving him. If that’s what she wanted, he wouldn’t stand in her way. But how would she make a life for herself after that? He could give her living expenses, maybe secure a job for her. If she resumed her life as an ordinary citizen, she would once again receive her allotment.
Except the world below had gone on turning during the twelve years she’d lived in the imperial palace. In those twelve years, Seika’s mother and father had died, her brother had grown a dozen years older, as had all the people she once knew. He had to wonder if she could accustom herself to that much change.
Those thoughts prompted from Eikou a wry smile. Hardly enough time had passed for all her siblings and relatives to drop dead. Though she didn’t communicate with them as often as she used to, up to a few years ago, they had stayed in contact on a fairly regular basis and even visited now and then. Hardly a gap she could not fill.
Things were different with Keishi.
She left after almost sixty years had passed. Not only her parents and siblings, but their children as well were listed on the registry of the dead. What must she have felt, resuming her commoner status and returning to a town where she did not know a single person?
He could imagine what it was like to be without a friend in the world below. The fact was, Eikou himself had once resigned his position, removed his name from the Registry of Wizards, and retired from public office. That was after Keishi left.
He had savings and a government pension and so had no concerns about keeping a roof over his head. But finding a place to call his own proved impossible. Even now he could recall the feeling of not knowing a soul in the world. Every past acquaintance, including their children, were gone. Certainly their children and relatives existed somewhere, but he had no idea where to find them.
Everything had changed—the village where he’d been born, the town where he’d grown up—there was no place that felt like home. The scandal surrounding his removal from the Registry of Wizards was such that, for their own sakes, he made a point of not importuning his second son, a provincial minister, or his former colleagues in the government.
Curbing any impulse to meet with or talk to them, all he could do was shut himself up in his own abode. Eikou was truly alone in the world. Looking back on it now, that passage of time had charted an ironic course of events.
Whilst shutting himself away from the world, he met Seika and remarried. The reason he’d taken up his cloistered existence in the first place was because his first wife, Keishi, had fallen afoul of the law.
Eikou hadn’t kept in touch with her after she left and returned to her life as an ordinary citizen. She refused the financial assistance he offered and disappeared into the hustle and bustle of the city.
Rumors about her reached his ears five years later. She’d been arrested for trading on Eikou’s reputation as a high government official, peddling favors for large amounts of money. The investigating officers quickly discerned that Eikou had nothing to do with the scheme but he couldn’t remain untainted in his current position. He took responsibility and resigned from government service.
What in the world was she thinking?
Eikou believed that, at heart, Keishi was a good person. He simply couldn’t imagine her becoming involved in criminal behavior. He sadly concluded that poverty and deprivation led her astray. Since her arrest, she had penned copious letters of apology. With every reason to assume she had sincerely repented of her behavior, Eikou petitioned the clemency magistrate, absolving her from any harm he had personally suffered. As he had once been her husband, he made whole her victims.
Keishi sent him a string of letters from prison expressed her undying gratitude. But once her six-month sentence was over, she again disappeared. Eikou heard nothing from or about her for another year, until she was arrested for the same crime in Kin Province.
Even today the whole thing left a bitter taste in his mouth. Despite the letters of apology and pleas for leniency, Keishi went and committed the same crime again. Each time, the scope of the offense grew smaller, but all Eikou came away with was proof that some consciences were truly beyond reform.
The fourth time around, he’d had enough and ignored her letters. By then he’d married Seika. After spending three years in the “wilderness,” he was recalled to government service.
After his return, Eikou examined Keishi’s case files, leaving no stone unturned. Alas, her actions defied understanding. In response to the interrogation by the district sentencing magistrate, she defiantly claimed that she was retaliating against Eikou for calling her an idiot.
Further questioning revealed that the direct motive was money. As Eikou had surmised, Keishi had fallen into financial distress in the world below. Although as far as Keishi was concerned, her involvement in crime itself amounted to some sort of revenge, her way of proving she was nobody’s fool.
Her modus operandi involved deceiving wealthy merchants and regional administrators. The first time she was sentenced, she put on a remorseful front. The court believed her and soon released her on her own recognizance.
The second time she was arrested, she told the investigator that she hadn’t felt sorry for anything from the start. Hard as it was to believe, breaking the law and slipping out of the hands of justice was, from beginning to end, her way of getting even with Eikou.
The sentencing magistrate who interviewed her noted that this struck him as a perverse sense of revenge and an abnormal degree of hostility towards a spouse. Eikou couldn’t understand why she loathed him so. In any case, Keishi committed the same crimes over and again. Long after Eikou turned his back on the whole sordid mess, she went on living her life the same way.
Keishi always pulled off her crimes the same way, and eventually ran out of gullible marks to scam. The whirlwind of rumors died off. At this point of time, Eikou had no idea what had become of her.
He didn’t imagine that Seika would follow the same course if she returned to the world below. But there was no forgetting that such a chain of events was certainly possible.
Any noise coming from the other side of the door died down. Eikou sighed and returned to the main wing of the house. There he found Riri curled up on the steps. She appeared on the verge of tears.
“Riri—”
She looked up at him, arms hugged around her knees. “Daddy, are you going to throw Mommy out of the house?”
He crouched down next to her. “No, I would never do anything like that.”
“But that’s what Mommy says. She says you’re going to get rid of us both.
What would become of Riri? He couldn’t stop Seika from leaving. What were her plans for Riri? She would probably take Riri down to the city with her. No sooner had that thought struck him but he couldn’t help but see Riri and Shunryou in the same light.
The world below was coming apart. Casting his defenseless young daughter into a world where monsters like Shudatsu roamed the earth would be like tossing lambs to the lions.
“Nobody is throwing anybody anywhere. I want to have you right here forever. Do you want to leave, Riri?”
Riri shook her head.
“Well, then. I promise that you’ll never have to go anyplace you don’t want to.”
Certainly not where she could fall into the hands of a beast like Shudatsu.
A seriously expression on her face, Riri nodded. Looking at that face, Eikou wondered what he would do if anything happened to her.
Life for a life, isn’t that just logic? Jokyuu asked the question.
Another side of the coin? Or the way the world worked, Eikou thought. There could be no forgiving the merciless slaying of the young and the powerless. None at all. No one could commit the crime without the painful realization that his own life hung in the balance.
If Shudatsu had killed Riri, Eikou would never forgive him. If the courts said he must, Eikou would draw his own sword and finish him off. What charges he’d have to answer for after that wouldn’t matter.
A death sentence and nothing else.
That thought sent a cold chill down his spine. He sensed he was stepping into territory where a man in his position had no business going.
What was this hesitation he felt? The question buzzing around in his head, Eikou patted Riri’s cheek. “Why don’t you go see how your mother is doing?”
Riri nodded. She jumped to her feet and ran off through the manse. Eikou watched his young child the whole time, watched her small frame grow smaller and further away.
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Chapter 7


That evening, Hogetsu hurried into Eikou’s study. He said, catching his breath, “I heard there was bit of a commotion here earlier today.”
Eikou only nodded his head.
“Sorry about that. I should have been here to put a halt to it.”
“You’ve got nothing to apologize for. How did you hear about it?”
“One of the servants. And before that, word came that there was disturbance at the justice’s manse. Though nobody could fill me in on the particulars.”
Eikou said with a sad smile, “Because it happened at the front gate. A few nosy servants must have overheard. Well, fine. People will talk.” He directed his gaze out the window. A cool breeze wafted in from the dark garden. Fall was coming.
“What happens if the Department of Justice or the Shoushikou catch wind of such goings-on?”
“What happens is that this appeal would get remanded. That enough is for sure.”
Even as he answered Hogetsu’s question, such an outcome struck him as an acceptable turn of events. This case was too much for him to handle. Not only would he get removed from the proceedings, but if he bungled things badly enough, he could lose his judgeship. That might not be such a bad turn of events either.
Eikou looked at Hogetsu. “Whatever happens may affect you as well.”
Hogetsu crouched down next to Eikou’s chair and clasped Eikou’s hand. “Please don’t worry about hypotheticals like that.”
“But—”
Hogetsu had only recently been appointed a minister. A scandal could cost him dearly.
“And don’t hold it against Seika.”
Though Eikou couldn’t imagine what Seika had been thinking, he was sure her actions didn’t come from a bad place. He later learned from others in her circle that she had stolen down to Shisou and not only visited Shunryou’s parents but other bereaved families as well. She would have listened to their stories and empathized with their anger and loss.
However imprudent her behavior, there was no denying the heart behind it.
Eikou said as much to Hogetsu, who didn’t disagree. Eikou continued, “I fear I was too short with her. I should have done a better job explaining myself, gone into more detail about what my job entails—what was on my mind, what was making me wrack my brains.”
Even as he said it, Eikou wasn’t sure he could do it. Getting Seika to comprehend such things was no easy task, and he wasn’t even sure she wanted to comprehend them in that way. Not that she rejected them out of hand. Rather, the opposite. Seika wished to attack the problem with anger and righteous indignation.
Except Eikou’s ego-centered reaction only enraged her just as it had probably enraged Keishi. It all started with him and the same careless words he tossed around—at least, that was the thought on his mind when Hogetsu spoke up.
“Grandfather, I don’t think the responsibility rests with you.”
“You don’t think so?”
“Definitely not. It’s not your fault, and neither is my big sister to blame. All this falls on the head of Shudatsu.”
Dragging Shudatsu into the discussion—that prompted a burst of hollow laughter from Eikou.
Hogetsu said with a small shake of his head, “She’s worried. I don’t know why she decided to meet with Shunryou’s parents but I could hazard a guess. Making sure Shudatsu receives a death sentence will alleviate the anxiety she’s feeling.”
Eikou said, “As I said, there’s no proof that capital punishment is effective at reducing the crime rate.”
Hogetsu shook his head again. “That is probably not the issue at play. Public order in Shisou is on the decline. At some point, it will reach into the Imperial Palace. It may be mere unrest for now, but Shudatsu is proof that some criminals are beyond redemption. Hard to comprehend, harder to sympathize with. People who trample the most obvious principles of justice underfoot without the slightest hesitation—that’s the kind of thing that gives my big sister qualms, and everyone like her.”
Hogetsu added with a faint smile, “She believes, along with most of the general public, that taking Shudatsu out of the picture will quench that sense of unease. Order will be restored to the world.”
“Seika said so?”
“No. That’s my interpretation. The part of me that’s still an ordinary citizen thinks so too.”
“I see,” Eikou said to himself. “Remove him from society and restore order to the world.” Enga’s words suddenly occurred to him. “Except that words like monster serve only to dehumanize criminals that people cannot comprehend, sever them from the rest of society.”
Hogetsu responded with a puzzled tilt of his head.
“What the Daishikou said. Even at the time, I thought he might have a point. That is the way our minds work. We are bigger cowards than we wish to admit. We seek peace of mind by separating ourselves from that which we cannot understand.”
He had the feeling that was the case back when he discarded the apologies Keishi sent him. It was easy to tell himself he simply didn’t want her to be a part of his life. But the real impulse was to sever himself from her bewildering life and exile it to a corner of the world far out of his sight.
Now that Eikou thought about it, he had requested those letters of apology and made restitution on her behalf. But not once had he met with her in person. He likely didn’t want to even acknowledge her existence. He’d helped her out of a sense of duty and the weight of responsibility he felt. Still, he could have talked with her face-to-face and done his best to comprehend the incomprehensible.
Perhaps even a token effort might have put a stop to her committing the same crime over and over.
“It is human nature,” Hogetsu said, giving Eikou’s hand a sympathetic pat. “On the other hand, I am an employee of the imperial government. As such there are times when I must put aside my emotions. Though I don’t belong to the Ministry of Fall, Grandfather, I will do my best to grasp the burden you bear.”
Eikou only nodded.
Hogetsu said, “Please let me look after Riri and my big sister so you can devote all your time and energy to your job as a justice.”
Eikou didn’t answer but only grasped his grandson’s hand in turn.

Whatever his own intentions, Eikou ended up listening to what Shunryou’s parents had to say. He didn’t think the incident hindered his ability to carry out his duties, but neither could he keep quiet about it. The next day, he laid out the details for Chi’in. Chi’in told him to await further instructions and advised him to continue working on the verdict.
Chi’in summoned him three days later. He said, his expression more grim than their previous encounter, “His Highness understands the position you were placed in and says there is no problem.”
Eikou looked back at him.
“I consulted with the Shoushikou, who advised that His Highness be informed. I asked His Highness how best to deal with the situation and he said to deal with it however I pleased.”
Chi’in’s voice trailed off. Eikou felt his spirits falling as well. He was thankful to escape a reprimand. But at the same time couldn’t pretend he wasn’t disappointed. He would have to render a decision after all. Though more disappointing was again realizing the depth of the emperor’s indifference to the case.
“So His Highness doesn’t have the slightest interest in the Shudatsu case.”
“Something like that,” Chi’in said in a practically a whisper.
“What are the Daishikou’s thoughts on the matter?”
“If he has any, he hasn’t said. I can’t imagine he hasn’t heard.”
Chi’in said, “His Highness having said what he’s said, there’s no need for him to weigh in.” He looked at Eikou. “I know I’m asking a lot of you, but I’d like you to hand down the verdict on this one. As long as you and Jokyuu and Sotsuyuu are writing the decision, I’m sure I can get behind it. That’s why I chose you.”
Grateful for the words of support, Eikou bowed deeply. Returning to chambers, though, his mood slipped lower. Jokyuu and Sotsuyuu anxiously awaited his arrival. Seeing their faces left him all the more depressed.
“The one thing that is perfectly obvious is that His Highness is leaving the Shudatsu case in our laps.” That’s what Eikou said before mentioning the matter involving himself. There was no doubt in his mind—the kingdom was coming undone.
Which brought him back to the original problem. With the kingdom coming undone, was this the right time to reinstate the death penalty? Later on, when the kingdom’s downward course grew more pronounced, would Eikou and the Department of Justice be capable of curtailing its abuse?
Eikou articulated these thoughts aloud. Jokyuu and Sotsuyuu thought it over. At the end of the day, they were still all at sea. None of them could come to a definitive opinion and bridge the gap between their personal opinions and their public duties. Considering Shudatsu’s crimes and the concerns of the bereaved, execution seemed the only option. Only then would that cowardly fear of death would emerge.
Eikou had gradually come around to the belief that this wasn’t an illogical perspective. The logic that the murderer must forfeit his life was no less rational that his hesitation to impose a death sentence.
He heard Riri’s question inside his head: Daddy, are you a killer?
With all its naive directness, that question plunged to the heart of the matter. Eikou naturally saw the murderer and capital punishment as two separate issues. But was that was he truly believed? He sensed he’d always been aware of this inner conflict. Push come to shove, an execution was nothing less than a murder, the life of one individual being brought to an end by another.
As natural as it was to assert that murderer must forfeit his life, the taking of the life remained abominable. Was not human nature on display in either case? The public wished to see Shudatsu executed, and offered to do the deed if the Department of Justice flinched at the task. But how many of those citizens would willingly kill him face-to-face? Maybe only the families of the victims would step forward, swords in their hands.
To be sure, Eikou wouldn’t hesitate to avenge Riri’s death. In order to revenge himself, the man of conscience had to overcome that part of himself that abhorred murder. Or framed in the negative, lacking a motive like revenge, such a man could not bring himself to kill another.
Fear of the death penalty growing out of control spoke as well to its savage nature. At the end of the day, the innate unease that made the average man turn away from the killing of others must have its roots deep in the human psyche.
Eikou expressed these thoughts. Sotsuyuu audibly sighed. “That may be the case. These are very much my personal feelings on the subject. But whenever I advocate for the death penalty, I can’t help thinking about a friend of mine. He was a fellow magistrate when I was a regional minister. Now he’s an executioner general.
Eikou started a bit and looked at Sotsuyuu. The executioner general worked under the direction of the prison warden and carried out the sentence imposed on the prisoner. If Shudatsu was sentenced to death, the executioner general would carry out the order of the court.
“The killer getting killed is reaping his just desserts—at least that’s how it seems to me when I look at Shudatsu. But I can’t help wondering if my friend would have the same reaction. Naturally, there’s no comparing a government-sanctioned execution with the actions of individual killing for selfish motives. However, when the time comes for the sword to fall, an individual will have to take Shudatsu’s life from him.”
“Except,” Jokyuu interjected in a calm voice, “they would probably borrow soldiers from the Ministry of Summer to do the actual deed. Putting it this way does give me pause, but soldiers are inured to the killing and injuring of others.”
“Is that really the case? When it comes to taking criminals into custody and quelling insurrections, the soldier is putting himself in a killed or be killed situation. Is the violence dispensed in such cases commensurate with hauling a prisoner—bound so that he cannot resist—to the gallows?”
“The executioner who executes the criminal is no murderer. That death is in accordance with the dictates of justice. It’s not the person of the executioner who does the killing. Rather, his arm is an instrument of the Lord God Creator. Make that understood, reward him fully, and the executioner will come to terms with the situation.”
“Will he really?”
Jokyuu looked down and silently shook his head. Eikou got the feeling he hadn’t sold himself on the proposition either.
Jokyuu said with derisive smile, “I’d settle for handing the job off to the families of the victims. They would happily take on the executioner’s job.”
Sotsuyuu added with a dry chuckle of his own. “I don’t doubt it. Except the name for that is revenge. The Department of Justice exists precisely to discourage people from taking the law into their own hands and to stem the desire to exact personal retribution.” He took a weary breath and gazed up at the ceiling. “Which is why executioners are asked to volunteer.”
Eikou said, “Here is a question I’d like to pose to the two of you.” He looked at them each in turn. “The people are hoping for a death sentence. The junior ministers are for it as well. But the higher the official the more reluctant they become. Why do you think accounts for that?”
“That is—” Jokyuu opened his mouth to reply, then paused. “Being actually involved in the penal process should explain our reluctance to rush to judgment. The rest of the high officials not directly involved by and large tend to be a cautious lot. Think about and that makes sense too.”
“It does make sense.”
“Because we are the kingdom. To do our jobs, we must be keenly aware that each of us constitutes one part of the kingdom. Not only the Department of Justice. In some shape or form, our intentions influence every action taken by the kingdom. That is true of any bureaucrat. All are a part of the whole. My intentions become the kingdom’s intentions. The actions of the kingdom become my actions. Therefore, he who is killed in the name of the kingdom is killed in my name too.”
Daddy, are you a killer?
The purpose of an execution was to kill. Someone would end Shudatsu’s life. That someone would do so on behalf of the state. Representing the state, as the duly appointed imperial ministers, Eikou and his colleagues in the Department of Justice would sign the warrants.
In short, they were the killers.
“Hoping to balance the scales of justice by putting a murderer to death is probably not good logic. At the same time, asserting that no one should be put to death, that no one should be the hangman, is not good logic either. An execution sanctioned by the state is a death sanctioned by ourselves, hence our desire to avoid the taint. Of course, this is only me giving voice to my emotions.”
Eikou recognized inside himself that instinctive cowardice that recoiled from killing. Surely it dwelled in the rest of the populace as well. But as far as the people were concerned, the government was an extension of Heaven. Heaven chose the emperor and the emperor chose his ministers. From the start, the commoners lived in a separate sphere, their will detached from that of the state. So there was no hesitation in campaigning for the death penalty. Shudatsu would not die by their hand. Heaven would smite him down.
“Even on a provisional basis, we in the Department of Justice do not condone decisions made on subjective and personal grounds. Nor can the penal code ever be deformed to suit our emotions. For those devoted to the cause of justice, the impulse to not kill another is as unavoidable as the righteous indignation with which the murderer gets sent to the gallows. I don’t want to be a killer, nor the person who tells somebody else to kill.”
Sotsuyuu took a deep breath. “The same way the claim that a life for a life is an illogical reaction, so is the evasion that capital punishment is murder. They both have less to do with reason than with subjective responses closer to instinct. Though I have to say they both pull about equal weight.”
“More or less.”
“There’s no ruling out the possibility that reinstating capital punishment could lead to its overuse. But it’s also true that stemming such a tide would be the job of the Department of Justice. Revive it or stand firm on the moratorium—there’s a cogent argument to be made either way. And by the same token, insufficient grounds to hand down a decision.”
Sotsuyuu said, “In that case, all that is left is the person of Shudatsu himself.”
Eikou and Jokyuu reacted with a pair of confused expressions.
“If the logic of the debate balances out on both sides, then we need to return to the problem of Shudatsu as a person. His Highness banned use of the death penalty in the first place because the purpose of the penal code is not to punish the criminal but to save the citizen. In which case, wouldn’t such a premise raise the question of whether Shudatsu can be redeemed?”
“Except—” Eikou looked at Jokyuu. “Is there any realistic chance of Shudatsu being reformed?”
Usually for him, Jokyuu appeared no less perplexed. “I did meet with Shudatsu. He did not strike me as a man who had repented of his sins. However, the Daishikou’s words do have resonance. After concluding that the man is subhuman, a monster, shall we now declare our intention to reform him? It’s a good question.”
Eikou felt his heart skip a beat. “We still don’t know why Shudatsu killed Shunryou. As the Daishikou said, he has to have a reason, even one that only makes sense to himself. If we can at least clarify that, perhaps reform is not out of the question.” He thought for a minute and then nodded. “Let’s see what Shudatsu has to say for himself.”
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Chapter 8


Two days later, Eikou and his magistrates descended from the Imperial Palace and traveled to a military base in the western quarter of Shisou.
Under normal circumstances, interrogations of the imprisoned took place deep in the foundations of the outer palace. The accused was summoned there to facilities operated by the Department of Justice.
In this case, however, any attempt by Shudatsu to escape would cause an uproar. A civilian who noticed him during transport might take matters into his own hands. So upon consultation with the marshals who supervised the guards, they decided to visit him at the jail instead.
Convicts sentenced to penal servitude were transported to a work farm. Those consigned to hard labor on public works projects were not incarcerated in a single location but were moved to wherever they were needed. Those who had not yet been sentenced were held with regular inmates in the stockade at a military installation.
Eikou and his colleagues proceeded to the heart of the base. Passing through a cordon of guards and watchmen, they entered the stockade and were escorted to a room made ready for the interrogation. Not a large room to start with, the room had no windows to speak of and boasted only a sliver of a skylight high up on the walls.
Thick iron bars divided the dim interior in two. Eikou and his magistrates sat on the raised floor on one half of the room. A short time later, the prisoner was escorted in by a detachment of prison guards and soldiers.
The prisoner was Shudatsu.
A strange sensation came over Eikou. This unremarkable man is Shudatsu. Eikou knew from the reports that Shudatsu was a slender man of average height. Until that moment, he truly expected there would be something more to the man.
But there was no foreboding aura of peril about him, no particular power in his gaze, no overweening sense of achievement or ambition. To be sure, he appeared tired and bored, though not to any abnormal degree. There was nothing of the “monster” about him. Truly an “everyman.”
“This is Kashu,” said the jailer. He sat him down in a chair bolted to the floor and threaded the chain fastened to the manacles through an iron ring at his feet. Then with a bow the jailer left the room.
A pair of soldiers remained to watch over him. They stood silently a respectful distance away, their faces impassive no matter what they heard. Whatever was said in the interrogation room, they heard nothing and said nothing. It was part of the job description.
Shudatsu kept his eyes lowered. He didn’t yank at his chains. However exhausting it must be to sit in that position, he showed no signs of bravado or resistance.
Eikou looked at him for a long minute before opening the case file. “You have been charged with sixteen crimes. Is there anything you wish to say about these criminal proceedings?”
Shudatsu didn’t answer, only gazed blankly at the far wall.
“Anything would be fine,” Eikou said. “Surely you have some comment, some observation to make about the predicament you now find yourself in?”
He received no answer and felt at something of a loss. He asked about each of the sixteen indictments, the particulars of the charges, the motives for every crime, the circumstances surrounding every incident. But at most all he got in return was a nod of assent, or an “Ah” or “Yeah.” Nothing that came close to an explanation.
Eikou gave up. Sotsuyuu took over. Sotsuyuu said he wanted to know about Shudatsu’s state of mind. He asked about his parents, the town he grew up in, how he was raised, what kind of thoughts occupied him.
Shudatsu demonstrated no inclination to answer and simply stared off into the distance, doing a good job of pretending the rest of them didn’t exist. Though he didn’t have a choice about being dragged in there, carrying on a conversation was entirely up to him. He wasn’t about to plead for his life or present a list of demands.
He averted his eyes, refused to make eye contact, and maintained a brazen silence.
Perhaps unable to stomach the attitude, Jokyuu spoke up. “Maybe it’s about time you rethought that attitude of yours.”
The irritation evident in his voice suggested that Shudatsu had carried on like this the last time they met. Shudatsu glanced at him. A slight smile creased his lips, closer to a display of scorn.
“Doesn’t look like you have any intention to mend your ways.” Jokyuu’s voice rose, rather like steam rising under pressure. “Among the victims you so blithely killed were a young child and a baby. Are you telling me you don’t have any regrets at all?”
Shudatsu didn’t return Jokyuu’s gaze, only muttered to himself, “Not particularly.”
“Not a speck of remorse for the atrocious acts you’ve committed?”
Shudatsu barely bothered to shrug.
“Not a single note of apology to the families of the victims. No inclination to compensate them for their loss?”
The harsh tone of Jokyuu’s voice finally drew Shudatsu cold eyes to his. “Compensate them? How?”
“That is—”
“No apology is going to bring the dead back to life. As long as nobody’s getting reincarnated right here and now, the families sure aren’t going to be giving me a pass on anything. So what’s thinking about it supposed to accomplish?”
Eikou interceded before Sotsuyuu could ask another question. “In other words, you understand that there is no recompense for what you have done. Which suggests that you understand something of the pain and suffering you’ve inflicted on the families of the victims.”
“I suppose.”
“When did you come to this realization? From the first time you committed a crime? Or only after you’d been arrested?”
“I’d say from the start.”
“What was the substance of this realization?”
A smile creased Shudatsu’s cheeks. “Even trash like me has to live. Try getting a job or a place to live once you got that tattoo on your face. A man’s got to eat. A man’s got to sleep.”
Eikou asked, “Do you think you’re trash?”
“Isn’t that what you all think?” Shudatsu scoffed. Almost a laugh. “Human refuse. A beast without a shred of human compassion. An eyesore. Nothing that belongs in the pretty world you live in. Far from it, an obstacle, an obstruction. The rubbish of a useless life. A mess to clean up and put out its misery. The faster the better.”
Shudatsu leaned back and stared at the sunlight streaming through the skylight overhead.
“If you want to kill me, go right ahead. I don’t want to be stuck inside this cage either. A quick, clean death would solve everybody’s problems.”
Eikou felt a sense of loathing welling up inside him. This was a cunning man. While acknowledging his crimes, he cast himself as the victim and the rest of them as his oppressors.
“You remember Shunryou? He was the boy you killed in Shisou last summer. You strangled him for twelve sen.”
Shudatsu only nodded.
“Why did you kill him?”
“No particular reason.”
“There is never no particular reason.” Eikou pressed, “Why did you have to kill the child?”
As if exhausted by such persistence, Shudatsu sighed. “The kid was being a pain in the ass.”
“You assaulted a child. Threatening him would have been enough. Or you simply could have taken the money from him by force.”
“Threatening him would have produced more tears and attracted more attention. If I took it from him by force, he could have run off and caused a stink.”
“So you killed and robbed him. For twelve sen.”
Shudatsu nodded.
“Why? You had money in your pocket, didn’t you? What was so important about Shunryou’s twelve sen?”
“Who said anything about it being important?”
“Then why?”
“Whatever.”
“There must be more to your actions than that. What were you were thinking when you attacked that child? Go ahead. Spell it out for me.”
Shudatsu gave Eikou a bored look. “So I spell it out for you. Then what? You don’t think I’m ever going to repent. What are you pestering me for? All I’ve done is kill a bunch of people.”
“It’s something we are duty bound to do.”
As Enga said, Shudatsu must have reasons of his own for killing the child. Clarifying those reasons could possible point to a way of saving criminals like him. Then there was Shunryou’s father, who cried out to know why his son died. Eikou felt duty bound to answer at least one of their demands.
Shudatsu sighed mightily. “Well, if you had to twist my arm, because I wanted a drink.”
“With the money in your pocket, you could have drunk yourself under the table.”
“I didn’t want a drink that bad.”
Eikou stared back him, unable to grasp what the man was saying.
“What I mean,” Shudatsu said, “is that I happened to be passing by and knew the kid had twelve sen on him. The mom said so. I’d just walked by a bar. The signboard out front advertised one glass for twelve sen. Right then and there I was in the mood for a drink, but not so bad I was going to fork over twelve sen. And then I stumbled across the kid with exactly twelve sen on him.”
“And?”
“Bingo. That’s what I though. Exactly twelve sen. Just right.”
Eikou blinked in disbelief. Jokyuu and Sotsuyuu opened their eyes wide in sheer astonishment.
Sotsuyuu said in a flustered voice, “There must have been more on your mind than that.”
“Nope,” he said calmly. “That’s all there was. Call it bad luck, then.” He could just as well been referring to a disinterested third party.
The bitter realization occurred to Eikou—the man himself possessed no powers of self-analysis. His was an unexamined life. He had no substantive awareness of his crimes and was not about to face up to his actions and gain that awareness. Calling himself “trash” was the tortoise shell he crawled inside, and he was content to stay there forever. No words would persuade him otherwise and no words could wound him.
Eikou tasted the gloom in the air. Their profound discomposure arose from that instinctive loathing for the murderer in their midst. Something that man completely lacked.
Separating Shudatsu and Eikou was a barrier as solid as the iron bars in front of them. Surmounting that barrier was difficult enough for Eikou and his magistrates. Shudatsu did not even intend to try. He despised them no less than they detested him.
Some men were beyond redemption.
Eikou again was ashamed to confirm that shameful though. At the same time, he had to wonder what he expected from the man. Examining his actions and the nature of his crimes, it was clear Shudatsu was never going to reform his ways. He seethed and he loathed. Like Keishi, refusing to reform himself was some sort of revenge against the world.
Reading through the voluminous case files, that conclusion was now more apparent than ever. Nevertheless, he and his magistrates had to meet Shudatsu in person to ascertain for themselves whether he could turn over a new leaf. This was their last thread of hope.
Sotsuyuu said under his breath, “We’ve dismissed any issues related to age and mental competency. Neither are there any grounds for arguing negligence or the weight of popular opinion.”
As a rule, the clemency magistrate did not state his conclusions in front of the defendant. Regardless—
Sotsuyuu said, as if spitting out a bitter pill, “I can make no case for mitigating circumstances.” Speaking those words aloud, he might have hoped to wound Shudatsu.
Jokyuu nodded. The expression on his face was no less contemptuous. “Considering the nature of the offense, I rule for a sentence of death.”
“The clemency magistrate concurs,” said Sotsuyuu.
The sentencing and clemency magistrates agreed. It was left to Eikou to hand down a decision.
Shudatsu glared back at them, the contempt shining in his eyes. He showed not the slightest fear in the face of those deciding his fate.
“So you’re going to kill me, eh?” he said with scornful smile.
In the final analysis, there was no forgiving what he had done. That’s what they were saying. He was a monster blind to the consequences of his own acts, possessed of no empathy for those he had harmed. A living eyesore. So go ahead and die. Isn’t that what it all came down to?
Eikou took a deep breath. “Shudatsu’s crimes are clear, his reasons for committing them incomprehensible. However, we cannot say that we must kill him because we cannot comprehend what he has done. The death penalty cannot be used in such a rough fashion. I understand the profound sense of unease that must arise from the desires of the bereaved for retribution, from the outrage of the people, from the existence of criminals among them whose actions surpasses human understanding. But the penal system should not operate in those realms.”
Sotsuyuu let his gaze fall as he almost seemed to flinch.
“Though his Highness has declared a stay on executions, that was because commuting prison sentences is the ideal to which the kingdom aspires. Getting swept away by personal feelings about what is unforgiveable and applying the death penalty in frivolous ways could establish a dangerous precedent. Given the current state of affairs, there is always the fear that a restoration of capital punishment might lead to its overuse. In that case, the Department of Justice has the responsibility of reining it in. However, if we establish a precedent according to our subjective emotions, and the deteriorating state of affairs compels its excessive use, we have reason to doubt that, in the end, it could be suitably restrained.”
Eikou lowered his voice before continuing.
“Nonetheless, in the final analysis, I believe a fear of the gallows forces us to recoil at the thought of murder. Just as it is not illogical to see an execution as a homicide, it is not illogical to see our abhorrence of murder in terms of our own deaths.”
Which was why Eikou and his magistrates wanted to meet Shudatsu. If the possibility of reform resided within him, they would have taken the death penalty off the table.
“In either case, we find ourselves closer to instinct than reason. My personal feelings are nothing more than what they are, but these primal responses together form two halves of the whole, creating the root and branch of the law. As it states in the Divine Decrees: Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt not oppress the people. And yet that is probably why capital punishment can be found in the penal code.”
No less nonplussed himself, Jokyuu nodded.
“To start with, the penal code itself is replete with contradictions. Telling us not to kill, on the one hand, while commanding us to on the other. The sentencing magistrate numbers the crimes on the one hand, and the clemency magistrate reduces them on the other. The penal code stands on less firm ground than ever. When we stop and think about it, that seems to be the intent of the Divine Providence handed down by Heaven. Wavering back and forth between the two, we are driven to seek out the most suitable common ground in each individual case.”
“Heaven—” Sotsuyuu muttered.
“We have concluded that we cannot universally apply any one principle to the suspension of the death penalty or to its reinstitution. The importance of our reactions to the embrace of capital punishment and to the fear of capital punishment will not change. All that remains is whether Shudatsu himself possesses the will to change. However—”
Eikou’s voice trailed off.
Shudatsu abruptly spoke up. “I ain’t repenting of nothing.”
With a start, Eikou raised his gaze. Shudatsu’s scowling face rose into view. The prisoner’s face was painted with derision. A dark smile twisted his lips.
“That’s one thing that’s never gonna happen.”
Eikou nodded. “I see. How regrettable.” He turned to his magistrates. “The death penalty thus becomes unavoidable.”
No sooner had the words left his mouth but Shudatsu roared with laughter. The laughter of the victor. At the same time, a futile feeling of defeat seeped into the cell.
This being was completely out of harmony with existence—by erasing it in its entirely they could hope to accept the unacceptable. By severing Shudatsu from their midst, they were attempting to restore order to the world.
As if being handed a defeat, Eikou and his magistrates hung their heads. Crimson light filled the room. The searing rays of the setting sun slanted through the skylight. The shadows cast by the iron bars cut the room in half like a knife.
It seemed a sort of omen.
They rejected Shudatsu’s existence, removed him from the equation. Those stark incompatibilities gone, the world momentarily righted itself. But this was only the beginning. The kingdom was in decline. The same way a deteriorating kingdom spawned swarms of youma, a fraying society split apart in strange and sundry ways.
The seams were unraveling out of sight. With nothing and no one to blame directly, the people would increasingly turn on everything and everyone. And so the collapse would continue, both of the kingdom and its subjects.
His head still lowered, Eikou got to his feet. Jokyuu and Sotsuyuu followed suit. The laughing prisoner remained there behind the bars. Eyes downcast to avoid the sight of him, with heavy and plodding feet they left the room.
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Preface


A light snowfall danced through the night air.
The man crouched down and leaned back against the tarnished silver tree. A ragged brown cloak covered his head. He tucked the cloak around his chin and ducked his head to stave off the freezing wind. A small fire burned in the cracked, rusted pot at his feet, his sole source of light and heat. He’d collected the kindling along the way.
Branches hung down around him, the same dull gray color as the trunk. The hard lines of the bare branches seemed smelted out of tarnished silver, as if embracing him within the bars of a jail cell.
The tree was surrounded by a wrecked building. The roof was mostly caved in, the walls fallen down. Nothing kept out the wind and snow. The fire at his feet was alone in the darkness, the only sign of human life.
The village beyond the building was much the same. At least half of the structures had collapsed, filling the streets with small mountains of debris. Of the houses that managed to survive, few retained any useful form or function. No lights glowed in the windows. No signs of the inhabitants were evident anywhere.
The barrier walls surrounding the village were in no better condition. In places where sections of the wall had crumbled away, the ink-dark night sky peeked through the gaps, revealing the black ridges of the craggy mountains beyond.
Feeble signs of life yet remained in the center of the ruined village.
Not far from the border, the village was surrounded by steep mountains. The terraced slopes, never suitable for farming in the first place, had long been abandoned. Freed from human hands, the once blessed mountain forests grew wild and untamed. The orchards closer to the village withered as the dense green native conifers crowded them out.
Higher up the slopes, a line of leafless deciduous trees stood like a row of corpses. The cold wind rushed through the woods. The trees trembled and raised sounds that resembled no living thing.
With the ruins of the village reduced to the remnants of a lost civilization, before long, these mountains would no longer be the domain of human beings. The only light that remained glowed at the feet of the man in the shattered remnants of the rishi.
The man crouched there, slumped against the tree in the midst of the dying night.
The fire popped, the flames danced up. For a moment, the light took hold of his attention and focused it on the cold and lifeless branches that reached down around him. The tips of the branches should be white. They were turning black, as if collecting rust while they withered away.
In better times, villagers came to the riboku to offer prayers. Except for a handful of intact houses and a population of nine, the villagers were gone. The riboku too seemed determined to shed its useless limbs.
It was probably too far gone and would perish along with the village. But the man made his camp here and patiently bided his time.
He aroused no undue suspicions among the remaining villagers. They paid him no mind. Impoverished and exhausted, they had no curiosity to spare for the outside world. When the night came, they huddled together against the hunger and the cold. They’d used up the oil for the lamps, and used up the desire to gather kindling to warm the night. As if waiting for a slow death, they closed their vacant eyes and slept.
This village would not sink into ruin alone. The hamlets and villages dotting the wrecked roads were equally spent. All it’d take was one more calamity to tear out what little life remained.
It will not come to that. The man truly wanted to believe. And so he waited for proof of his faith. He pulled the tattered brown cloak over his head and turned his attention back to the fire.
The wind whistled a funeral dirge. The delicate snowflakes danced through the air.
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Chapter 1


Before dawn, in mid-winter, the snow fell silently through the bitter cold air.
Arousing himself in a small, soot-stained room in the inn, Hyouchuu exhaled a cloud of white. He dragged his leaden body out of bed. The first thing he did was crawl across the floor to the box in the corner. He struck a match and softly opened the lid of finely woven bamboo. Like the lid, the box was fashioned from a close weave of bamboo strips. The exterior was lacquered, the inside lined with cotton and linen.
The workmanship suggested a luxury of considerable worth. But the glimmering treasure inside consisted of nothing more than a single wooden log. The log was approximately the circumference of two hands cupped together and the length of two hands (as when measuring the height of a horse).
The quite ordinary log sat half-buried in a bed of sawdust. Midway down the speckled bark, green shoots sprouted from the stump of a severed branch.
Having confirmed what he was so eager to see, Hyouchuu let out a small sigh of relief. He retrieved the log from the box and examined it. Though the severed ends and the bark appeared dried out, a light tap with his knuckle suggested fresh wood deeper within. No signs of rot, mold or mildew. Neither was there anything amiss with the leaves sprouting from the knot in the wood.
The leaves resembled those of a slender orchid, grown thick enough to grab a small handful. Hyouchuu examined them one by one. The healthy glossy green showed no signs of withering or wilting.
All that he could have hoped for.
That was why, staying overnight in an inn, he always woke up worried that the shoots had withered as he slept. The first thing he did when he opened his eyes was check their condition. The fear accompanied him whenever he lay down to sleep. No matter how tired he was, that fear kept him awake. When sleep finally came, so did the nightmares that one morning he would check the box to find its contents dead.
Three times a night, the horrible dreams yanked his eyes open. He had to rouse himself to check the box, and then force himself back to bed.
And yet this morning they still thrived. “Oh, good,” he whispered.
Hyouchuu scooped out a furrow in the sawdust and replaced the log. He secured it within the box with a cord and then carefully brushed the sawdust from the orchid to keep it from being buried. Over the orchid he placed the small cage he’d previously removed and stuffed in a small bag filled with cotton to keep it from shifting around.
He spread out a square cloth on which he placed a letter wrapped in waxed paper, attached it to the inside wall of the box with a pair of ribbons, and closed the lid. He secured the box with a leather belt and carefully packed it away.
This whole time, his fingers were growing numb from the cold. The water in the bucket he’d filled the night before was skimmed with ice around the outer edge.
Skirting the rim of ice, Hyouchuu scooped up a handful of water and washed his face. He couldn’t feel his fingertips. His knees hurt from the cold seeping up from the floor. There wasn’t even a brazier to warm in the room. Charcoal had been in short supply for several years now. Ordinary citizens wouldn’t know where to find it if they could afford it.
Some things simply couldn’t be helped. Hyouchuu rubbed the circulation back into his legs. Almost before he knew it, another year had ended. During this season, charcoal was as scarce as hen’s teeth. The winters were harsh. The cold would continue, the days not growing warm for some time, even come spring. Every year during these months, no small number of people froze to death.
After massaging his limbs a while longer, Hyouchuu pulled on an extra layer of furs. He removed his shoes at night to let them dry out. Now when he pulled them on, he found that they wouldn’t fit his swollen feet. He had no choice but to use a small knife to cut slits into the parts that proved too snug, wrapped a strip of cloth around the ankle, and secure it with leather strips.
At this point in his journey, his toes were covered with blood blisters. His knees and hips ached. He could hardly straighten his legs. His shoulders ached from carrying the makeshift planter box. His hand were calloused and chapped.
But that was all fine. His hopes yet remained green.
Having completed his preparations, he hefted his traveling pack and the box onto his back and left the room.

It all began with a single oddly-colored beech tree. Or rather, it began with the first time Hyouchuu took note of a tree in a grove of beech trees in his home town.
That was ten years ago.
Hyouchuu was born in Kei province, in the northern quarter of the kingdom. He grew up in a town further to the north, in the mountains near the border. It was a poor village not blessed by a favorable climate. He paid his own way to secondary school and from there advanced to the provincial academy. Good fortune smiled upon him. In his mid-thirties he became an imperial minister.
He was appointed a conservation officer in the Ministry of Earth, with the rank of squire. Although technically a mid-ranked minister, he was a minor official in the bureaucracy at the lowest level.
Hyouchuu’s appointment was regarded as an outstanding achievement in Sei’in, his home town. He’d only recently been listed on the Registry of Wizards, so his parents and relatives were still around. He remained on good terms with friends he’d known since childhood. Every New Year he tried to return home for the holidays. It was during one such trip that he happened to see the strangely colored beech tree in a grove near his village.
The beech had shed its leaves. The branches reached into the frigid air blanketing the wintry mountains. A stream ran through the grove, coursing through a narrow gulch and over a small waterfall. When he was a kid, he used to go fishing in the pool at the base of the waterfall. Surrounded by the low cliff walls and beech grove, it was a cozy place.
The end of one branch facing the cliff wall sparkled as if covered by fresh frost.
“What in the world—”
Hyouchuu looked up at the branch of the tree soaring high over his head. He called out to an old friend. Houkou was his name. Houkou was born in Sei’in. They’d attended the provincial academy together. Houkou graduated a year earlier and became a prefectural official in their home town.
Following Hyouchuu’s gaze, Houkou looked up at the end of the branch. “Can’t be frost. That branch has a southern exposure.”
Hyouchuu nodded. They were in an open area well lit by the sun. In any case, by this time of day, any frost would have melted away. “It looks like it is shining.”
“Yeah,” Houkou agreed.
Houkou nimbly scaled the face of the cliff, shifting his position as he went, getting different views of the branch. After that, he sized up the trunk, looped a leather strap around the trunk and his waist, and climbed the tree.
Watching him, Hyouchuu smiled to himself. Houkou had been a mountain man since he was a kid. He’d explored the nearby mountains and made himself an expert on their geography, flora and fauna. He knew what kinds of trees and plants grew where and what kinds of animals lived where, no less than a farmer knew his own fields.
He could spend an entire day watching a single tree and cataloging all the birds and bugs it was home to. After graduating from the academy, he became a prefectural forest ranger in the Ministry of Summer, tasked with the preservation and protection of the countryside. As far as Houkou was concerned, the best job he could have hoped for.
Houkou scampered up the tree like a monkey. He paused at the thick branch for a closer look. Finally, undoing the leather strap, leaning out as far as he could and snapping the strap like a whip, he broke off the oddly-colored end. Hyouchuu waved to Houkou. Searching through the undergrowth he found it and held it up.
The twig was no longer than his fingers. The strange color and luster, resembling polished stone, made it easy to spot amidst the dried brush. It was cold to the touch and as hard as a rock. Equally odd was the end of the twig where it had broken away from the branch. It showed no torn wood fibers. The break was clean as glass.
“What do you think?” Houkou called out as he climbed down.
Hyouchuu handed him the twig. Houkou took it. His eyes sparkled. “Fascinating. Like stone.”
“What about the branches higher up?”
“Much the same. As if they’re fossilized. And the color is fading.”
“Huh,” Hyouchuu muttered.
The twig that Houkou cut off had a light grayish color. So did the bark of the beech tree, which was not unusual. The beech tree varied from light to dark gray, smooth and without any natural fissures. Perhaps that was why moss and lichen and fungi covered the outer skin of the tree.
Because the bark of the beech did not flake or peel off, the moss and lichen that attached themselves to the bark remained. The mottled patterns grew as the tree aged, becoming distinctive markings of green and brown, eventually turning the tree from white to gray. The fading color suggested these discolorations themselves might also be fading.
Houkou suggested that the twig was from this year’s growth and so retained its original color. “It’s withered away. What could account for this? I’ve never seen anything like it before.”
He snapped the twig in half. It made a high, hard sound as it broke apart.
“Did it dry out and freeze?”
“I doubt it,” Houkou said. He took a handkerchief from his pocket and wrapped it around the twig. He intended to examine it at length when he got home. He looked absolutely delighted, the same expression he wore as a child when he discovered some new strange insect.
He hasn’t changed at all, Hyouchuu thought.
A forest ranger had jurisdiction over mountains deep in the wilderness, far away from where people lived. The mountains where people made their homes fell under the authority of the Ministry of Earth. The territory beyond those boundaries did not directly affect human habitation. However, the damage wreaked by wildfires and avalanches occasionally reached inhabited communities.
To guard against such occurrences, rangers were put in charge of the forests and mountains otherwise untouched by civilization. Intimately familiar with the topography and geography, they made the necessary preparations in case emergencies arose.
As a prefectural official, the forest ranger was responsible for those far-flung lands under the control of the prefecture. Imperial rangers supervised the forest rangers on imperial lands in the nine provinces, district rangers supervised the rangers in each district. Only the prefectural rangers actually ventured into the forests and mountains.
Houkou assiduously surveyed the lands under his watch and knew them like the back of his hand. Once he strapped on his backpack and hiked into the hills, he might not be back for another month or two. Camping under the stars and living off the land, he had the run of the back country as its sole inhabitant.
“You really do love these mountains,” Hyouchuu said.
Houkou responded with a shy smile.
Just then, a woman’s voice rang out. “Oh, look who’s already here!”
A group of woman from the village came down the path that wound through the grove of beech trees, Hyouchuu’s and Houkou’s mothers among them. All were carrying baskets on their backs.
“So this is where you’ve been.” The two men nodded and the women smiled. “We came to gather nuts and berries. Sorry we can’t put on a banquet.”
Houkou peeked inside one of the baskets and saw they were collecting beechnuts. “Quite a haul here. Plenty for a feast.”
“No, no, no. Scarce on the ground this year too. But the men don’t like being left all alone so we decided to return early.”
With that, they continued down the mountain.
The beechnut had a triangular shape resembling a buckwheat seed. They couldn’t be eaten raw, due to the bitter fruit, but they were nutritious and tasty. Normally they were boiled. In this village, beechnuts were ground, pressed into cakes, and wrapped in bamboo leaves. The mountains did not produce a rich variety of agricultural produce, so beechnuts were a favored specialty.
Unfortunately, these beech trees were not a reliable source. Perhaps once every several years, sometimes only once in a decade, did they produce an abundant crop.
Hyouchuu said, “So a poor yield this year as well? These trees are quite stingy in that regard.”
Houkou grinned. “Hard to remember ever eating my fill.”
Trees and bushes normally produced nuts and berries on a predictable timetable. There was nothing predictable about the beech. The next bumper crop might be in a year or in ten. Moreover, the incidence of rich and poor harvests was the same across the kingdom. Good and poor-yielding trees were not evenly distributed.
“At best, we could expect the trees to behave themselves every few years and produce enough beechnuts to deserve calling them a staple.”
Houkou grinned. “That guys like you and me get to chow down at all means the good old mountain beech is looking out for us.”
Hyouchuu dubiously cocked his head to one side. Houkou explained, “Maybe these irregular harvests are the beech tree’s way of doing us a favor. A good year for the beech is a good year for the rats and everything else that eat them. The year after that, those critters will eat everything in sight. But if the next year is a poor one, the rats will starve and the population will drop. So the next good harvest has a better chance of being around to benefit us.”
“Makes sense. But why does the beech alone produce such indeterminate harvests? To the extent that anything in nature is normal, most normal crops grow on a fairly regular basis.”
“In that light, the beech is an odd one. There must be a reason. The stark difference between good and bad years means that stands of beech trees are all the same kind.”
“The same kind?”
Houkou pointed at the surrounding beech grove. “Aside from differences in size, they’re all approximately the same age. About a hundred years in this case.”
“Huh.” Hyouchuu glanced around the woods. Most of the trees did indeed have the same average height, lending them an overall air of order and regularity. “Meaning that about a hundred years ago, they all took root together.”
“That’s the obvious conclusion. Moreover, the roots of the beech secrete poisons that ward off competing trees. Any sapling that sprouts too close will die. Hence this arrangement of trees with the same spacing and same size. Other kinds of trees can’t compete in such an environment, so beech groves tend to be the domain of only beech trees.”
On top of that, Houkou pointed out, the mountain beech was a “bright” tree, letting a good amount of light through to the forest floor. This resulted in a luxuriant and diverse undergrowth. Although the beechnuts were scarce on the ground, mushrooms grew in the rich soil and animals nested there. The unobstructed view provided by the beech made it a good hunting ground.
“Prosperous and good company to have around—there’s a lot to like about a mountain beech.”
“You don’t say.” Hyouchuu surveyed the grove. A century or so ago, this grove of trees sprouted together. The mountain beech had a long life and would live for centuries after this.
“My aunties are getting old,” Hyouchuu blurted out. Compared to a tree, a human life was a fleeting thing. “And yours too.”
Houkou nodded. He and Hyouchuu were both civil servants in the imperial nobility, and thus were listed on the Registry of Wizards. They could have listed their parents as well, but none of them wished to do so. Parents normally did not. According to established precedent, only a civil servant’s parents, his wife and children could be listed. Siblings and relatives were excluded. While ways could always be found if a minister rose high enough in the government, there were no guarantees.
Otherwise, the line would have to be drawn somewhere. And everybody was loathe to draw it. Hyouchuu had an older brother and sister, and listing his parents would necessarily leave them behind in the world below.
Gaining imperial rank and position meant taking leave of the mortal, material world. Minor officials like Hyouchuu and Houkou were no different. At some point, their parents would depart the world and their childhood friends would grow old. The day must inevitably come when returning to their home town held no fond expectations for them.
Well, Houkou would still be there. In fact, if Houkou wasn’t there, he might not bother coming home at all.
Knowing all this, he’d accepted his position. And knowing all this, his family had bid him a fond farewell. So he wanted to make the sacrifices worth it. He had to. Especially in a kingdom with no king.
The emperor died the year Hyouchuu was born. Though his rein was marked by extraordinary cruelty and tyranny, the calamities never quite reached these small mountain villages on the frontier.
Nevertheless, when the emperor faltered, a kingdom went to the dogs. A vacant throne made things all the worse. The kingdom was in distress. The ruin left no corner of the realm untouched, all the more so in poor villages like Sei’in. The barren land yielded little no matter how hard they worked, forcing them into the mountains to gather nuts and berries. And so they managed to scrape by.
Whether they would manage to survive after this depended in large part on the work of Hyouchuu and Houkou.
“Speaking of which—” Houkou said in a low voice. “Word is that big things are happening at the top.”
“So it seems,” Hyouchuu answered.
Though Hyouchuu was an imperial minister, he spent most of his time traveling in the outlying districts. He didn’t have a good idea of what was going on in the capital. Still, rumors whispered of profound and unsettling events that had everyone above the clouds in a state of near panic.
Houkou said, “You have to wonder what will become of this kingdom.”
Hyouchuu didn’t answer. Though Sei’in was poor, it rested in the embrace of the prosperous mountains. As long the youma didn’t appear, they could manage to scrape by.
The destruction in the places that didn’t was brutal. With the fields barren and unproductive, farmers flocked to the cities to earn enough money to eat. But there weren’t enough jobs or food to support all of them. Starvation, disease, and crime became facts of life, along with the proliferating youma preying on the teeming crowds.
Even in these times, the work of the civil service could not cease, though the most trusted and necessary officials kept themselves busy simply staying alive. Things were no different in the imperial realm.
Hyouchuu graduated from the provincial academy with aspirations of becoming a civil servant. He had the unexpected good fortune to be selected for a position in the imperial government. Once this would have been considered a great achievement. The cruel reality was that it was the result of the emperor executing ministers who opposed him, leaving many vacancies in the bureaucracy.
The kingdom was on a downward slope. Hiring new ministerial staff should otherwise have been out of the question. Except departmental budgets were determined by staffing levels. Managers desperate to keep their pockets full were equally desperate to fill any and all vacancies.
Hence, Hyouchuu’s unexpected good fortune. He was a conservation officer in the Ministry of Earth, serving under the regional secretary of agronomy. The regional secretary of agronomy was responsible for preserving any unique and unusual flora and fauna found growing around the kingdom. And from among these unique and unusual things, a conservation officer gathered new plants and vegetation, birds and animals arising from the yaboku.
Venturing into the mountains was normally the job of local officials. Hyouchuu often explored the rural districts by himself to get a first-hand understanding of the lay of the land. Well, that was his official explanation. Mostly it was a good excuse to get out of the office.
Hyouchuu spent little time in the capital. He usually ended up touring the countryside. As an imperial officer, he had been an assigned a fief. But he’d never seen it or set foot in it. As he hardly ever returned to the office, he couldn’t very well supervise his fief in the capital province.
So the regional secretary of agronomy managed it for him, converting the income from the property into cash and passing it onto him. That’s how the situation was set up on paper. Except the secretary’s underlings knew about it. Rather than receiving imperial appointments, they were treated as staff and given a salary.
The income from Hyouchuu’s fief disappeared into the secretary’s pockets, out of which the secretary paid the bare minimum in wages. And whatever he was pocketing was probably getting sucked up by his superiors as well. That was the way things worked, making Hyouchuu all the happier to spend his time elsewhere.
So he stayed on the road, traveling from district office to district office, keeping the bureaucracy at arm’s length. These local offices themselves were overflowing with civil servants who had fled the capital looking for some safe place to settle down.
There was no point to resenting his lot in life. In this day and age, simply having a job was reward enough. Ever since Hyouchuu aspired to the imperial civil service, he had understood, if only vaguely, that this is what it came down to at the end of the day. The unvarnished truth of the matter was, he’d set the civil service in his sights because it paid the bills.
The minimum salary for a government employee was pretty generous, generous enough to support his parents and siblings back home. A conservation officer spent his time trekking across the frontier where the devastation was at a minimum. Disconnected from the chaos in the capital and accepting the world for what it was, he lead a poorer but less constrained life.
After all, he’d grown up in a little village nestled in the mountains. The wilderness didn’t intimidate him. It wasn’t a hardship. He enjoyed it.
Hyouchuu gazed up at the birch tree. And then back over his shoulder. From the foot of the cliffs he could make out the village nestled there at the bottom of the steep mountain valley.
After this, no matter what happened, he was going to protect his home town and the people he loved.
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Chapter 2


Hyouchuu descended the narrow stairs of the inn. Light from a handful of candles barely illuminated the rough tavern on the first floor. No diners sat at the long tables lined up on the dirt floor. The wooden door facing the street opened at daybreak, but there were either no early birds among the lodgers or no one in search of a meal at this hour in the morning.
A freezing chill flowed through the quiet dark.
“Morning,” a young servant called out to him. His cherubic features suggested an age of ten or so. “You woke up early.”
Hyouchuu nodded. He ordered tea and breakfast and sat at the table the boy had just wiped down.
“My dad says a storm is coming,” said the boy, returning with the steaming cup.
Outside, flurries danced through the air. Above the sagging roof of the building across the street, leaden clouds filled the gray and slowly brightening sky, surely forecasting bad weather ahead.
“Headed south?” the boy asked.
Hyouchuu nodded.
“I heard the road south is hard going today.”
“I’ll be okay.”
Hyouchuu handed the boy a stone for him to place on the stove. During the winter, tucking a few hot stones into the pockets helped stave off the cold.
“But—”
“I’m in a hurry, see. How about we get my breakfast ready first?”
As he warmed his hands with the teacup, the falling snow grew heavier. Blown by the wind, the snow drifted into the ruts and potholes.
The innkeeper, a man of fifty or so, came in carrying the bowl filled with rice gruel. He placed the bowl in front of Hyouchuu and said, “The kid asked you already, but you headed out early?”
Yes, he had asked already. “That’s right. I hope to get on my way as soon as the town gates open.”
“Looks like you’d be better off waiting. You headed to San’you?”
San’you was the large city at the end of the road south.
“I’m headed as far as I can go.”
The innkeeper didn’t hide the startled look on his face. “Don’t tell me you’re on the run from somebody.”
Hyouchuu shook his head and said with a wry smile, “No, only trying to cover as much ground as I can.”
The rice gruel was hot enough to scald his tongue. It contained some rice but was mostly millet. Rice was a labor intensive crop. There weren’t enough farm workers left in the kingdom to consume rice as a staple. The gruel was flavored with a few dried mushrooms and minced greens.
Nevertheless, having half-frozen to death getting dressed, Hyouchuu counted it as a blessing. Even if just a little, warming the core of a sluggish body weary from travel was a true pleasure.
“If you’re in that much of a hurry, how about using a horse cart? I sure can’t recommend proceeding on foot. You’ll be in a tough spot if the blizzard catches you out there in the wilderness.”
Hyouchuu eyed the innkeeper. “Do you have a horse cart?” he asked hopefully.
The innkeeper opened his mouth then paused to think about it. “Well—yeah—guess that won’t work. No horse, see. Hardly any horses left in this town. A friend of mine had a horse and cart. He told me the other day he had to part with them.”
“I see.”
Hyouchuu let out a long breath. A common story. A horse could be used as a pack animal and around the farm it was an invaluable asset. But an asset that had to be fed. No one could own a horse for the sake of owning it. If they couldn’t afford to feed it, they sold it.
Hyouchuu looked at the sky above the road. “Doesn’t look like a blizzard. But a full-blown snowstorm is on the way.”
“Any amount with be tough. If it piles up, the road ahead will plum disappear.”
What he meant was, a little bit further on came the wide open plains. Once farm fields, they had gone fallow and reverted to wilderness. The road wound across the flat prairie. Not a problem when the weather was good. But a hard snowfall obliterated all visible traces of the road. During a blizzard, there was no telling east from west. Get lost and a traveler could easily end up in the marshes along the river.
“The river washed away the levees a while back. With no workers, they’ve never been repaired.”
“So I’ll be okay as long as I stay away from the water’s edge.”
“Yeah.” The innkeeper smiled. “This time of year, the river is frozen over. After a heavy snow, you can’t tell the difference between the river and the plains. In any case, those marshlands haven’t been around long, so even a good feel for the land won’t tell you where the road ends and the mud and mire starts. When the snow’s coming down, the locals think twice about going in that direction. It won’t be any easier for a traveler from out of town.”
“I’ll keep on my toes.”
The innkeeper replied with a big shake of his head. “My advice is to wait it out. Have you really taken the weather into account? Whatever your hurry, you won’t get there any faster if you freeze to death. I have a hard time dragging myself out of bed on days like this.”
Hyouchuu didn’t answer. Taking the weather into account made no difference. Even it meant walking into the teeth of a blizzard, he’d still leave.
“Mind if ask what you’re in such a hurry about?”
Hyouchuu didn’t answer that question either. The boy returned with the heated stones in a pail. Hyouchuu had him dump the stones into thickly-padded cloth bags and arranged them in his pockets.
“Thanks. This your kid?”
The boy shook his head. The innkeeper placed a hand on his shoulder. “Found him half-dead at the side of the road. He was living in a neighboring town. Everybody died there except for him.”
“So he’s staying at the rike?”
The boy shook his head again.
“No rike in this town,” the innkeeper said. “Youma wrecked all the buildings. Besides, the town’s got no superintendent and no money for the upkeep.”
“You don’t get a budget from the town council?”
That prompted a guffaw from the innkeeper. “If there was one. Only time anybody like that shows up is at tax collecting time, and most years nobody shows up.”
“Huh.”
Hyouchuu didn’t pursue the subject. It was a not-uncommon tale. There wasn’t enough tax revenue to support the town government. In any case, the taxes just went into the pockets of the higher-ups, leaving the villagers with nothing. The town council members went broke, scattered to the winds, and local governance ground to a halt.
When tax time came, a revenue official was promptly dispatched by the higher-ups. In normal circumstances, tax revenue would be shared as well as collected. But that had all disappeared. Now he only showed up to stick his hand in the till.
“A speedy bunch, those guys. They hear the sound of a coin falling on the ground and appear out of nowhere to pick it up. As soon as it’s in their pockets, they disappear as fast as they came.”
Hyouchuu agreed with a wordless nod. This was how the average person felt about the civil service, which was why he kept his official credentials safely tucked away in his pack.
“You’re not gonna end up one of them,” the innkeeper said, patting the boy on the shoulder.
“Are you his guardian?” In times like these, that made him a better man than most.
The innkeeper nodded. “My relatives are all dead too. He’s the closest thing I’ve got to kin. And a hard worker, to boot.”
The boy reacted to the innkeeper’s words with a bright smile. The sight aroused in Hyouchuu an unbearable longing for a lost past. He wrapped the scarf around his neck, covering his face up to his nose. He hoisted his portable plant nursery onto his back and secured the rest of his packs around his waist.
“Hey, you crazy or something?”
The innkeeper reached out to stop him. Hyouchuu placed the coins for the meal in the man’s outstretched palm.
“It’s no use, Uncle.”
The boy took hold of Hyouchuu’s hand and looked up at him, his brow furrowed with concern. Hyouchuu felt that sense of loss all the keener. His nephews would be about the boy’s age. If they still lived.
“I’ll be all right. Thanks for everything.”
He smiled and placed another coin in the boy’s chapped hand and folded his fingers around it. Then turning his back on whatever the boy wished to say next, Hyouchuu exited the inn onto the quiet street.

Two years after seeing the oddly colored mountain beech, Hyouchuu finally made it home for the New Year. There he met Houkou for the first time since then. Hyouchuu arrived home first. The villagers and old acquaintances gave him a warm welcome. The year before, he’d ended up on opposite side of the kingdom and couldn’t make it.
Houkou showed up the next day. No sooner had he arrived but he was raring to head up into the mountains. A serious expression fixed on his face, he made his way quickly to the narrow valley that was home to the beech grove.
Once in the glade, Houkou turned his attention to the beech grove. There stood the tree with the oddly colored branches. Hyouchuu realized it was the same tree from two years before. He’d completely forgotten about it.
“Same tree, huh? Hasn’t changed that I can tell.”
“No. It’s spreading.”
Houkou grabbed hold of the trunk and climbed up the tree. Now that he mentioned it, the curious hues covered more of the tree. Half the branches were that translucent, lustrous color, like polished stone, glittering like morning frost.
Houkou scanned the branches from his high perch and climbed back down.
“You understand what’s going on here?”
Houkou responded with a puzzled expression of his own. “I don’t. When I checked it out last year, it had advanced. This year, it’s accelerated. This isn’t the only one.”
“There are more trees like this?”
According to Houkou, he’d gotten word that beech trees in the same condition were popping up in the northern quarter of Kei Province. The translucent portions withered and turned to stone like petrified wood. Left alone, the disease spread. The only way to stop the growth was to break off the branch beyond the petrified portion.
“Some sort of sickness?”
“Probably. Except nobody I’ve talked to has seen it before.”
“You don’t say.”
Hyouchuu still didn’t think it was a big deal. Diseases attacked people and trees alike. No matter his depth of knowledge, Houkou couldn’t be familiar with all of them. Here was a case in point.
Hyouchuu’s father wasn’t doing well either. Fit as a fiddle two years ago, this year he tottered around like a frail old man. The following January, he was weaker still. Word of his death came in the fall. Constantly on the move, Hyouchuu didn’t find out until October that his father had died that summer.
Though poor, Sei’in was still blessed by the mountains. The mountains might at least keep the worse of the ruin at bay. Or so Hyouchuu thought. Conditions turned out to be worse than he’d imagined. Food was chronically in short supply. Nobody in the village got the nourishment they needed. Children and the elderly afflicted by otherwise minor ailments often fell into grave distress.
Upon receiving the news about his father, Hyouchuu headed home as fast as he could, with whatever provisions that’d fit into a horse-drawn cart.
Though the villagers were delighted to see him, familiar faces were missing from the crowd. Houkou arrived at a run that night. Hyouchuu thought at first that he’d hurried back upon hearing the same news, but that wasn’t the only reason. Houkou took him into the mountains. The beech tree in the glade had fallen over.
When Hyouchuu saw it in January, most of the branches had changed color. At the time, he’d foreseen that, like his enfeebled father, it would wither away in short order.
Except these abnormal changes were not confined to the toppled beech. Its neighbors were transforming as well. The trees shouldn’t be losing their leaves but the affected branches were bare.
“It’s contagious,” Houkou said, a hard expression on his face.
An epidemic was clearly underway. The trunk had broken in two near the ground. The wood all the way through had that translucent, petrified appearance. All the odder, the bark retained its “natural” look and feel. Like the branch Houkou had snapped off before, the severed surface of the trunk resembled a cleanly shattered stone.
Houkou dug further down around the trunk. The roots were gone. All he turned up was gravel and sand, what must be left of the roots. They’d petrified in the ground and crumbled to pieces.
This is dangerous. The realization struck Hyouchuu right then. If a person was standing nearby when the tree came down—well, he didn’t need to entertain that thought any further. Foremost on his mind was his dead father and the ailing villagers. If only this year had produced an abundant harvest, he thought, looking at the fallen tree. With so many beech trees in the vicinity, a rich yield of beechnuts would have provided a nourishing supply of food.
At the same time, a more sobering thought crossed his mind. If the disease struck down the beech trees one after the other, a bountiful harvest would never be forthcoming.

That winter he returned home with all the provisions he could carry. The plague of dying beech trees had not abated. Though well aware of the disease, the villagers put up a cheerful front. Paradoxically, they claimed the fallen beech had fetched a high price.
The mountain beech did not make good lumber. Although the tree grew to a large size, it grew slowly. In five years, a seedling barely reached a child’s height. It took more than a century for the trunk to reach the circumference of a man’s arms. A hardwood with a uniform texture, beechwood lacked a distinctive grain pattern and tended to be marred by knots and other defects. It suffered from decay and discoloration and thus had little value in construction.
Beechwood was useful when making miscellaneous goods and wooden parts. But even there, care had to be taken to prevent warping during the drying process. Thus it was less likely to end up as a building material. Anything of a manageable size was mostly used to make charcoal.
However, the beech trees afflicted by the strange disease proved resistant to rot. The “petrified wood” was solid and without deformities. The hardness and the difficulty in finding suitable fasteners counted against it. But a carpenter with the right skills and the right tools could fashion it into fine lumber. The bark had the luster of stone. The beautiful finish attracted high prices.
What with so many beech trees in the surrounding mountains, the residents of Sei’in were delighted. Even Hyouchuu considered it a great boon. In an era without an emperor, they were certain that Heaven would curse them with nothing but catastrophes. Finally, here was an exception.
Only Houkou carried a grim expression on his face.

In hindsight, Houkou must have foreseen the looming disaster. But having no proof to back it up those doubts, when Hyouchuu and the villagers celebrated the “blessing” of the disease, he couldn’t go and pour cold water on their rekindled hopes.
The cold stiff wind stabbing at him like a knife, Hyouchuu thought back to that moment in time. Regretting it now wouldn’t change a thing. He hurried down the main thoroughfare. The square before the gate was normally thronged with travelers. There was hardly a human in sight, and not only because the bad weather made any sane person think twice about leaving town. The storefronts were still as death. No smoke puffed from the chimneys of the houses.
When he arrived in the town of Yosen the night before, Hyouchuu thought it a mid-sized municipality. Facing a major highway that passed south through Kei Province and Ji Province, it should have been alive and bustling.
He’d found only two inns in operation. At the “high” end, one equipped with stables. The one at “low” end didn’t even have beds. No other guests had checked in with him. The building faced the street and the attached sign identified the inn, but it appeared uninhabited. None of the shops that sheltered beneath the overlapping eaves were in business.
Their roofs sagging, the windows broken, these were literal holes in the wall. Though none had completed collapsed, the extent of the ruin was obvious. An invisible air of dissolution and cold fatigue hung around the town like a low-lying mist.
Whether Houkou could or could not articulate what he had foreseen, the ruination already existed at the time. It began during the dynasty of the late emperor and continued into this era of the empty throne.
Passing down the quiet, frozen street and arriving at the gate, Hyouchuu still spotted no other travelers. An old man with a tired face looked at him and hurriedly opened the gate doors.
Perhaps because of the lack of barrier walls and supporting structures, the wind did not abate when Hyouchuu stepped outside the town. The muddy, potholed road was skimmed over with ice. Any vegetation was stiff with frost. Hyouchuu glanced up at the sky. The breaking dawn revealed heavy clouds as far as the eye could see.
A storm was coming.
But he had to keep going.
Hyouchuu checked the direction of the wind and started off with long strides. So far, he had covered two-thirds of his journey. Whether he could complete the remaining third in time was now in the hands of fate.
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Chapter 3


The further Hyouchuu got from Yosen, the harder the snow came down. An hour later, he was staring into a whiteout. The frozen road underfoot, he picked up the pace as best he could.
As he trudged along, the villages and hamlets disappeared. Traces of the trails forking off from the main road still remained, so they must have existed at some point. But they led to nothing.
Along one of those trails, off in the distance, he spied a black tree. The tree was shaped like a bamboo hat, its branches hanging low to the ground. A riboku. The tree had turned ink black and now stood in the middle of an empty field. It had lost its inhabitants and withered away.
The building that should otherwise encircle it—the rishi—was gone. As were the houses that should otherwise encircle the rishi. As were the gate and barricades. Swallowed up by the frozen plains, only a few faint scars marred the undulating land.
Hyouchuu stopped for a moment in solemn silence. The withered riboku witnessed the end of hope there. A village housed twenty-four families and a rike. All lost. No way to tell whether a natural disaster or civil unrest or famine was the cause. At some point, the trunk would shatter near the ground, similar to the beech trees.
Like most people, at first Hyouchuu did not grasp the gravity of what was happening to the beech trees. They believed the phenomenon was limited to trees found deep in the mountains. The beech trees had never been highly prized. At the end of the day, they thought, a few withering beeches didn’t matter that much.
But from the start, Houkou recognized the danger. “It’s like the beech tree turned to stone. I’ve never heard of such a disease before.”
“Things like this happen,” Hyouchuu assured him. “Sooner or later, an epidemic burns itself out.”
The winter his father died, the faded, depleted beeches were appearing everywhere. Two years after that, trees began to topple. And two years after that, the number reached alarming proportions. And still, Hyouchuu and the residents of the mountains were blind to these signs of an impending disaster. If anything, they saw them as good tidings.
The trees were so desiccated that a man could practically push one over. The trees wouldn’t rot, so to save on the time and work that went into lumbering the trees, they were left where they fell until demand caught up with supply. They fetched a better price that way too.
“A welcome turn of events. The villagers are better of because of it. No matter how plentiful, there’s not much good use a mountain beech can be put to.”
Beech trees were plentiful in the northern quarter of the kingdom. They hadn’t been useful as lumber so nobody went to the trouble of felling and milling them.
Moreover, the beechnut was small and the yields unpredictable, making it useless as a staple crop or a long-term food source. A tree took from thirty to fifty years to produce its first blossoms. So nobody planted beech trees to stave off a possible famine. Tree farming beech trees was an exercise in futility.
Famine was now widespread. Villagers regularly traveled deep into the mountains to harvest nuts and berries. But the unfortunate beech by and large refused to cooperate. All the younger trees were mowed down for charcoal, leaving behind the big old trees of little value to anyone.
And then those big old trees suddenly proved their worth. The people of the mountains, not blessed with arable land, rejoiced that Heaven had smiled upon them. The villages gathered together and ventured into the wilderness and hauled down the toppled trees. Thus they managed to make ends meet.
Naturally, as the beech trees got struck down by the strange disease and suddenly shot up in value, local politicians did their best to run the villagers off the land and monopolize the lumber trade for themselves.
The mountains these speculators were attempting to control did not belong to the people but to the kingdom. So it followed that people could not simply claim whatever resources they could lay their hands on and sell them off to the highest bidder. The officials attempting to bar ordinary citizens from exploiting the riches of the mountains were nominally in the right.
Except that these same civil servants pocketed the proceeds in the name of protecting the natural resources. They secured contracts with lumber dealers under the table and charged whatever the market could bear. The profits should have gone into the coffers of the kingdom. But the money trail mostly disappeared somewhere among the local governments.
Funds that reached the Imperial Treasury were supposed to be redistributed for the good of the people. But “redistribution” meant nothing when there was nothing to redistribute.
Imperial ministers had taken notice and diligently sought to root out these corrupt local administrators. But when the primary objective was to divert those funds into their pockets instead of somebody else’s, the profits from the beech tree lumber trade still went missing.
“Word is that beech lumber on the market in An Province is simply confiscated. As a result, lumber dealers don’t pay out if there’s no delivery. For the well-meaning poachers who went to the hard work of hauling the trees down from the mountains and getting them to market in the first place, they lose coming and going. Meanwhile, the officials in An Province make themselves the middlemen and reap the reward. A handy way to realize a big profit without making any capital expenditures.”
Hyouchuu sighed. Houkou’s eyes reflected an unusual look of alarm. “Such things don’t get anywhere near the heart of the problem.”
Hyouchuu eyed his old friend with a dubious expression. Houkou, in turn, appeared highly irritated, unusual for such a gentle sort.
“Everybody says the same thing. And it’s the last thing anybody should be talking about.”
“What do you mean by that?” Hyouchuu asked.
Houkou said in a strained voice, “If things keep going on like this, the mountains will be ruined.”
I see, Hyouchuu thought, observing his solemn face. Houkou loved the mountains. He couldn’t stand to watch his beloved mountains falling apart. He loved the beech trees too. He was always saying a beech grove was the most soothing place on earth.
“I understand how you feel but it’s too late for regrets now. For the people out here, it’s life or death.”
“That’s what I’m talking about!” Houkou shouted, his voice ragged. “The destruction engulfing the mountains will engulf the villages and the lives of the villagers too.” He was truly desperate. “Animals eat the beechnuts. Even in a bad year, they can support a fair number. What becomes of them when that all disappears?”
The beechnuts were favored by the smaller foraging animals. Moreover, as Houkou pointed out, the beech trees supported a healthy undergrowth, a rich variety of grasses and shrubbery, which formed unique habitats for larger herbivores like deer.
Those herbivores became prey for carnivores and omnivores. The beechnuts sustained a whole circle of life that not only included the animals who lived off the beechnuts but also those that lived in and among the beech trees, and those that hunted them.
“Predators will move down from the mountains and invade human territory. Bears will attack people more frequently. Bears can be hunted. One rat is satisfied with a small amount of grain. But when hordes of rats descend, how can anyone hunt them all?”
“Huh,” said Hyouchuu.
True, the year after a rich beechnut harvest, bear attacks often increased. The portions from the previous year not being available the next, with nothing to eat, they turned on people instead.
“Now that you mention it, I’ve been hearing about a sharp increase in the rat population.”
“Definitely.” Houkou nodded.
“The number of rats in the mountains are decreasing. So the total population isn’t increasing but moving down from the mountains into the villages.”
“On top of all that, beech trees help preserve the watershed and prevent runoff. On rainy days, haven’t you seen rainwater running down the trunks of a beech tree?”
“Yeah. I’ve ducked beneath a tree for shelter and instead found myself in a deluge.”
The whole beech tree directed the flow of rain water down the trunk, feeding the lichen and mosses clinging to the bark. The water absorbed the nutrients there and transported them to the roots. In the fall, the falling yellow leaves produced a rich humus around the base of the tree. The deep, dark, and soft dirt absorbed a good amount of water. This helped stave off drought in the surrounding environment.
“If the beech groves disappear, the summers will become that much harsher. And not only that. The roots of the beech tree hold up the mountain. Alone fashioned for a large-scale task, the root crawl through the earth and knit the ground together. With the roots gone, that foundation disappears. Not a problem in the winter when the snow piles up. But in the spring, the snow melts. The melting snow slowly soaks into the ground.”
A grove of beeches stored up the water. The fallen snow collected there, melted, and soaked in. As the ground absorbed more water, it naturally grew less firm. If nothing was there to hold the earth together, the side of the mountain could suddenly collapse in a landslide.
“The mountains in these parts are rugged, the slopes steep, with villages and hamlets scattered up and down the mountain valleys. What happens to them when the mountains crumble?”
They would engulf the villages, swallow up the people living there.
“Even if such a catastrophe did not occur, landslides in the spring could inundate the rivers and the fields, making planting impossible. Any effort, however earnest, to restore the fields would delay the planting until it was too late. That means no harvest at the end of the summer. Moreover, mountains that lost their beech groves would likely run short of water. The summers are definitely dry here. The farmers who made it to harvest would end up fighting with the wild animals for what little remained. Any mistakes along the way could easily trigger a famine.”
Hyouchuu was finally able to grasp the source of Houkou’s fear, perhaps because Hyouchuu’s job brought him into the mountains as well. He grew up in a mountain village and like Houkou was deeply familiar with the environment. Lay it out for him and he got the point. And now that he thought about it, the small anomaly that foreshadowed Houkou dark prophesy had spread across the mountains. These anomalies had not yet disturbed human civilization. But once the links in the chain became clear, the worse case scenarios were not difficult to imagine.
“That all being the case, what is the next move?”
A disease of such unknown origins was attacking the beech trees. There was no known way to treat it.
“What I’d like to know,” said Houkou, holding his head. “These last few years, I’ve tried everything I can think of to stem the tide. But nothing works.”
“What about cutting down the infected trees?”
“Tried that. The effectiveness is questionable. Cutting down the trees and burning them is the best method, but we’d be destroying the beech trees as surely as the disease. And considering their sizes, the disease is spreading faster than we could possibly fell and burn them all.”
“What about medicines?”
“None. I’ve tried every drug and treatment I can think of. At best they somewhat slow the advance of the disease. Nothing stops it.”
“So we’re out of options.”
“Completely out. The only thing that comes to mind is clearing away a beech tree once it’s withered and died, burning it, and then replanting at once with a different species. A broadly-rooted, fast-growing tree.”
“One that yields an edible nut. The oak or chinquapin, the nettle or camphor trees—”
“But beech trees attack other trees in their vicinity. Moreover, these new trees won’t grow faster than the disease spreads.”
“Then what do you suggest?”
“Help me search for a solution.” Houkou grasped Hyouchuu by the arm. “That is our only recourse. Search the yaboku for a plant that medicines can be made from.”
Hyouchuu looked at Houkou’s face. Hyouchuu was a conservation officer in the Ministry of Earth. That was his job. He ventured into the mountains and scouted out yaboku trees for ranka that produced beneficial animals and plants.
Especially when a plant couldn’t move on its own, the fruit would take root right there. And if it did, then starting the next year, it would begin to propagate on its own. However, because foraging animals could also eradicate it in that time, somebody had to go in and select the seedling that might produce useful plants and transport them back to civilization. That was the job description of a conservation officer.
Though Hyouchuu worked in the imperial civil service, nothing qualified him to govern in any way, shape, or form. He simply got by on the stipend he received from the kingdom. The best thing he could do for the kingdom and the people was keep on living and working. Not to mention that his home town of Sei’in was located in a mountain valley covered by beech trees.
This is something I have to do, he thought, though he’d never imagined it would take so many years from that day.
Hyouchuu swallowed those cold regrets and averted his eyes from the black and withered riboku, almost hidden behind the curtain of white. Fending off the falling snow, he covered his face and trudged on as fast as his heavy feet would take him.
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Chapter 4


Pressing forward along a gently sloping hill, a low mountain range came into view. Over those mountains was San’you, the biggest city in the area.
Back in the vicinity of Yosen, a line of trees on both sides marked the road as a major highway. But as the mountain came into view, the trees were nowhere to be found. Perhaps they’d been cut down for fuel. Perhaps a ferocious storm had blown them over.
The highway approached the mountain straight as an arrow. A flat and desolate plain stretched out around him. These must be the wastelands the innkeeper had spoken of.
As if in answer to the unasked question, the sky darkened and the blizzard began in earnest. Howling winds rushed at him across the treeless prairie. He soon could barely see his hand in front of his face, to say nothing of the distant mountain. The snow buffeting his body made it impossible to raise his head. There was nothing to see if he could.
Walking in an unwavering a line as best he could, the wind slanting in from the side still pushed him off course. He repeatedly fell into deep drifts and only then realized he had wandered off the road. He struggled back, wasting time, the snow piling up around him, wondering how much longer he would feel the road’s surface beneath his feet.
At least with a horse, he could have plowed right through before the blizzard hit. And had he been held up by the storm, he could made use of the horse’s body heat while waiting for the wind to abate.
He’d had a horse named Agen. But traveling from Kei Province to Ji Province, he’d pushed her too hard and she’d collapsed. He wanted to nurse her back to health but didn’t have the time. All he could do was pay the innkeeper to board her. He’d wondered every since what had become of her. Maybe she died. Maybe the innkeeper sold her.
As he was the one who had made such demands of her, it was only right that he should sacrifice in kind.
Or maybe he was only chasing the wind.
Making decisions was easy. Translating a decision into action was another matter entirely.
Gasping for the breath in the face of the bitter wind, Hyouchuu remembered the weather being like this back then too. Resolving to search for a medicine was easy. When it came to bringing that promise to life, he had no idea how to find that critical herb.
The first thing he did was send a general order to the regional offices, requesting that they gather up any unusual plants growing beneath the yaboku trees. Except there was no way to understand the medicinal properties of a plant without cultivating it first. And if those medicinal properties existed, the question remained of how to extract them.
Was the leaf or the root or the fruit the critical part? Would boiling do the trick or drying and powdering? In any case, it’d take more than a day to come to any conclusions, and then to tell whether such an herb could be conveniently harvested in quantities to be worth the effort.
While groping around for the answers, large numbers of plant samples flowed into Kei Province from around the kingdom, where Houkou had his office in Setsuka Prefecture. Houkou and his assistants cultivated and tested them for their effectiveness.
Meanwhile, Hyouchuu continued his own scouting expeditions, packing up samples and shipping them to Houkou. When he got the chance, he’d stop by Setsuka to see how the work was progressing. But little progress was being made, inevitably cloaking those conversations in an aura of gloom.
After going nowhere for close to a year, during one of his brief visits to Setsuka, Houkou introduced him to a man he hadn’t see before, and said he’d help him in his search for the herbs.
“This is Kyoukei. He’s a yaboku hunter.”
A gaunt man with a dark and acrid air about him, he looked to be in his mid-forties.
“A yaboku hunter—” Hyouchuu repeated to himself.
Yaboku hunters were drifters, not attached to any one kingdom. They made a living roaming from place to place gathering useful seeds and sprouts from the yaboku trees, then cultivating and selling them. With essentially the same job as a conservation officer, Hyouchuu had run across a fair number of them.
They obviously had different objectives in mind. From the perspective of the conservation officer, civilians poaching the yaboku for their own use were a problem. He couldn’t condone these drifters profiting by monopolizing what the yaboku produced. The yaboku hunters took an equally dim view of the conservation officers, hardly surprising when the conservation officers obstructed their livelihood and did their best to drive them out of their territories.
It wouldn’t be inaccurate to call them enemies. Considering Kyoukei’s frosty attitude, he undoubtedly felt the same thing about Hyouchuu.
Taking no note of the tension between them, Houkou said, “Kyoukei thinks the search efforts would best be concentrated on Kei Province.”
“Kei Province? Why?”
Answering Hyouchuu’s question, Kyoukei explained, “Because that is the disposition of Heaven.”
In response to Hyouchuu’s puzzled look, Houkou said, “As far as I know, the plague began in Kei Province. Though Sei’in wasn’t the first, it definitely originated there in the northern districts. Kyoukei is well-traveled in this region and he agrees.”
Hyouchuu nodded. He’d thought the same thing.
“This disease was bestowed on Kei Province, so to speak. If so, the cure should emerge there too.”
“How can you be so confident? How likely is it the problem has that convenient a solution?”
Kyoukei addressed Hyouchuu’s doubts. “It’s the right strategy.”
Hyouchuu attempted to raise more objections but Kyoukei cut him off. “The characteristics of this disease do not resemble any other. This is clearly an abnormality. Call it beyond the pale of the natural world.”
Hyouchuu had the same feeling and so nodded in agreement.
Kyoukei said, “Other trees and plants get sick too. This disease, that drains the trees of their color, appears fundamentally different. The same way a bear and a youma are fundamentally different.”
“Yeah, I get that.”
“It’s like a youma that only attacks beech trees. Not part of the human world. That being the case, Heaven should give us something to resist it. Just as it is possible to hunt youma, diseases can be hunted too. If the means to do so don’t exist, Heaven will provide one. The one thing I’m sure of is that there has got to be a yaboku producing the necessary herb.”
Kyoukei turned his attention to the map of Kei Province on the wall. “It started in the northern quarter. That means that a yaboku in the north should product the herb.”
Hyouchuu asked, “How do we tell the difference between what is and what isn’t the right medicinal herb?”
“Like I said, we’re operating under the disposition of Heaven. We’ll find it in quantity beneath a yaboku. A particularly large number beneath a particular yaboku.”
Not just a single stalk, Kyoukei was saying. There’d be a menagerie. Yaboku trees didn’t normally produce menageries. When they did, they didn’t amount to much. So finding one larger than usual would strongly suggest that this was the right herb.
“Heaven will be doing its part. With that assurance in mind, look and you shall find.”
No sooner had Kyoukei made that declaration, but Houkou let loose a loud “Aha!”
In that instant, as if simultaneously struck by same spark, Hyouchuu saw the same scene in his mind’s eye.
“That’s it!” they exclaimed together.
Hyouchuu and Houkou looked at each and both nodded. Ever since they’d started looking, they’d been finding the same herb beneath the yaboku trees, often whole outcroppings of them. Moreover, they were found only in regions adjoining the mountains in the north of Kei Province. The leaves resembled those of an orchid.
Kyoukei scanned the sprouts and seedlings arrayed in rows around the room. “Which one?”
“No, we don’t have any here. We weren’t able to bring any back with us.”
Hyouchuu agreed. “We first starting seeing them three years ago, around the same time the beech trees began losing their color. They resembled medicinal orchids with white stripes.”
They’d spotted clusters of them beneath many yaboku trees. Oddly enough, few spread outside the circumference of the yaboku. And then the next time they checked, the plants had all withered. They’d tried transplanting them but all had died before they could be cultivated elsewhere.
Kyoukei grabbed his traveling packs. “Where were they? Close by?”
Houkou said, “Last month, a yaboku was spotted in the mountains a day’s travel from here.”
Hyouchuu and his team hurried to arrange their traveling gear and set off for the mountains where that yaboku was located. When they arrived, the herbs in question had disappeared. They widened their search to the nearby mountains and three months later found another yaboku with a fresh burst of growth.
The small, slender, verdant leaves, springing forth in clumps, turned up in several more places, so many that Hyouchuu grew concerned, as if Heaven was sending them a repeated heads-up.
The team split up and gathered up the seedlings. Kyoukei instructed them in yaboku hunter methods. Up till that point, Hyouchuu had excavated the surrounding earth and transplanted the seedling to a container. The yaboku hunters used a hydroponic seedbed made with moss. After they shook off the dirt, the seedlings were tucked into the moss.
Just because a ranka bestowed by Heaven had fallen off the tree and rooted there didn’t mean it was well-suited to the soil. So in the short term, they removed the roots from the soil and transported them that way. After that, they planted one stalk each in a purpose-built seedbed that contained no superfluous substances. The construction of these seedbeds was a trade secret.
They gathered up the seedlings as instructed and returned to the Setsuka District office. When they got back and opened them, after a single day and night, most of the seedlings had withered. They managed to transplant the survivors to another seedbed but those lasted less than three days. Every one they brought back died.
They attacked the problem like waging a war.
Hyouchuu repeatedly ventured into the mountains, searching for yaboku. When he found an outcropping, he contacted the district office and Kyoukei and Houkou arrived as fast as they could. Kyoukei drove himself to exhaustion trying to figure out the best way to transport them. They devised every way of digging up the seedlings they could think of.
Houkou often spent the entire day beneath the yaboku observing the plants. They researched different transplantation methods, mobilized the staffers and tested all the different soil samples they could dig up, along with the planting conditions. Making no progress in moving the seedlings, they pitched a tent next to the yaboku and set up camp there.
Those efforts alone used up two years of their time. And those two years yielded no means of cultivating the seedlings. They continued to wither and die in great numbers. At the same time, a greater number thrived beneath the yaboku. Heaven stubbornly persisted in sending them down.
Hyouchuu and the rest had long since concluded that this had to be the plant they were looking for.
At the same time so many blessings were coming to naught, an innumerate number of beech trees were changing color in the mountains. In beech groves here and there, the bigger tree fell over, creating eerie empty spaces. As if the one was caused by the other, small landslides started occurring. The rat population increased. Hungry animals invaded the human realm.
Amidst everything else, Hyouchuu lost his little sister, her husband, and his nephew.
The crop of nuts and berries that year was poor all around. Late in the fall, winter about to begin in earnest, a hungry bear attacked the hamlet. The inhabitants would have all left the hamlet by mid-winter. The bear killed most of those who’d remained to gather the final harvest. The lower half of his sister’s corpse was gone, as was half of her husband’s head and one arm. Except for the boy’s bloody shoes, found in the doorway of their house, the rest of him vanished entirely.
Sensing something in the wind, the villagers discovered the terrible scene and then spent three days in the mountains tracking down the bear. In the end, the bear must have felt as cursed by his bad luck as the rest of them.
They should have all seen it coming.
He made sure to get the word out, and got the various district bureaus to start working on the problem. None of those efforts panned out.
He couldn’t save them. He was powerless. The people of his village celebrated when he became an imperial civil servant, praising him as the home town kid who made good. The cold hard truth was that he hadn’t done a thing. He played no part in the political process, had no way to steer the ship of state back on the right course.
Even as a conservation officer, whose job it was to secure efficacious herbs from the yaboku trees, he couldn’t carry out his duty. He continued sending home food supplies to atone for his failings, but that wouldn’t save all of them, to say nothing of the poor and starving everywhere else in the kingdom.
Far from it, after his sister died, his mother told him to stop sending them supplies. Whatever accrued to the benefit of Sei’in only aroused envy and bitterness in the surrounding villages. Some even said of the bear that’d attacked the hamlets in Sei’in, serves them right.
They said that corrupt imperial officials were playing favorites by protecting Sei’in. The attack was Heaven’s way of evening the scales.
All the favoritism in the world wouldn’t matter in the end. That was the real truth.
The inhabitants of the outskirts, of Setsuka District, of Kei Province, along with the citizens of the kingdom—Hyouchuu wanted to feed them all. Except he was a lowly bureaucrat, an imperial minister in name only. Like the rest of the civil servants, he worked for a wage. When it came to filling empty stomachs, that money didn’t amount to much.
“I thought it the least I could do,” Hyouchuu blurted out, the letter from his mother in his hands. Before him were the rows of withered seedlings.
“Can’t be helped,” Houkou said in a gloomy voice. “Such are the times we live in.”
Houkou’s mother was fairing poorly these days. The lack of food made her condition worse. Houkou did his best to surreptitiously send her the most nourishing provisions he could lay his hands on, but on a mere district official’s salary, he could never do as much as he wished.
Furthermore, it now being the coldest time of the year, food was hard to come by. Hyouchuu was happy if any provisions he sent them would help.
“You got nothing to be ashamed of,” Kyoukei, of all people, consoled him. “Even if you can only save Sei’in, that doesn’t mean you’re not saving others too. Every portion the people of Sei’in don’t have to buy off the market adds a little bit more to what will be available elsewhere.”
For two years, Hyouchuu and Kyoukei had searched for medicinal herbs together. And yet a gap remained between them. However grateful Hyouchuu was for the diligent effort that Kyoukei put forth, he had never been able to close the distance between them. Kyoukei was a reserved man with no appetite for casual conversation. Whether they had grown closer or further apart, his attitude and bearing betrayed not a clue.
“So you stop sending supplies because somebody accuses you of playing favorites. I can tell you, that’s not going to change how anybody thinks. So keep sending them.”
“You think so?” Hyouchuu asked.
Kyoukei nodded. “In the first place, any highfaluting official who didn’t care about saving his home town isn’t going to care about saving anybody else’s either. That cold reality will sink in at some point.”
Those words coming from Kyoukei, who would not otherwise be disposed to think kindly of a conservation officer, gladdened Hyouchuu’s heart. He subsequently spoke with the superintendent in Sei’in and increased the amount of provisions he was sending.
The backbiting about Sei’in continued, but with its rike taking in orphans, the bedridden, and the elderly, it never went further than words. They had every reason to thank their lucky stars for that too. In this day and age, Hyouchuu was not the only imperial official sending remittances to his home town. Some of those home towns came under attack by thieves hoping to get their hands on the provisions. Some villages even got sacked and burned by marauders jealous of their good fortunes.
No tragedy was out of the question when a kingdom went to the dogs.

Falling into yet another snowdrift and crawling out of it, Hyouchuu paused to take a breath. The accumulating snow had already reached his knees. Melting snow ran down his legs and soaked his shoes. His freezing toes felt like they were getting stabbed with a thousand knives.
I’ll be okay, he assured himself. Fortunately (or not), he was a wizard. He rarely suffered frostbite, and when he did, his toes weren’t likely to turn gangrenous and fall off. The pain meant that blood was still flowing.
He straightened his aching back and looked up. The snow wasn’t letting up. The snow formed a gray curtain in front of his eyes, obstructing the view ahead. But perhaps it was better this way. Hyouchuu took the compass from his pocket and checked his bearings.
When he began moving again, a faint point of light appeared beyond the gray curtain of snow.
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Chapter 5


Hyouchuu made his way toward the point of light. Within a windbreak of evergreens, he found an old man tending a fire. The bonfire burned in a clearing terraced into the rising slope at the base of the mountain.
He’d somehow made it across the plains and arrived at the foot of the mountain he’d observed before the blizzard began in earnest.
The old man queried in a startled voice, “You just come through those wastelands?”
Hyouchuu nodded. He staggered up to the fire and sat down. The rising shoulder of the road was planed off like a graded levee. Along the top ran the row of low evergreens that formed a windbreak. Within the windbreak was a circle of blackened stones where the bonfire burned.
Two small huts sat at the back of the clearing. One must have a stove of sorts. Smoke curled from the chimney. A tea house for travelers perhaps. If so, this fire wouldn’t come free either. There was always a “firewood fee.”
“Spotting your fire saved me,” Hyouchuu said, holding out a handful of change.
The old man waved it off. “No, that’s okay. On a day like this, it’s on the house.”
No charge when a man’s life is on the line, he explained. The fire was his prairie lighthouse, where he could share the warmth and a hot cup of tea. And, depending on the circumstances, lend a traveler the use of a cot. One of the huts was little more than a cramped lean-to with a bare earth floor and covered with a tent. But at least he wouldn’t freeze to death.
“But—”
“I’ll take money from the kind of person who drops by and wants to be waited on hand and foot. Anyways, warm yourself up. Why don’t you give me your stones?”
Hyouchuu extracted the stones from his pockets and gratefully handed them over. The old man placed them in the fire. At the same time, an old woman approached carrying a bamboo cup filled with hot tea.
She said in a surprised voice, “So you came from Yosen, not San’you? Good job crossing all that wild prairie.”
Having quickly accustomed himself to their company, Hyouchuu cradled the warm bamboo cup in his hands and explained himself. His job often had him traveling across the country. In the midst of bad weather, when the road ahead all but disappeared, he’d gotten used to relying on his compass and taking into account the direction of the wind. A good thing too, on this journey.
Hyouchuu asked, “How’s the road from here to San’you?”
A worried expression came to the old woman’s face. “Better going than what you went through getting here. But no summer stroll this time of year. The road’s lined with beech trees. Nothing to block the wind, you see.”
Those words sent a shiver down Hyouchuu’s back. “Beech trees—”
“The old man and me’s been planting trees for a windbreak around our hut, but this here’s as far as we got.”
“Have you seen any beech trees changing color of late?”
“Ah. That I definitely have,” the old woman answered.
The old man said, “They turn kind of white like the color’s gone. Makes me wonder if they’re dying off.”
“They haven’t yet?”
“Haven’t seen any that have so far. I’ve heard of beech trees falling over up north. They say the ones that do fetch a nice price.” The old man grinned. “Wouldn’t mind if a couple bit the dust right here.”
With a sign and a patient smile, the old woman shook her head at such foolish hopes. “A birch tree falls over and those government types descend in droves, that’s what I hear. All looking to sell it for themselves. Go sticking your nose in and it’ll just get bitten off.”
The old man grimaced. “The only time they get a thing done with a lick of speed. The mountain road ahead washed away in a bunch of places. Not so dangerous if you’re on foot, but impassable for a horse or cart. We keep asking them to fix it and they keep pretending we don’t exist.”
The old woman sighed again. “And if you keep pestering ’em, they’re gonna notice this little business we got running here.”
The couple came from a village out on the prairie. When the levees failed and the river overflowed its banks, their house and farmland got washed away. All the scraping and scrimping in the world wasn’t going to save what they used to have. The town council and rike had long ceased to function. When the levees broke, the villagers scattered to the winds. With hardly anyone left, they had no choice but to head to other villages. Except those villages were in no less desperate straits.
“No matter where you end up, you gotta work your fingers to the bone just for a bite to eat. Nothing to spare for feeding strangers too. And when you get a lot of people in one place, well, next thing you know the youma show up.”
Hyouchuu nodded silently. Youma were known to target populated areas. That didn’t necessarily mean they’d overlook somebody camping out in a deserted village. His older brother back in Sei’in was residing in a poor hamlet when he was attacked by a youma. Nobody in the household survived. That happened shortly after Hyouchuu started looking for the medicinal herbs.
“You can get down on your hands and knees and beg and they won’t give you the time of day. So we built ourselves a hut and settled down here.”
They managed to make ends meet, providing a cup of steaming tea in the winter, a draught of cool water in the summer, a portion of food, and a place to sleep for travelers who arrived after the gates of the town closed.
They had a field next to the huts and went into the mountains to make charcoal and did it all themselves without any permits from the government. The relevant government agencies simply didn’t function here so officials turned a blind eye. But get on their nerves and they might drive off the squatters out of spite.
“But are you really okay here? When the beech trees wither, you’ll see more landslides and more wild animals invading the villages.”
Answering Hyouchuu concerns, the old man and woman both laughed. “That’s got nothing to do with the beeches.”
Hyouchuu held his tongue. Most people he encountered held the same opinion. No matter how many warnings he and his colleagues handed out to those living next to the mountains, they showed no inclination to move. What else could they do? Leaving the land meant losing their sole source of income.
His sister and his brother were no different. The residents of Sei’in were no different. Short of moving away from these dangerous places, he had no other options to offer.
Save one.
Hyouchuu wrapped his arms around portable plant nursery he’d slung off his back. Their only salvation was inside this box.

This ray of hope shone down on them the year after his sister died. Four years after they commenced searching for the herb in earnest, Houkou came up with a solution.
“This is definitely the right plant,” Houkou said.
Hyouchuu and his colleagues had failed to produce a seedling that thrived. With every failure, Houkou gathered up the withered sprouts and tested them to see if they treated the birch disease. He boiled the leaves of the plant, reducing them to a thick extract, which he then diluted with water. Applying concoction to the roots of the affected trees, he confirmed that it halted the strange disease.
“Prune back the affected limbs to where the growth is still healthy and it should be enough to arrest the progression of the disease in the roots. If we can increase the supply, we should be able to save the mountains.”
This was good news indeed. At the same time, this good news contained a bitter pill—they couldn’t cultivate that critical seedlings. As if insistently proclaiming that here was the cure, the yaboku trees continued to grow the ranka. Outcroppings turned up here and there on a regular basis, and although numerous, not nearly in the quantities necessary to save the beech trees.
Unless they could somehow coax it to take root, bloom, produce seeds, and grow naturally, it would never outstrip the progress of the disease.
A path forward finally opened to them the next year. The first flower appeared a year after that. A transparent blue flower, resembling an orchid.
Though the bell-shaped stamen and pistils—and the outwardly arched petals—glimmered green and white where they joined the stem, a beautiful blue glow painted the petals themselves. Resembling white-striped medicinal orchids, only its fleshy leaves and the transparent blue flowers set them apart.
The similarities prompted Houkou to call it a blue orchid.
The blue orchid had much in common with the white, though its properties were completely different. The white orchid thrived on the banks of mountain streams where sunlight was abundant and the soil moist. The blue orchid shunned direct sunlight. More importantly, it rooted in wood. Soon after removing a seedling from the ground, it had to be grafted into a living tree. Not from a young tree but a tree with at least a century of growth behind it.
Especially a tree like the beech, clad with bark not easily stripped away.
Kyoukei wondered aloud why he hadn’t noticed earlier than a flower the grew for the benefit of the beech should have a preference for beechwood. To be sure, Hyouchuu and his colleagues hadn’t overlooked the possibility. They repeatedly tested the soil of the beech groves, especially the poisons secreted by the roots of the beech.
Theorizing that the plant might have an affinity for these substances, they extracted the leaf humus from around the roots. They ground up the roots and composted the root material. The blue orchids definitely grew better than in normal soil.
Because the white orchid preferred soil laden with water, at first, it hadn’t occurred to them to graft the plant directly into a tree.
Nevertheless, at long last, their years of hard work were rewarded. Thanks to Houkou, the effectiveness of the medicine had been established. The disease also did not attack the limbs of the beech when a blue orchid was grafted onto the tree itself.
And yet the blue orchid remained a stubbornly difficult plant to cultivate in large numbers. When the flower bloomed and produced a seed, that seed would grow to a seedling only under the most demanding of conditions.
A seed couldn’t be inserted into the bark just anywhere. Aside from the knot where a limb had broken off, or the crotch where a limb joined the trunk, where moss and mold had gathered and decayed and turned to soil, the seedling would not send down roots. And when the seedling did send down roots, if the “soil” washed away before the roots could burrow beneath the bark, it would wither as well.
They couldn’t wait for the plants to proliferate on their own. Beeches in the northern quarter of Kei Province were falling over at an alarming rate, disappearing from before their eyes.
That first summer, as they puzzled over how best to cultivate the orchid, welcome news came their way.
A new emperor had ascended to the throne.
“This is how we can increase the numbers,” said Houkou, his eyes sparkling. “Entreat the emperor to petition the roboku. The next year, the fruit would appear on the Imperial riboku. Then we only have to provide instructions of how to grow the seeds.”
If simply producing medicine was the objective, they could fell a healthy beech tree, let it rot, and plant the seeds. They’d have nothing to harvest in the time it took to bud, flower and bear fruit, but cultivating the seedlings in sufficient numbers should provide plenty to produce the medicine.
Hyouchuu and his colleagues rejoiced. Alas, making it happen turned out to be far more difficult than they imagined.

At some point having sunk into his thoughts, Hyouchuu must have looked a thoroughly despondent man. Perhaps thinking him dejected because they showed no inclination to heed his advice, the old man and woman gathered around the fire and consoled him.
“Well, then, see that you watch your step in the mountains.”
The old woman added, “That’s right. Like you can see, no neighbors around to rush to anybody’s aid.”
“Don’t the two of you have anywhere else you can go?”
The old man flashed a bitter smile and shook his head. “No friends, you see. No relatives neither. If we can’t live here, well, I suppose we could find a village somewhere. Unlike when we lost our village the first time, people these days aren’t so distrusting of strangers.”
Hyouchuu nodded. With the enthronement of a new emperor, most people rejoiced that things were on the mend. In fact, when it came to the hardships of daily life, not much had changed. But these rising expectations in the new emperor manifested themselves in a bit more generosity of spirit.
The old man muttered to himself, “Better times are right around the corner. I’m sure of it.”
To be sure, the natural disasters had somewhat abated. Today’s blizzard was a setback but hardly out of character for winter. Unimaginable calamities were commonplace when the imperial throne was empty, such as massive levee failures. Or such unbelievable amounts of rain falling downstream that rivers changed course and flowed upstream
“Until then, we’ll stay here and keep a watch on the road.”
The old man spoke in a calm voice. The occasional misfortune notwithstanding, a little peace and quiet was all they needed for a happy life. This realization made Hyouchuu’s heart ache. Mulling over this feeling, he realized that he had turned into the wet blanket here.
“You see, the beech trees falling over is a sign of bad things to come. You’ll see landslides and wild animals will invade the villages, bears attacking people in their homes, rats overrunning the granaries.”
The old woman only grinned. “Oh, we got plenty of rats around here. A new emperor means better crops and a better harvest. So it stands to reason there’ll be more of them critters. Seeing as there wasn’t any rats before, that’s a good sign.”
Hyouchuu didn’t have anything to add to that. He had a hard time explaining the workings of the mountains to the people of the plains. No matter how many times he and his colleagues laid out the facts, the typical reaction was humor. Even when they got their audiences to take them seriously, they simply couldn’t communicate the magnitude of the danger.
The enthronement of a new emperor made it all the more difficult to explain these hypothetical risks to people full of new hope. It was even possible that the accession of the emperor could make things that much worse in the short term.
These thoughts on his mind, Hyouchuu accepted the warmed stones from the old man and placed them in his pockets. When he got to his feet, the couple eyed him dubiously.
“So what’s your plan?”
“Good heavens, are you pressing on in these conditions?” The flustered old man grabbed hold of him. “You can’t keep going. Not on a day like today. Our little hut isn’t much, but you’d be better off staying the night.”
“That is something I cannot do.” Hyouchuu expressed his thanks. “I am deeply grateful. The two of you really came to the rescue. I say this out of genuine concern, but when you see muddy water coursing down the mountainside, take extra precautions. That’s evidence of a mountain slide in the making. Especially when the snow begins to melt,” he added, and started walking.
They ran after him for a little ways and tried to stop him, but he politely shook them off and climbed the mountain road.
The wind picked up to a howl as soon as he left the clearing containing the little huts. Thankfully, the blizzard appeared to have entered a lull and he could make out the road ahead.
Keep on your toes, he warned himself. After this, things could really get dangerous. He tightened the straps holding the portable plant nursery onto his back.
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Chapter 6


Picked up and blown by the wind, the snow stabbed at him like tiny knives.
The storm wasn’t quite as bad as when he was trudging across the open plain, but the wind was no less fierce on the mountain road. Even with the recently heated stones in his pockets, the relentless gusts sapped his body heat. The snow still fell, albeit not as heavily as before. His feet sank down in the accumulating drifts. Making matters worse, he was navigating a climbing grade. Extracting his feet with each step forced his posture into a slouch as the wind beat at his back.
Raising his head made it hard to breath. His eyes were dry and keeping them open was equally difficult. Moving forward bent over and eyes half-closed made it impossible to tell where he was going. Walking at angles to the wind, over and over Hyouchuu found himself drifting off the road. And then hastily correcting his course.
He was thankful the road wasn’t balanced along the edge of a cliff.
The mountain road was lined on both sides by beech trees, their branches bare of leaves. Because of the snow, he couldn’t tell how affected they were by the disease.
Resolutely navigating the winding road, he came to a fork in the road. A narrower trail climbed higher while the broader path descended.
I must have finally reached the summit. With a sigh of relief, he started down the broader fork.
“Hey!” a voice called out behind him.
Hyouchuu turned to see a dark silhouette gamely hurrying up the road behind him.
“That’s the wrong way!”
As the distance between them closed, Hyouchuu was startled to recognize the old man he’d met in the clearing at the foot of the mountain. The old man ran up to him.
“Good thing I made it in time. You can’t go there. The road collapsed further on.” Breathing hard to catch his breath, the old man explained that without the snow covering the ground and with a little more visibility, Hyouchuu might have seen the conditions for himself. “But in this weather, I thought you might miss it.”
“So you came chasing after me?”
That was because Hyouchuu left without giving them time to explain. So he hastily dressed and ran after him.
“I’m sorry,” Hyouchuu apologized.
“It’s okay, it’s okay. You cover ground fast. Must be used to hiking in the mountains.” With that, the old man started up the narrow trail. “Seeing how far you’ve come, it’d be faster to keep going than turn back. A little further on and it’s downhill the rest of the way. You’ll find San’you at the foot of the mountain.”
Hyouchuu was grateful for the company but couldn’t help regretting the trouble he was putting him to. When he hesitated in confusion, the old man glanced back over his shoulder.
“I’m headed to San’you as well, you see. We’re running short on a few supplies. I’ll spend the night before heading back.”
“I really appreciate it.” Hyouchuu bowed deeply and the old man set off again.
Incidents like this only made the weight on his back heavier, a pack that at most consisted of a blue orchid and a round log. But it bore any number of burdens.
The boy who’d looked after Hyouchuu at the inn—the innkeeper who’d taken the boy under his wing—the old couple who kindled a fire for wayfarers like him—the horse he’d driven until she dropped—to say nothing of Houkou and Kyoukei and their colleagues working day and night for six years to find the cure.
He was particularly thankful to Kyoukei. For Hyouchuu and Houkou and their subordinates, this was a national emergency. Kyoukei was a yaboku hunter, a drifter who called no kingdom his own, with no overarching allegiances to any emperor or entity. He could have begged off and gone on his merry way.
Hyouchuu once asked Kyoukei where he was from. The occasion was a party they threw the night after the first time they successfully got the blue orchid to take root.
They held the party in a beech grove near the district office where they’d set up the test gardens. Sleeping off too many rounds of drinking, Houkou and his co-workers lay sprawled across the garden shed. Only Hyouchuu and Kyoukei remained awake, slowly imbibing the last of the wine. Thinking back about it now, that was the only time he’d engaged Kyoukei in a casual conversation.
“I was born in Hou. Though I have no memories of that kingdom.”
“You fled the kingdom with your parents.”
“That’s right,” Kyoukei answered shortly.
The government of Hou would have been in turmoil about the time Kyoukei was born. Probably the reason he had no use for a kingdom, Hyouchuu hazarded, though Kyoukei didn’t appear familiar with the fine details. Or rather, he did know and chose not to talk about them. At any rate, his parents had traveled to Kyou before he formed any lasting memories. When he was four, they sold him to a master yaboku hunter and disappeared from his life.
“Yeah, that must have been tough,” Hyouchuu said.
Kyoukei chuckled softly. “I don’t remember any of it. I imagine my parents were in a tough spot.”
“You hold it against them?”
“Wouldn’t do any good if I did. If you’re going to begrudge anything, begrudge the wrack and ruin that made it so.”
“Got that right,” Hyouchuu muttered.
After that, as a member of a band of yaboku hunters, he traveled and lived in many kingdoms.
“Then you became a master hunter and struck out on your own.”
“Well, I don’t have any apprentices so I really can’t call myself one. Mostly it means I got permission from my master to leave.”
“Which more or less means you did become a master?”
“I suppose,” Kyoukei answered vaguely. “After Tamoto and I went our separate ways.”
Apparently, newly-independent yaboku hunters teamed for a while. In order to lend Houkou a hand, Kyoukei stayed in Kei Province while his partner stuck to his wandering ways.
Startled, Hyouchuu asked next, “So you’re giving up on being a yaboku hunter?”
Kyoukei answered with a wry smile. “I’m sure we appear to come and go as we please, but when push comes to shove, a promise made is a promise kept. So having taken my leave, well, I guess that means I left.”
Hyouchuu had no idea of the price he’d paid to get involved. “Why have you gone to such lengths to help us out?”
“Because I couldn’t stand by and watch the mountains get destroyed.”
“I thought you guys had no use for the civil service.”
“Well, I can’t say I know the civil service well enough to paint them all with the same brush. I suppose I hold to the same general prejudice that they’re a self-serving bunch busily lining their own pockets. But I hope I’m not so narrow-minded as to jump to that conclusion before actually getting to know one.”
“Make sense,” Hyouchuu said with a crooked smile of his own.
“Every walk of life has its good people and its bad. Houkou is a prime example. We yaboku hunters tip our hats to Houkou. He knows the mountains better than we do.”
Hyouchuu laughed. “Houkou has the mountains in his veins.”
Kyoukei grinned as well. “That’s for sure. Wherever you go, he knows what gifts nature has in store, the particularities of the yaboku trees in each region. At the same time, he knows all the ways the mountains can clobber you good. He’s got no problem sharing that knowledge with guys like us.”
The first time they met was in the heart of the mountains. Kyoukei and his team were climbing up and Houkou was coming down. When they passed by each other, barely acknowledging each other, Houkou called out to them, “Woodsmen?”
They didn’t answer. Houkou surmised from their silence, “Ah, yaboku hunters.” He pointed out that the yaboku tree on the mountain ridge was heavy with fruit but said to watch their step because of the hive of bees along the slope.
“Bees that makes their hives in the ground are a mean bunch. Get anywhere near them and they go on the warpath. A sting can knock a grown man flat. Worst case, even kill you. Houkou planted a flag near the hive as a warning, making it easy to skirt. We really owned him one.”
They knew well enough for themselves what getting the opposite treatment felt like.
Government employees who made their way into the mountains—woodsmen, for example—viewed the yaboku hunters as poachers pilfering the bounties of the land. Drifters, no less, they strutted around like the public lands were their own private property. But because the yaboku hunters were apt to have unusual plants and herbs on them, and only they knew where they came from, civil servants had to look the other way.
Houkou, on the other hand, treated Kyoukei and his colleagues as fellow citizens of the mountains, not at all reluctant to share information when they crossed paths and willing to answer any questions they might have. When a storm was brewing, he’d see that they made it safely to shelter.
“I’ve even been put up at Houkou’s family home in Sei’in on occasion. I drop by whenever I’m around and Houkou’s family is always welcoming.”
“You don’t say.”
That was the kind of a guy Houkou was. And it appeared that Hyouchuu wasn’t the only person who’d figured it out.
“There’s this big beech grove in the hills above Sei’in, right? Couldn’t just leave it be.”
“And for that I am very grateful,” Hyouchuu said with a sincere bow of his head.
“Oh, stop it,” Kyoukei said, looking away.
Even Hyouchuu doubted he felt the danger as keenly as Houkou did. Houkou saw the big picture. His concern for the mountains and the people living there was untainted by political motives or pecuniary interests. He saw the mountain dwellers as part of the mountains themselves.
Hyouchuu, on the other hand, had a narrower view. To be sure, he was deeply worried about the collapse of the beech grove in Sei’in. The slopes might break away and swallow up the village. Wild animals descending from the untamed forests could overrun them, eat them out of house and home. He couldn’t bear to witness all that loss and suffering.
So all the better if he could help other villages avoid the same fate. There must be other officials concerned about their home towns too. For the good of the people who lived there and the people who cared about them, he had to find a way to bring this disease to a halt.

Every time the good deeds of others reached out and touched him, the weight on his back grew heavier.
“So what’s the big hurry?” the old man asked him.
The question brought Hyouchuu back to the present. Their labored breaths freezing into a white cloud in front of their faces, they climbed the mountain trail side by side.
“Because I have to get to where I’m going, no matter what.”
“Huh,” the old man said, and suddenly stopped in his tracks. Hyouchuu did too. Ahead of them, a big tree had fallen across the road.
“This wind must have done her in. Still, strange to see one fall over like this.”
The old man looked up at the mountain and then back at the tree. At a glance, Hyouchuu understood what had happened. The tree was a beech. It had withered and fossilized. The trunk snapped in two.
“Somebody should tell the folks in San’you. No horse carts getting through here.”
The tree wasn’t too large in diameter to prevent the average person on foot from climbing over it. But no wheeled cart could get through. The two of them climbed over the tree.
“So this is the kind of thing you were talking about?”
Hyouchuu only nodded.
“Strange to see a tree wither up like that. These trees really worth as much as people say?”
“So I’ve heard.”
“How about that.” The old man laughed. “Before informing the authorities, maybe I’ll reach out to some friends of mine in San’you and haul it away.”
The old man looked at Hyouchuu, the unasked question hanging there in the air.
Hyouchuu shook his head. “No worries. My lips are sealed.”
“Good to know.” The old man laughed again. “Must be thanks to our new emperor getting enthroned. Time was, all Heaven gave us was one disaster after the other.”
Hyouchuu didn’t reply. Time was, he’d thought the same thing, the same way he’d rejoiced at the news of the new emperor. Especially at first, he’d fully expected the disease afflicting the beech trees to come to an end.
“Not likely,” Kyoukei warned them.
The blight hadn’t occurred because the throne was empty. It wouldn’t end when the throne was filled. In fact, while other calamities had abruptly ceased, this strange disease continued to spread, slowly but inexorably.
Meanwhile, the political situation grew more complicated. Under normal conditions, in order to gain an audience with the emperor, an imperial minister had to visit the imperial palace. Except that Hyouchuu and his colleagues were of the minor nobility, with no standing to do so.
Higher-ranked ministers hardly had the time. They were too busy herding all the civil servants who’d absconded to the provinces back to their government posts. With the accession of the new emperor, their superiors would be terrified at the prospect of losing their present positions.
Their professional negligence and despotism was news to no one. But since the new emperor arrived, they strutted about like it was only reasonable to act unreasonably in unreasonable times. These were the ministers who clung for dear life to their current status, who seized any opportunity to kick their competitors out of the way and take their jobs, or who figured political reform was inevitable and looted the treasury before they were shown the door.
Far from maintaining the status quo, even with the coronation of a new emperor, the state of political affairs could be expected to grow much worse.
Hyouchuu and his team finally found the medicine they needed. A new emperor had been enthroned. They should be able to appeal to the emperor and thereby save the beech groves. Hyouchuu enthusiastically reported the results to his superiors. And heard nothing in reply.
Perhaps they simply did not comprehend the gravity of the situation. With that in mind, Hyouchuu wrote a report laying out the particulars of the crisis, the ongoing threat from the falling beech trees, and the details of the unfolding disaster already underway. He pointed out that they had a cure at the Setsuka District office. By all means, it must be presented to the emperor so he could petition the roboku tree.
And still they heard nothing from the imperial government. More than four months had passed since the coronation and not a word.
If the imperial government wouldn’t come to get the cure, they would bring it to them. But that was easier said than done.
The blue orchid rooted in old-growth trees. Once the roots burrowed beneath the bark, the plant resisted transplantation. Remove one and it quickly withered. Another option was to graft the blue orchid into a tree, then dig up the tree and move it. Except transporting a hundred-plus year old tree was out of the question. When the branch in which the blue orchid had rooted was cut from the tree, the plant died when the branch dried out.
If only he could lay his hands on a fast kijuu—but a lowly civil servant like Hyouchuu only had Agen, an ordinary horse. That was why somebody from the imperial government had to come and get it. Or at least lend him use of a kijuu.
Alas, every attempt to communicate with the imperial government disappeared into the void. Hyouchuu was beside himself with frustration. After all the hard work Houkou and Kyoukei had gone to, Hyouchuu couldn’t deliver results when it counted.
“What’s the problem?” he was asked. “What’s going on?” He had no answers. The expectation that the long years of work had finally born fruit was met only with more disappointment.
“I have importuned them over and again. Somewhere along the line my reports are hitting a brick wall.”
Whether the words of a mere conservation officer were deemed not worthy of a hearing, or he wasn’t explaining the urgency of the situation clearly enough, or more likely, their activities didn’t measure up to some arbitrary yardstick somewhere along the way and the reports were being summarily shelved.
“I’m sorry,” Hyouchuu apologized.
Houkou and his assistants sighed. Kyoukei grumbled under his breath. “So this is what it all comes down to.”
Hyouchuu felt the disgust in their reactions and it stung him deeply. After all, gathering the gleanings of the yaboku and presenting them to the proper imperial authorities was his job. He’d made his reports in accordance with his responsibilities. Not obtaining even a cursory review of his findings simply shouldn’t be happening.
Or, rather, these days, it was standard operating procedure in this kingdom.
The voices of the people were ignored. Petitions for relief, for salvation, were crumpled up and thrown away. The imperial ministers labored only to benefit themselves, concerned themselves only with how best to exploit the people and the kingdom for their own gain. Especially with the coronation of a new emperor, alarmed to feel the ground shifting beneath their feet, all their frantic efforts further exacerbated the decline.
They didn’t give a damn about the kingdoms or its citizens. Or rather, far from taking him for granted, they viewed the common man as the enemy. That was why Hyouchuu hid his credentials inside his pack. He couldn’t very well travel with his status on display, and certainly not of late.
Well, that was inevitable. A city like Yosen should occupy a prominent position along this road. Why weren’t the roads leading there way thronged with travelers? On these freezing winter days, why didn’t he see smoke curling from the chimneys of the houses?
A simple reason—the people simply weren’t there.
A population once large enough to support a city of that size had been hollowed out, evidence of the number of lives lost.
Houses that had lost their inhabitants had about them the deep and dark aura of ruin. Streets with no passers-by were taken over by the weeds and brambles and covered with drifts. The city walls crumbled. The city gates hung awkwardly on their hinges. Fertile land and farming hamlets no longer ringed the cities. Even the rike fell into disrepair and disuse.
None of these institutions was administered by commoners. Running them was the responsibility of civil servants like Hyouchuu, who instead extorted tax monies from people barely scraping by, stuffed it into their own pockets, and gave nothing back.
He wasn’t surprised that the people they were supposed to serve loathed them. He knew that nothing was going to change those attitudes for now.
Which was why he absolutely had to get to where he was going.
The blue orchid he carried on his back must make it to the Imperial Palace and into the hands of the new emperor. Before it withered away.
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Chapter 7


Leaning into the wind, at times locking arms with the old man as they navigated the snow-slicked road, Hyouchuu climbed to the top of the mountain. It was downhill from there. Before long, the city of San’you came into view.
They trudged through the snow to the city gate. “My, my, but it’s about time.” The old man flashed a smile. “Looks like we arrived in once piece.”
Hyouchuu tilted his head back and looked up at the sky. It was still light out. The old man started toward the gate. Hyouchuu called out, “How’s the going after this?”
“A little further on it emerges on a sunken road and descends the rest of the way from there. There’s a little village down below.”
“How much longer to there?”
The old man stared back at him in amazement. “In good weather, an hour or so. Don’t tell me you intend to keep on going!”
Attempting to ascertain the position of the sun hidden behind the dark, dense clouds, Hyouchuu nodded. “I appreciate all you’ve done for me. At the very least, this will cover the cost of a room for the night.” Hyouchuu held out a handful of coins.
“Don’t want it, won’t take it. I’m telling you, it’s completely out of the question!”
“I’m in a hurry. I am truly thankful.”
Hyouchuu grasped the old man’s hand and forced the coins into his palm. I will make it there for your own good as well, he murmured to himself.
He slipped free as the old man tried to stop him and hurried off down the road as fast as he could manage. Thankfully, the winds blowing off the mountain were at his back.
He would take a break if he could. But there was no telling how much longer the blue orchid might last. If the plant withered, it was too late. Arriving at the Imperial Palace wouldn’t mean a thing.
His heels kicked up rooster tails of snow as the road slowly began to climb. His feet grew heavy. His back and hips ached. But if he kept up the pace, he should make it to the village ahead. And if his luck held, the next village after that.
He knew he was pressing his luck. He’d already taken plenty of crazy chances. The orchid might wither tomorrow. That fear kept pushing him onward.
Because there is no next time.
About the time the blue orchid flowered, and Hyouchuu and Houkou and his team breathed a sign of relief at the hard-won victory, Heaven stopped sending the blue orchids to the yaboku trees. Though they didn’t stop cold, for the most part outcroppings of the blue orchid seedlings ceased to appear.
Hyouchuu, Houkou, Kyoukei and their teams successfully transplanted seedlings into thirteen logs. Two of those later withered. They grew six from seeds, for a grand total of seventeen. The future of the kingdom rested on these seventeen trees.
In the meantime, the destruction of the beech forests continued apace. In some places, the majority of the beech groves had petrified and fallen down.
They were running out of time, warned an increasingly impatient Houkou.
“The most dangerous conditions occur in the spring during the snow melt. Melting snow soaks into the earth and loosens the soil deep below the ground. We could see whole mountainsides collapsing at once. If not handled right, the shape of the mountains themselves could change.”
Houkou sent a directive to the district offices to replace fallen beech trees with trees that had good root spread. They were also to construct dams along the valley rivers that would store water in preparation for summer and block the flow of dirt and sand if a landslide occurred. At they same time, they should repair the barrier walls and construct emergency warehouses.
Except the district offices neither had the budgets nor the manpower. Projects fell behind schedule or didn’t progress. He forwarded the same advice to his superiors, but they weren’t in the mood to listen to their underlings. Alas, forest rangers had no more pull than conservation officers.
They’d vested all their hopes in the medicine. Yet simply possessing it didn’t arrest the progression of the disease. Even if the fruit of the blue orchid grew on the riboku, planting it and then preparing the medicine took time.
Thankfully, the seed itself was fairly hardy. It apparently hibernated until the conditions and the season were right. In a greenhouse environment, the blue orchid only rooted when “planted” in old trees. In any case, obtaining the fruit today did not mean the medicine would be available tomorrow.
“We need it as soon as possible.” The end of the year approached. “We have to deliver it within the year. If the emperor petitions the roboku before year’s end, the fruit should appear on the riboku trees next year.”
Generally speaking, the days to pray for a ranka were established in advance. These days were determined by the rishi in order to accommodate the petitioners in an orderly fashion. No natural law dictated that if petitions were not submitted on a such a day, the ranka would not appear, only that the rishi would only admit petitioners on certain days.
The roboku followed a similar pattern, and since petitions undoubtedly involved a preordained ritual, while the day was established according to custom and practice, it was unlikely to be set in stone.
However, there was also the unalterable agenda of Divine Providence. When the emperor petitioned for a new plant or animal and this prayer was answered, the ranka appeared in fifteen days. The year after it grew on the roboku, it appeared on the riboku trees throughout the kingdom in the appropriate season.
The lunar calendar also figured into these calculations. If the emperor made his petition on a full moon, the ranka would be born on the next full moon, and then appear on the riboku a year hence on the first full moon.
There being optimal times for planting, the ranka would bear fruit containing seeds for early planting on the first full moon of spring.
Because the blue orchid did not have an optimal time for planting, if the emperor received the ranka within the current year, they could expect it to appear the following year. This meant delivering the blue orchid by the middle of December, at the latest. If the imperial petition was made by then, the blue orchid should be available throughout the kingdom by early next year.
If they missed this deadline and the petition was put off until next year, the ranka would not appear until the year after that. “We simply don’t have that kind of leeway,” Houkou said. He predicted large-scale landslides in at least three places that spring.
On foot, traveling from the Setsuka district offices to the Imperial Palace took less than two months. On horseback or by horse cart, they could easily make it on time. The problem was keeping the blue orchid alive for that long.
In order for the emperor to pray for a ranka from the roboku, he had to present a viable sample of the item being requested. Remove the orchid from the tree it was growing in and it quickly perished. The only workable option was to transport the orchid and the tree together. The section of the tree containing the orchid could be cut away. But a severed log couldn’t sustain the orchid for long. When it dried out, the orchid died as well.
“We don’t have any seeds. We’ll have to wait until next year when the fruit appears after the flowers bloom.
That was far too long to wait. They had on hand eleven surviving seedlings harvested from the yaboku and six grown from seeds. Sacrificing a precious two revealed that when removed from the rest of the tree, an orchid survived in a wooden log for half a month at best, six days at worst. A colder environment might prolong the times, though a few extra days was all they’d been able to produce. After that, when the orchid withered was completely random.
“I’d really like a kijuu.”
Any creature that was fleet of foot. But considering the poor state of Hyouchuu’s finances and the meager funds Setsuka district had on hand, they wouldn’t be laying their hands on one anytime soon. Nor did they have the time to go looking for one.
Hoping they could contract with a rider to transport the package, they sought out every connection they had. But in this day and age, nobody knew anybody with deep enough pockets to own a kijuu. That was why they repeatedly begged for an imperial official to come and get it. And received not a single reply.
Hyouchuu couldn’t tell whether any of the entreaties he’d written had reached the right ears. If he didn’t have sufficient political reach, perhaps they could hire a fixer to make the necessary connections.
They searched high and low for a go-between. Informed that gifts and gratuities would be necessary to smooth the way, Hyouchuu took stock of his own scant assets and disposed of his home in the capital district (in which he’d never lived).
It was November when a high provincial official agreed to reach out on their behalf. The chief agronomist in the Kei Ministry of Earth offered to make the appeal to the imperial government. The chief agronomist oversaw his assistant agronomists, who oversaw the regional agronomy secretaries, who oversaw the provincial conservation officers.
In short, the chief agronomist was a permanent undersecretary who reported to the Minister of Earth. In imperial terms, that made him a middle-ranked baron, or a lower-ranked baron in provincial terms. In any case, they dwelt above the clouds, far removed from civil servants like Hyouchuu in the minor nobility
Hyouchuu met with the chief agronomist in the provincial capital and explained the situation. A man of substance and knowledge from all outward appearances, the chief agronomist listened attentively, promised to communicate these findings to the province lord, and deliver a report directly to the emperor. They even planned out a visit to the Setsuka district greenhouses so he could take delivery of the seedlings.
This last step should have seen their efforts through to completion. But all Hyouchuu had done was invite a wolf into the fold.
They expected that servants sent by the chief agronomist would come and pick up the packages. Having already arranged a face-to-face with the emperor, the province lord could then escort the items straight to the capital.
In preparation for that that eventuality, they constructed a shipping container. To safely transport the seedlings, they built a portable plant nursery, selected the seedlings, marked on the trees where to cut the branches. When the servants arrived, they’d prune off the branches and put the whole package together right there.
And so they got every single one of their ducks in a row.
But then the day before their expected arrival, a man from the provincial government appeared uninvited at the district offices. Hyouchuu was suspicious but showed him to the greenhouses. After a brief inspection, instructed his servants to start cutting down the trees the seedlings were grafted into.
“What are you doing!” Hyouchuu exclaimed.
“Moving these seedlings, of course. They are the property of the province. These greenhouses fall under the jurisdiction of our department. So what problem could there possibly be in transferring them from the district offices?”
“Stop it!” Houkou cried out. “You’re going to kill them!”
“They’ll be grafted into other trees before they die,” said the man, who turned out to be the regional agronomy secretary. “Gardens are being made ready in the provincial offices. The province shall then present them to the Imperial Palace.”
Hyouchuu quieted the greenhouse workers when they raised their voices in protest. He asked, “Is that truly all you are going to do with them?”
If they truly made it into the hands of the emperor, then it didn’t matter who took the honors or how.
“We don’t take orders from you. Don’t think that just because you’re some sort of imperial civil servant you get to be in charge. The province’s chief agronomist will decide such things.”
“But of course,” Kyoukei grumbled, his voice dripping with sarcasm. “All those dying birch trees are worth too damn much. The last thing you need is a cure. Or you’ll simply wait for the mountains to go to the dogs and jack up the price of the medicine all the higher. “
That momentarily left the secretary at a loss for words.
“Do you novices have even the slightest idea how to transplant these seedlings?”
The secretary scanned the greenhouse workers assembled there. “Very well, then. One of you veterans will accompany us. Anybody will do. You—”
He indicated the gardener nearest to him. The gardener shook his head. “I couldn’t do it.”
Only Houkou and Kyoukei who lived to do nothing but nurture the seedlings possessed that knowledge.
“Then it’ll have to be the forest ranger.”
In a small voice, one of his underlings raised an objection. “Forest rangers are attached to the Ministry of Summer.” Meaning that the Ministry of Earth couldn’t cavalierly treat a forest ranger like one of its own employees.
The secretary clucked to himself. “Who the hell cares?” he said to himself. “How about this? Procedural violations have taken place within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Earth. So we have to take the man in for questioning.”
In short, he was accusing Houkou of breaking some regulation enforced by the Ministry of Earth. The guilty party had to be detained as part of the investigation. Fully grasping the intent of this fabrication, Hyouchuu felt sick to his stomach.
Houkou shook himself free of the gendarme holding him, though not in order to flee the present danger. His attention was focused solely on the trees in the greenhouse, solely on how to save the precious seedlings.
One of the secretary’s minions grabbed for Houkou, leaping at him and pummeling him as he tried to run. Then abruptly grabbed his stomach and folded in two. Houkou pushed him aside and sprinted away.
Having rushed forward to Houkou’s side, Kyoukei stared down at the fallen man, an icy glare in his eyes. The man’s abdomen was stained bright red. Kyoukei hefted a hatchet in his right hand.
“So this is what the civil service is made of,” he spit out. He glared at Hyouchuu, seething with rage. “Now you know why government officials can never be trusted.”
I’m different, Hyouchuu wanted to say. But now was not the time for such rationalizations. He was the one who beckoned this disaster into their midst, who foolishly threw away his own fortunes in order to make a vain wish come true.
“Stop!” shouted Houkou, struggling over an axe with another underling. Casting Hyouchuu a dismissive look, Kyoukei spun on his heels and slashed down with the hatchet.
The blade bit into the man’s arm. He dropped the axe and screamed and crumpled to the ground.
Taking in the scene, the rest of the secretary’s retinue froze in their tracks. First one and then another dropped the axes they had seized, turned and ran. The secretary was no exception.
“Mobilize a militia and arrest them!” he shouted as he retreated. He was first out the door, leaving his flustered underlings behind exchanging frantic looks
One hesitantly advanced toward Kyoukei, Kyoukei raised the hatchet high over his shoulder. The man yelped and ran, the rest of his colleagues fast on his heels.
Left behind were Hyouchuu and Kyoukei, and Houkou’s greenhouse workers, frozen in place like a garden of statues. And Houkou, staring at the trees,
Though none of the beech trees had been cleanly cut down, four were clearly beyond saving. The deep gouges in the trunks only meant they would soon wither and die. One other tree carried had nurtured three seedlings on its lower branches, two of which were knocked off in the melee.
“Quick, let’s transplant them into another tree!” Houkou picked up the seedlings and motioned to the greenhouse workers. “The injured trees as well. Let’s see if we can replant the seedlings that fell off.” He turned and said to Kyoukei, “Get going. No sense in you sticking around here and getting arrested.”
Kyoukei said with a wry smile, “Not that it’d do any good. Those bastards will be back with the militia soon enough.”
Houkou ignored him and ran over to the packs beneath the tent. He pulled out a money belt. “Yours too,” he said to Hyouchuu.
“Houkou, I—” Hyouchuu started to say, and then nodded. “Yeah, I understand.”
“They used you. But more importantly, we’ve got to get Kyoukei out of here. He’s a koushu with no ties to this or any other kingdom. There’s no need for him to get tangled up in our problems.”
On the census, yaboku hunters like Kyoukei were classified as koushu, citizens of the Yellow Sea.
Hyouchuu nodded again and removed his own money belt. Houkou took it and together with his own pressed them into Kyoukei’s hands.
“I’m sorry. This is all we’ve got. Flee. Leave the kingdom. They can’t follow you across the border.”
Kyoukei gave Houkou a long look, then turned an icy stare on Hyouchuu. Perhaps he merely despised Hyouchuu. Perhaps he lumped him together with the secretary. Either way, whether he trusted him and how much he disdained him didn’t matter now. All Hyouchuu could do was avoid his gaze.
Kyoukei asked, “How are you going to deal with this mess?”
Houkou laughed. “We’ll deal with it one way or another. Push come to shove, I’ll make sure we get our stories straight and take the blame. That should make the powers that be happy. Fact of the matter is, that’s where things were heading in any event, and my head on the chopping block.”
Kyoukei didn’t disagree with him. He glanced up at the horribly wounded beech trees. “The seedlings—”
“They’ll be okay. Get out of here.”
Houkou once again urged him on. Kyoukei grabbed his pack and hurried out of the greenhouse. He ducked under the rope fence at the far end of the beech grove and disappeared into the forest.
His mind blank, Hyouchuu watched him go. Houkou called out, “Help me save the seedlings!”
In a flash, Hyouchuu collected his wits. Alongside Houkou and the gardeners, they gathered up the seedlings. In the end, of the fifteen remaining seedlings, eight had already withered. Only seven remained. In order to rebuild their stock, not a single one could go to waste.
The provincial militia would arrive soon. But in the meantime, one of their more astute gardeners rushed off to the district office and organized a posse of his own. With words of warning that a provincial interloper was violating the prerogatives of the district Ministry of Summer, he turned the tables on the agronomy secretary.
Hyouchuu’s rank in the imperial civil service finally proved useful. What was the provincial Ministry of Earth doing, arresting employees of the district Minister of Summer who, in good faith, were working under the aegis of an imperial civil servant? If anyone was acting in an unreasonable manner, it was the secretary.
The secretary refused to back down, and so they came to loggerheads. In the end, Houkou wasn’t arrested, but they were left with only one way to meet their goals. Though there was no guaranteeing the deadline could be met, Hyouchuu would transport the blue orchid to the Imperial Palace himself.
He had no idea what would happen once he got to the Imperial Palace. Even if he arrived there in one piece, could he actually place the blue orchid in the hands of the emperor? He carried the credentials of an imperial conservation officer, which should get him into the Imperial Palace. Except the distance between Hyouchuu and the throne rivaled that between heaven and earth.
Hyouchuu’s petitions had been stamped out of existence somewhere along the line. The new emperor likely had more pressing matters to deal with and little interest in Hyouchuu’s concerns. Rumors had it that the new emperor possessed no great passion for the job of governing.
And yet Hyouchuu’s had no other choice. In order to complete the petition within the current year, there was no time to spare. A limb in which one of Houkou’s precious seedlings was planted was cut off the tree and reduced to a small log. Hyouchuu strapped the portable plant nursery to his back and saddled up Agen.

He’d left the Setsuka district greenhouses half a month before. The last month of year loomed before him. One way or another, he had to get there in time. He looked up at a darkening sky laden with layers of lead-stained clouds, an infinite number of snowflakes whipped by a fierce wind.
Please, he prayed, let the blue orchid cling to life until then.file_25.wmf




Chapter 8


Hyouchuu climbed the rising grade. He came to the sunken road. The road was cut into the crest of the mountain. The walls of the sunken road blocked the wind long enough for him to catch his breath. He too quickly arrived at the end of the cut. The snow-laden crosswinds again threatened to push him off the road.
I’ll be okay. The course was downhill from here. Simply keep his feet moving and he should arrive at the village at the foot of the mountain.
Yanking his feet out of the snow only to be bowled over by the wind, he staggered down the hill. The descending grade forced him to pick up his pace to a small run. Every time he stumbled and fell to his knees, he glanced up at the sky, catching the position of the sun through the thick clouds
One step forward. One step at a time to the village ahead. One morning he’d awaken to find the blue orchid dead. When that moment arrived, he didn’t want to regret that he could have hurried a little bit faster.
If he’d only hastened from the start—if he’d only kept on going without seeking refuge by the fire—those moments of regret and remorse stung like a twisted ankle. The nightmares he’d seen over and over were so deeply engrained in his mind he could almost believe he’d experienced them for real.
He raced down the hill as if fleeing from the pain. There before his eyes was a small gate. The gate was open. Hyouchuu ran toward it, eyeing the sky. He still had daylight. He could cover more ground.
No sooner had he entertained that thought but his knees buckled. He fell forward, striking the snow with both hands, gasping for breath.
Stand up. There’s still light. I can make it to the next village.
No matter how much he remonstrated with himself, his legs only trembled. With no strength left in them, they didn’t move. He pushed down with his arms to sit himself up. Even that simple motion defeated him.
“What’s the matter?” a voice called out to him. “You okay?”
Hyouchuu raised his head. A big man bent over and peered at him.
“Is there another town further on?”
“There is, but—”
“How far?”
The man blinked. “Not so far. Less than an hour. Used to be a big city. Not so much anymore. Half the buildings are rubble. No inns left, neither.”
The man reached a hand down to Hyouchuu. “To start with, in all this snow, you’re not going to get there before the city gates close. You’d be better off staying the night in our little hick town.”
“What about the city walls?”
“Huh?” the man said, his eyes growing a bit wider in surprise.
“Are the city walls intact?”
If they were, there was no getting in after the gates closed. But many city walls had sustained so much wear and tear that getting inside the city after sundown was easy. Worst case, he could find some overhanging eaves to slumber under. He only needed a place to rest his body for a few hours.
“Nope.” Puzzled, the man shook his head. “Not much of them left.”
So he could keep going. Except the hands braced on his knees gave way and Hyouchuu slumped headfirst into the snow.
“Whoa, whoa. Take it easy. Come along and have yourself a lie-down.”
The man grabbed hold of Hyouchuu’s arms. Hyouchuu felt a warm presence around his shoulders. Raising his eyes, he saw he was standing next to a horse. The horse dropped its head and peered at Hyouchuu with it large clear eyes.
“This your horse?” Hyouchuu asked, as the man hauled him to his feet.
The man nodded. “Sure, but—”
“Please. Lend me the use of your horse.”
“You can’t be serious.”
Hyouchuu managed to remain balanced on his feet. “I’ll pay. You can accompany me. That’d be fine too. To the next town. I’d settle for getting to the next town.”
“Not bloody possible. Give it a rest.”
“I see,” Hyouchuu said with a sigh. “Don’t worry about it then. Things are what they are.” He shrugged off the man’s helping hand and took a step forward.
“Hey!” the man shouted.
Hyouchuu took another. And again crumpled to the ground. His feet felt like blocks of lead. He couldn’t feel his toes.
“Like I told you, not bloody possible. What’s this about?”
“I’m fine. Just leave me alone.”
There was no way to make him understand, no explanation he could offer. He couldn’t get anybody to grasp the danger. All the words in the world didn’t clarify a thing. His petitions, his appeals, vanished into empty air. Maybe they thought that little of him. Maybe they didn’t even notice he existed.
Good-hearted commoners thought he was funny. The superintendent in Sei’in did. His own sister did. His own brother did. Did they truly not understand? Or maybe they preferred to see only the silver linings and not the clouds. Maybe wishful thinking was all they had left. That was certainly the case with the old man and woman at the mountain pass.
He couldn’t help but smile and shake his head. That’s all it was.
How to impart the weight of the pack on his back? He wasn’t able to communicate the urgency, that he must arrive, even one hour faster, before the dream withered and died.
If anybody in the world would understand, it’d be a thief. Realizing how valuable these items were to their owner, a thief would try to steal them. Hyouchuu had seen that dream often enough as well.
Something so jealously guarded had to be worth a fortune. But having stolen Hyouchuu’s portable plant nursery, the thief would raise the lid only to curse his victim. A log! And cast it aside, right in front of Hyouchuu’s eyes.
Or rather, he'd find out that Hyouchuu was an imperial civil servant and rough him up. Whatever object this low-level functionary prized was better cast into the fire. Yes, that would quell the miscreant’s rage and frustration.
So this is what it comes down to. Kyoukei’s words of contempt rang in his ears.
Yes, in the end, this is what it comes down to.
“Hey!”
“Don’t worry about it. Let me be.”
Hyouchuu again rose to his knees. Pawing at the ground with both hands, he tried to totter to his feet.
“Don’t be a damn fool!” the man roared.
Hyouchuu raised his head. At some point, a crowd had gathered around them, wearing similar expressions on their faces.
“How about you spilled the beans about what the hell’s going on here? Being a stubborn ass ain’t solving nothing.”
Hyouchuu said nothing. He gritted his teeth and tried to make his legs work enough for him to stand.
“You are as bullheaded as they come. Why not share a word or two with the rest of us? That pack looks heavy. You the only one who can carry it?”
Hyouchuu looked at the man. His pack was heavy, too heavy. “Please—”
“Huh?” said the man, staring into Hyouchuu’s eyes.
Hyouchuu reached out a weary, trembling arm. “Help me. Please.”
The man’s firm, warm grip enveloped his hand.
“I must get to the Imperial Palace. No matter what. No matter what. No matter what.”
The man’s eyes opened wide with surprise. “You have to do what?”
“This pack must be delivered to the new emperor. There is no time to rest. Not a minute to spare. Please. At least take me to the next city.”
The man patted Hyouchuu’s hand. “Makes no different whether you struggle onto the next city and rest there, or rest here and set off first thing in the morning.”
“No. That won’t do. I must be on my way. If it withers, it’s the end. There’s no salvation after that.”
“Salvation? What are you gonna save?”
The mountains, if not the kingdom itself, and all its inhabitants. The future of this disintegrating kingdom. If only he had the time to go back to the beginning and explain everything and make them understand. But even the time to do that was too precious. He had to press on. When the plant withered, he could not bear the thought that he’d walked when he could have run.
“The emperor is a big important person. You think he’ll take it?”
Hyouchuu nodded. He wanted to believe it’d work out. He had his credentials inside his pack. If he collapsed at the palace gates, his credentials and letters of introduction presented his case. They only had to search through his belongings to find them. What mattered was getting them into the hands of a government official with a heart.
And the new emperor accepting them.
“I see.” The man nodded. He raised Hyouchuu to his feet and unfastened his packs.
“No. That is—”
“It’ll be fine.”
The man strapped the portable plant nursery onto his own back and grinned. “Didn’t you say you were in a hurry? I got it.”
The man wrapped his arms around Hyouchuu’s waist and hoisted him onto the back of the horse. Hyouchuu clung to the pommel. The man tossed his own quilted blanket around Hyouchuu’s shoulders. “Wrap it tight so you don’t freeze to death!”
He took hold of the reins and started walking.
“Hey!” called out somebody in the crowd. “You taking him serious?”
“What else can I do?” His voice rang out cleanly in the cold air. “I’ll take him as far as I can take him.”
And he quickened his pace.

Reins in hand, the man ran all the way to the next town. The snow stopped and the skies cleared. The sun set. The cold stars shone down on the white and frozen fields. With Hyouchuu still riding in the saddle, the man sprinted up the city gates. He unstrapped the portable plant nursery and flopped down in the snow, puffing out big breaths of air.
A troupe was camped out around a fire before the gate. One called out, “What’s going on over there?”
“Just—ran—here—” the man panted. “Who—are you?”
“We’re shusei.” Traveling entertainers, citizens of the Yellow Sea. “Taking a break before setting off for the next town.”
“Good to hear.” The man sat up. “Can I entrust this guy’s stuff to you? He’s in a real hurry to get somewhere.”
The shusei listened to his explanation with startled expressions and dubious looks. “Can’t say any of that makes any sense to us, but there being just one of him, he’s welcome to ride in the wagon. As long as he can squeeze in among the luggage.”
“So not too much to ask, eh?”
“We’ll be walking through the night to the city on the provincial border anyways.” The shusei grinned. “These days, good luck finding an inn willing to take us in.”
A big voice boomed out, “All right, off you go.” He reached up to Hyouchuu. Hyouchuu’s hands had frozen into a crabbed grip after clinging to the saddle. He had to force them open to reciprocate the man’s gesture.
Hyouchuu sat on the back of the horse cart, crammed between the bags and boxes, his shoulders squished together, holding the portable plant nursery in his lap. He couldn’t shed the thought that if they wanted, these shusei could rob him of everything he had and abandon him in the middle of nowhere. He tightened his hold on the portable plant nursery and prepared himself to leap off the cart and bolt if push came to shove.
But rocked by forth by the cart, he at last reached his limits and fell into a drowsy, hazy sleep. Jostled awake, he came to with a start. Frantically looking around to get his bearings, he realized he was being offered a bowl of hot soup.
“A bite to eat?” a woman asked him, her face beaded with steam.
He still had the portable plant nursery gripped tightly in his arms.

They crossed the provincial border two days later. Once he stopped using his feet, Hyouchuu couldn’t get them working again. The soles of his feet were worn raw, the skin cracked and chapped. His ankles and knees were swollen, his hips and legs stiff as boards. He couldn’t straighten his legs.
And yet he did not fail to check the portable plant nursery three times a day, examining the condition of the log and the blue orchid. Though the green wood of the log was slowly drying, the orchid remained fresh and vibrant.
“You can’t transplant it?” one of the shusei asked.
They gathered around Hyouchuu and peered into the portable plant nursery. Hyouchuu shook his head.
With no allegiance to any one kingdom, the shusei demonstrated no interest in Hyouchuu’s credentials. Though they harbored doubts that the emperor would grant him an audience.
“Not hearing much in the grapevine about the new guy, except maybe he’s not exactly a political operator.”
“I have heard that he’s less than interested in the down and dirty business of governing.”
“If only there was an honest and diligent politician left in the kingdom who could take your delivery and move it up the chain of command!”
Hyouchuu remained silent and held onto the portable plant nursery. He no choice but to go on, before the devastated mountains deteriorated even further.

They arrived at a big city the next day. Strangely enough, passing every major block and intersection on the road, the city appeared just the way an actual city should. It must be possible to hire the use of a horse here. Except that Hyouchuu still couldn’t stand up. The shusei went looking for another horse cart.
They found a young man who’d just dropped off his cargo and was wheeling his wagon around to go back. They pressed a few coins into his hands and asked if he could at least travel onto the next town. The young driver nodded, though didn’t appear very happy being importuned into doing so.
Yet he hurried onto the next town and managed to arrive before the gates closed.
Simply getting off the wagon took every ounce of strength Hyouchuu had left. And then he couldn’t stand up. However he braced his trembling arms, he couldn’t support his own weight. Even when he stood erect, his unbending legs turned into broomsticks. He couldn’t move.
“You’re hopeless,” the young driver said.
Hyouchuu wept. “I’m useless!” he cried over and over like child. “Useless!”
He couldn’t give up. He had to press on, no matter what. He was letting down Kyoukei, and Houkou, and the horse that rushed him here. All the people who’d lent him a hand along the way. He was letting down everybody.
“A man’s got to know his limits,” a throaty voice intoned, as if no less surprised to be the one saying it. The speaker emerged from the hustle and bustle and took the portable plant nursery from Hyouchuu’s hands.
“No—”
“Give it a break. Enough is enough.”
Hyouchuu’s eyes clouded with tears, reducing the world around him to a misty fog. The man shouldered the portable plant nursery. “I’ll be on my way. You get some rest.”
Leaving Hyouchuu in the care of his wife, the man took off at a small run. Dusk was falling on the road. Hyouchuu could only watch as his precious pack grew smaller in the distance.
It is now out of my hands. And yet letting it go had been his intention from the start.
The man disappeared over a crest in the road. Only then did consciousness slip away. Hyouchuu fell into a heavy sleep. In his dreams beech trees crashed to the ground, screaming as they broke into pieces.

The man ran down the road. He couldn’t ignore the sight of that older man weeping aloud. That man was in a hurry, and considering the dangers of the dusky road, being in a hurry was a good idea. So he moved as fast as he could. Walking when tired, collecting his strength and picking up the pace again, he ran through he night.
About ready to collapse, he arrived at the city gates. There he spied a group of young men hanging out in front of the gate.
“Hey, if you’ve got the time, could you help me out here?”

About that same time, dead to the world, Hyouchuu slept in a tiny, broken-down house. In his dreams, forests of beech trees toppled over and shattered into pieces. The mountainsides collapsed. The avalanches of mud and gravel turned into hoards of rats that swallowed up the villages.

The young men ran in a relay, swapping the pack when one of them grew tired. They had no idea what the emergency was, only that they were working on behalf of the kingdom. Having been born in a kingdom of chaos, none of them truly knew what he meant to work on behalf of the kingdom
With nothing better to do with their time, they simply ran, competing against each other for the fun of it. They had no jobs, nothing they otherwise ought to be doing, except earning enough from day work to fill their stomachs. There wasn’t anything particularly enjoyable about the lives they lived. They didn’t feel any real value in what they were doing.
And yet when told to act for the good of the kingdom, a tiny bit of social consciousness awakened within them.
One of the group finally had to drop out, then two. The last one passed five more towns before reaching the end of his rope.
“I don’t know what this is about, but it’s for the kingdom. This package has to reach the Imperial Palace.”
With those words he entrusted the portable plant nursery to a woman and her children on a horse cart.

When Hyouchuu awoke, the snow had started up again. The kind wife changed the compresses on his legs. He said nothing and did as he was told, while ruminating about the packs he no longer held in his arms. Where was it now? In what patch of wild countryside had it been discarded?
The wife’s husband said he had entrusted it to a group of young men. How could they possibly comprehend its importance? What if they did not and simply threw it away? Hyouchuu was in no position to find fault. He hadn’t bore his burden to the bitter end.
The realization made him weep. He’d done nothing but mooch off his position and his fief his whole career. Not once had he successfully executed his duties and responsibilities.
How was Houkou faring? Where was Kyoukei these days? What were they doing? What was on their minds? Did they ever imagine such a disappointing conclusion to his journey?
“I’m sorry,” he muttered, and closed his eyes.
His legs were swollen from hip to toes, his arms up to his elbows. He couldn’t bend his knees or legs. He couldn’t grasp anything with his chapped and stiff red fingers.

Puffing warm breath on her red hands, the woman regripped the reins. She glanced behind her. Her children sat amongst the firewood in the bed of the cart, holding onto the pack like it was the most important thing in the world.
Her husband was working away from home. “In order to support the children,” he’d said, but she’d gotten no news from him since he left. During heavy rains last fall, the town where he was working got buried by an landslide. She didn’t know whether he’d met his end in the disaster or had taken the opportunity to abandon them.
Left behind, she farmed the unruly land in the summer. In the winter, her young sons helped by gathering firewood in the mountains. They earned money providing rides for tired travelers in a hurry and managed to eek out a living.
Still, life was worth living. She managed to keep her children by her side. She’d sold their house in the village to get the horse. Along with her scrawny but hardworking sons, those were their only assets. Despite the cold and hunger, they never whined or complained. They sat shoulder to shoulder in the bed of the cart, holding onto the pack as they gazed at the countryside.
What kind of future could they make for themselves in a desolate kingdom, in a fruitless land? Though a new emperor sat on the throne, would that be enough to save them? She couldn’t say. Conditions certainly weren’t improving, not with the roads in such deplorable condition and every town along the way so lacking in vitality.
“But won’t things get better once we give this to the emperor?” asked her oldest son.
“Of course.” She nodded. Her emotions were more complicated. She wanted to believe even as she could not believe. Those doubts she kept to herself. Let the hope remain alive in them. Let not their future world sink into despair.
“The emperor is definitely going to help us out,” he said to his younger brother.
His mother gave the reins a firm shake. She didn’t know what the truth was, but they might as well hurry up and find out. She believed that hope resided inside that bamboo pack.

Hyouchuu opened his eyes. It was the middle of the night. A cold crescent moon shone through a narrow window, bare of paper or glass. What would become of them? Would the new emperor save the kingdom? What had Hyouchuu done to that end? Had he only hoped for the new era to come?
All of his hopes resided inside that bamboo pack.
Could the ravaged land breath life back into a ravaged people? Or perhaps it had reached its limits and would break them and the kingdom too.
He suddenly recalled the warmth of another living thing. Agen collapsed crossing the border from Kei Province. He and his horse had traveled throughout the kingdom for quite some time. Had he driven her to her death? From the greenhouses in Setsuka to that point, he’d demanded every ounce of strength she had to give. If he found himself in that neighborhood again, he’d check up on her. Had she not survived, he’d see to it that she got a good and proper burial.
Casting his thoughts back, other warm memories rose to his mind—Houkou, Kyoukei, and the hardworking gardeners. The people of Sei’in, his aging mother still living in her mountain village. He had to believe that a day of salvation was coming for all of them.
These prayers on his lips, he rested awake as the morning came.

Around that same time, the mother and her children arrived at a crossroads town. There she handed over the pack to a distant relative. The ties between them were neither deep nor strong, but she’d heard that he’d had the opportunity to visit the Imperial Palace in the course of his business dealings.
As she entrusted the package to his care, the children repeatedly stressed the importance of his mission. “Make sure it gets there!”
Puzzled over the nature of the task being asked of him, “Don’t worry!” he reassured them in a cheerful voice. He patted the boys on the head and jumped onto his horse and rode away.
He didn’t want to ask more of his old nag than the animal could manage, it being his sole material asset in the world. But the children had implored him in such serious tones that he must not betray their expectations.
In any case, it was about time he paid the Imperial Palace a visit, where he might finagle a face-to-face with somebody.
Once upon a time, he’d been a regular visitor, though only as a delivery man. He didn’t have any clout with the civil service, nor was he still on friendly terms with anybody. He had to wonder if he’d even be granted a meeting without any money on the table. There had to be somebody, the servant of an acquaintance, at the very least, who would give him the time of day.
Turning these thoughts over in his head, it occurred to him that most everybody he knew had fled the capital or had died. When it came to revolts and riots, natural disasters and youma attacks, the capital was no exception. The loss of life there was far greater than in the towns and villages on the frontier.
The late emperor’s tyranny and the long era of the empty throne had ravaged the capital more than elsewhere. The emperor was responsible for the death of his parents. He’d lost his ten year old niece, leaving him with only his young sister. Until the day she was dragged off by human traffickers and never returned. Then having finally gotten a family of his own, his wife and child were attacked by hoodlums and killed.
It was hard for him to believe that the kingdom was finally on the mend.
Turning these bitter memories over in his mind, he remembered that a fellow tradesman back when he was a regular visitor to the Imperial palace had been appointed a chief engineer in the Ministry of Earth.
The delivery man wasn’t familiar with the ins and outs of the imperial bureaucracy. At best, his credentials would win him admittance to the Ministry of Earth, so approaching the chief engineer seemed his best option. The chief engineer, he recalled, was blessed with open ears and an open mind. As far as he knew, they’d once both been located somewhere on the same organizational chart.
Uncle, make sure it gets there!
“I hear you, I hear you,” he murmured to himself. He urged on his old horse and galloped down the road, the road that led straight to Gankyuu.
Gen’ei Palace was a two day’s ride away.
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Afterword


Snow was falling on the first day of the New Year, on the beech trees in Setsuka District too, where Houkou diligently guarded his blue orchids.
Houkou had to wonder, as he constantly did of late, if Hyouchuu had safely gotten to the Imperial Palace.
Two more blue orchids withered after Hyouchuu left. Despite it being a fool’s errand, they gathered four new seedlings from around the yaboku trees to replace them.
They must be protected.
It was snowing a fortnight later, and at the end of the month as well.

A desolated village, all but abandoned to the wilderness. No voices there welcomed in the New Year. The sun rose and the sun set, same as the day before. Another villager died, reducing their number to eight. The only break in the routine. The man sat down and leaned back against the riboku tree. The branches of the tree were dark gray, almost black.
The man—Kyoukei—hugged his knees with his arms and gazed absent-mindedly at the snow falling softly at his feet.
He’d had every intention of fleeing the kingdom. But he wasn’t ready to give up yet. He had no childhood home to return to. He couldn’t remember the kingdom he was born in, or the kingdoms he’d traveled to thereafter. Even the faces of his mother and father left no mark on his memories.
Rootless, he’d wandered from kingdom to kingdom, never abiding in one place for long, never long enough to form any binding ties. It was precisely because of such reasons that he couldn’t take lightly Houkou’s and Hyouchuu’s deep feelings for their home town.
Weighed down by a nostalgia that shouldn’t exist for a home town that never existed, he traveled from Kei province to Kou province, near the border with Ryuu.
There he stopped. Kyoukei couldn’t bring himself to step across the border. Something kept tugging him back the way he came.
How had Houkou fared since he left? Kyoukei didn’t imagine it likely, but Houkou might have been arrested in his stead.
And then there was Hyouchuu. Though his job carried an imperial title, he was a lowly civil servant. Kyoukei didn’t doubt his honest intentions to save his home town. But when Hyouchuu grew frustrated with his inability to get the job done and ended up inviting a provincial minister to the greenhouses, Kyoukei had to wonder if he’d been in cahoots with the higher-ups all along.
Nevertheless, Hyouchuu was certainly expending every effort to save the land and all the people living on it. Had anything changed because of those efforts? Kyoukei had no idea.
The road to this village took him past many towns and hamlets. Word was, a new emperor ruled over this ruined kingdom. Would that be enough to save them?
He holed up in this used-up and mostly abandoned one-horse town. During the day, he lent a hand to the locals and took on the odd job here and there. And waited.
He took a deep breath and let it out.
Just then, a drop of water fell onto the tip of his nose. Glancing up, the dull silver branch over his head was silhouetted against the early morning sky. Midway along the branch grew a small yellow fruit, no bigger than the tip of his finger.
The dancing flurries clung to the fruit, slowly melted, trickled down the curved surface, and fell in tiny, round drops.
Another drop of water splashed onto Kyoukei’s nose.
Kyoukei jumped to his feet and cradled the fruit with his cold, numb hands.


Weather Vane
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Chapter 1


Meishu, her close childhood friend, didn’t remember much about that day. Renka envied her forgetfulness. Everything that happened that spring would stay with her until the day she died.

The season was in full bloom. Renka had just turned fifteen. The day dawned clear and bright, not a cloud in the sky.
Summer was in the air. The white of her mother’s hemp tunic looked so refreshingly cool. In preparation for summer, she had the folding screens taken to the courtyard, laid out on the stone patio, and cleaned. Her mother had fussed over these quince wood fretwork screens for as long as Renka could remember.
During the winter, the rows of flower-shaped apertures were covered with paper to block the draft. By the end of the winter, the soot and smoke from the hibachi stained the screens gray. Her mother unfolded the screens, tipped them over in the courtyard, and sprinkled them with water drawn from the well.
Her sleeves rolled up, her plump arms drenched with water, her mother’s glossy white skin glistened in the sunlight. After allowing the sprinkled water to soak in, Renka followed behind her and peeled off the paper.
With the paper removed, the breezes could flow when the weather warmed. Every time she saw the open fretwork, Renka knew that summer was not far off.
She stripped away the sodden paper and rubbed the screens with straw. The tepid water felt good against her skin. The old paper scrubbed off like dirt, revealing the bright quince wood beneath.
As Renka scrubbed away, her young sister delighted in ripping the paper apart, laughing aloud each time she poked her finger through the paper.
“You’re only making it harder to remove,” Renka softly scolded her.
In response, her sister took hold of the edge of the hole with her small fingers, tore off a strip of damp paper, and held it out to Renka. She was either making a present of it or proving the value of her contribution.
Hard at her actual work, Renka ignored her, so her sister threw it away. Except the wet paper stuck to her fingers and wouldn’t come off. Flapping her arms around, she managed to get it stuck to her nose. The sight made their mother laugh.
“Good heavens,” Renka muttered, as exasperated as she was amused.
Just then, a loud pounding sound came from the direction of the front yard. The reverberations echoed from the main gate. Sitting in the main hall that led to the gate, smiling as he watched over the activity in the courtyard, their old manservant paled and glanced over his shoulder.
A new door had been installed in the main hall. The old man got a chair, set it against the door, and peered through the peep hole, which allowed him an outside view. With his free hand, he made a frantic waving motion towards Renka and the others.
Go! it meant. Go and hide!
Her mother took a quick breath, scooped up Renka’s little sister, and held out her hand to Renka. Her plump white hand, still damp, soft palms and slender fingers. Renka reached out to take hold of her hand when it jerked away from her.
“Ah—” her mother gasped.
Renka raised her eyes. A spear pierced her mother and little sister like a needle pinning a butterfly a board.
Any sounds frozen in her throat, Renka felt the shadow fall upon her. She looked skyward. The shadow of a black beast floated above her. The mounted knight stared down with cold eyes.
Her mother’s body thumped to the ground. The black shadow above Renka’s head flapped its wings. An instant later it had soared off toward the north.

Renka remembered everything as if it had happened yesterday—the lukewarm water touching her skin, the drops of water scattering the sunlight, her mother’s voice, the smell in the air, her sister’s frayed and frazzled hair rustling in the wind, her smiling face, cheeks rosy as peaches.
But what took place after that was like riding the rapids in a small raft. Her mother and sister collapsed on the stone patio amidst rivers of blood. The old servant and her father came running. Screams rang out from neighboring houses.
Her father knelt next to her mother. The old man threw his arm around Renka and propelled her towards the back of the house. Renka wanted to stay but she couldn’t make herself stay still. Her body behaved like a marionette, with others tugging at the strings.
She ran, the old man hurrying her along. As they left the grounds of the estate, a side gate opened in the wall they shared with the adjoining house. Meishu, who lived next door, tottered out.
Like Renka, she was dressed in boy’s clothing. Her face was the color of pale wax, her eyes hollow. Her grandfather pushed her through the side gate. With one arm around Renka, the old servant drew Meishu close with his other. A girl on each hip, he kicked open the trap door built into the base of the wall and jumped in.
The trap door connected to a dimly-lit tunnel. It was a crudely constructed passageway, the earth removed and the roof supported with rough-hewn beams and boards. Mud caked the floor of the tunnel. The puddles of stagnant water stank.
Renka finally found her voice. She cried out for her mother, for her sister, for her father. Until the old man covered her mouth and dragged her down the tunnel. She tried to pull free even as he kept on going.
A thud resounded as another person dropped into the tunnel. This time it was the young woman from the house behind theirs. The year before, she’d gotten married to the young professor who lived there. Like Renka and Meishu, she was escaping through the trap door.
“Flee for your life!” the professor shouted, followed by the sound of the door being latched and locked.
But the woman did not flee for her life. She reached up toward the trap door and called out her husband’s name. The old man left her behind and carried Renka and Meishu further down the tunnel.
Pressing on, they came to a series of steps fashioned out of logs. They descended the staircase and entered a stone-lined cavern. Three men were already in the cavern, standing over another trap door in a corner. This door opened over a black hole. The men pushed Renka and Meishu into the hole, secured the door, and pushed heavy objects on top of it.
In the cramped darkness, Renka hugged her arms around Meishu. It was so quiet Meishu almost seemed not to be breathing. Several inches of water filled the muddy bottom of the hole. She wasn’t so much hugging Meishu as she was clinging to her, steeling her emotions to keep from sobbing. She could see nothing. There was nothing to see anyway, so she kept her eyes tightly shut.
Word had circulated that all women must leave the kingdom. Word was that a proclamation had gone out to that effect. But Renka didn’t want to leave her friends. Her mother didn’t want to leave her husband. And neither of them wanted to leave their home. The women in the city were no different. Girls like Renka dressed as boys. Older women hid inside their homes.
Just in case, they reinforced the front gates and built escape hatches into the walls and carved out caves and tunnels beneath their estates.
Nevertheless, none of them really expected a day of judgment to come.
They convinced themselves that staying inside and out of view was enough. The neighborhood children visited each other using the secret passageways. After confining herself to the buildings and courtyards of the estate, the only difference was that her mother didn’t go to the market anymore. She conducted her normal business around the house as usual, cooking, cleaning, and taking care of Renka, her sister, and their father.
Renka stopped going to school. But she and Meishu still played together. Renka watched after her little sister and helped her mother out around the house the same as she always did. Sorry that the girls could not run about as usual, whenever her father or the old man went out, they returned bearing gifts—little fish from the nearby river, flowers of the season—silly toys and pretty trifles.
Everyday life certainly wasn’t as convenient as it once was. And yet, as if guarded by some unseen force, a peculiar aura of peace and calm permeated their sequestered lives. Until the day the gales arrived, they dwelt in a safe place surrounded by their family.
Or so they believed. They had completely forgotten about the gathering storm.
They failed to understand that the peaceful eye of the typhoon only existed inside their home because of the tempests raging all around them, because the world outside the walls of the estate was spiraling into ruin.
I’m sorry, Renka apologized over and over to no one. I was wrong. I’m sorry. The next time I will get it right. I mean it. With all my heart. Only give me back those days, those hours. Let me do everything over from the start. At least from this morning, from the moment I opened my eyes.
Holding Meishu in her arms, Renka uttered this silent prayer. As if her anguish were contagious, Meishu began to cry under her breath. “It can’t be true, it can’t be true,” she repeated in a small voice.
Renka didn’t answer and soon heard the soft breathing of sleep. Then Renka also began to doze off. Meishu stirred herself to ask, “You there?”
“I’m here,” Renka muttered in her dreams. A while later Meishu asked again. And Renka answered again. And again and again.
Several times, she roused herself awake and fell back asleep. The last time she heard scraping sounds overhead, objects being dragged across the trap door.
Renka held her breath and hugged Meishu tighter. Meishu opened her eyes. Her mouth opened in a scream she managed to stifle. The trap door opened. A beam of pale light slashed into the darkness.
“You okay?” came the question.
Awash with relief, “We’re okay,” they answered.
A middle-aged man opened the door. He lifted Renka and Meishu out of the hole, brought them out of the depths and back to the world of light. Renka and Meishu clung together and wept. Nothing was left of the lives they once lived.
Literally smoking out any women boarded up inside, the soldiers set fire to the whole neighborhood. Both houses burned to the ground in the conflagration, along with the people inside them. They alone had been spared. Renka and Meishu wandered, weeping, among the ruins. They picked through the charred remains, not knowing whose bones belong to whom. This was their funeral and their farewell.
The soldiers killed her father and the old man. Meishu’s mother and older sister were dead too. The air cavalry had arrived suddenly. With no forewarning they unleashed a volley of arrows. At the same time, a platoon broke down the front gates and stormed in. Meishu’s father and brother were killed ensuring she escaped. Her grandfather died in the fire, trapped inside the burning building.
Meishu said she didn’t remember a thing, not how the day began, not being shut away in that dark hole with Renka. She only remembered being pulled to safety.
“I expect my older sister would have been with my mother,” she said. “But I can’t even remember what they were doing.” She envied Renka, who remembered every trivial detail.
Except the smile on her mother’s face. Renka knew her mother laughed at her little sister’s antics. A bright and carefree smile, was the impression that stayed with her. But she couldn’t clearly recall her face from that moment.
The water spilling down her mother’s arms to her elbows—the screens sprinkled with water and scrubbed until the wood glistened—these images remained crystal clear in her mind.
Why hadn’t she retained memories of more depth and importance? She wished she had more closely watched the faces of her mother and father and sister. From the moment she woke that day until the moment the nightmare became real—she wished she had spent those humdrum hours forming a mental picture of everything she saw.
Turning these regrets in her mind, she walked on, hand in hand with Meishu. They couldn’t stay in their home town. The townspeople had chosen to protect their womenfolk. As a result, they’d been made an example of.
The provincial army—whose sworn duty under normal circumstances was to protect them—attacked the town, killing every woman they saw and any men who resisted. The only recourse the survivors had was to send the remaining women somewhere else.
The group Renka and Meishu were in, which included even an old grandmother and an infant child, moved south. From Sei Province across the provincial border to Ken Province, and from there to the port in Baku Province, from which they would leave the kingdom. They could do nothing else and go nowhere else.
And so they kept on walking.
Not long after reaching Ken Province, Renka awoke one morning in the inn to find that Meishu was not in the bed beside her. They hastily organized a search party and found her floating in a nearby canal.
“The poor child must have slipped,” the old grandmother grieved.
Renka knew better. The night before, Meishu gave Renka her prized ring. Meishu had lost a good deal a weight during their journey and said she feared it would fall off on its own.
“I’d feel a fool if I lost it. You’d best take care of it.”
Renka came away with the impression that Meishu didn’t expect ever to see it again. She was parting with more than just the ring.
They buried her childhood friend in unknown soil and once again began walking. Along the way, their numbers fell by half. Some died, some couldn’t go on because of illness. And some simply weren’t there anymore, either setting off on their own, or turning back knowing that a certain death awaited them. Or, like Meishu, they lost the will to take another step.
Renka and the rest of them continued on like a funeral procession.
Then, on a street corner in Setsuyou, a town near the border with Baku Province, they observed the flags and banners flying at half-mast. The empress who had robbed them of everything they had was dead.
That day, for the first time since starting on her journey, Renka cried to the heavens. If such an empress could fall so easily, why did her parents and sister have to die? If they could only have lasted a few more months, the old manservant, Meishu and her family, and the residents of their neighborhood would all still be alive.
A high fever and her wracking grief confined her to a bed. Nightmares haunted her sleep. When the fever finally broke, she felt hollow inside. The world appeared like the faded backdrop on a stage, devoid of depth and substance. Nothing seemed real. Even her memories and emotions felt distant and estranged.
The women looking after her rejoiced that they could return home. Not Renka. She had no home to return to. She had no one waiting for her.
“But—” her caretakers objected, and then fell silent.
“Here is fine. There is nowhere else for me to go.”
It was time for her journey to end. Unlike Meishu, she had not resolved to throw everything away. But she had no desire to let the currents of fate sweep her further down this road.

And so Renka came to reside in Setsuyou. The women looked for a place for her to stay. Renka hadn’t been born there so she couldn’t stay in the rika. Instead, they found an estate willing to take her on as a maidservant.
Now she was truly on her own.
Summer and all its bounties was in the offing, but Setsuyou was bedraggled town. Though unmarked by the ravages of war, its population had waned. Many of the fields surrounding the town lay fallow.
A middle-aged man escorted Renka to a wooded garden on the outskirts of the town. She didn’t see the estate, only the dense woods and the dark shade of the trees. The cicadas raised a clamorous racket. Through the undergrowth, Renka could just make out the shores of a large lake.
Renka followed the man beneath the overhanging limb of a large pine tree and through a big gate. They crossed an expansive but untended front yard. A man in his mid-fifties was waiting them in the vestibule of the house.
The man’s name was Kakei. He was the Keeper of the Calendar for the district Ministry of Spring. Renka had no idea what that meant. She only wondered why he didn’t live in the district citadel. Why this unkempt stretch of woods on the outskirts of the town? Was this his villa?
As she turned these questions over in her mind, Kakei warmly introduced her to an older man, who would teach her about her duties.
“I know you may require some time getting used to your new surroundings. Take it easy for a while, if you need to.”
Renka got that he sympathized with her plight. “Thank you very much,” she replied, and absently thought to herself that the demands of the job should not be too trying.
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Chapter 2


The estate where Renka found refuge was called “Kaien.” It turned out to be less a wooded garden than a working agricultural preserve. Gardens and outbuildings lined the banks of the broad lake. Barns dotted the surrounding fields. The farmers that cultivated the land and raised the livestock even had a small village to themselves.
Renka heard that a district viceroy had originally built the villa. Today, though, any trace of those times was gone. The building all looked tired and more than a few were devoid of life.
Kaien was occupied by the Keeper of the Calendar, along with three of his assistants and their subordinates, plus an elderly manservant who watched over them. And Renka. Several men and women lived in the community on the opposite side of the lake. But they remained independent of the estate and did not serve at Kaien.
“What do they do?” Renka asked.
“They tend their fields,” the manservant explained. His name was Choukou. “They raise cattle and go about their lives. They’re residents of Setsuyou, living here instead of in the hamlets.”
At the request of the Ministry of Spring, they lived here in communities on the Kaien estate instead of the outlying hamlets. For whatever reason, they had to be there for the Keeper to do his job.
According to Choukou, as one of the officials in the Ministry of Spring serving under the minister responsible for public rituals and festivals, the Keeper’s job was creating calendars and almanacs.
Speaking of which, Renka’s family had obtained a calendar from the town council every year. That way, they could keep track of the dates and changes in the seasons.
“So the master makes them!”
To be in the presence of a real person who made calendars and almanacs was to Renka a revelation. She could easily imagine such things being printed. But the creation of a calendar was well beyond her grasp. It had never occurred to her that somebody actually made them every year.

For now, Renka’s job involved helping Choukou prepare three meals a day, serving Kakei and the others, and bringing them tea. The rest of the time, she could do as she pleased. According to Choukou, Kakei had stated as much.
“He knows you were ordered to leave the kingdom, set out on a long journey, and suffered much along the way. He wants you to rest and recuperate. Kakei-sama is a kind and generous man.”
Renka appreciated his concern, though she didn’t see the need to go looking for workers to fill a job like hers. More likely he took her on because he felt sorry for her. One morning she said as much to Choukou.
“Well, well,” he responded. “If informed of her dire straits, he is the kind of man who would take a poor waif under his wing.”
“Becoming a district minister must be good for the pocketbook.” Good enough, Renka implied, to look to the welfare of an orphan girl.
Choukou laughed. “He’s certainly not poor. Kakei-sama has no great fondness for wealth and luxury. More than that, Kakei-sama and the men he associates with have no interest in indulging themselves when it comes to food or clothing.”
This wasn’t only about charity, he added. “My joints have been acting up of late. Must be my age. So I’ve been asking around. I once had a couple of maidservants but they left because of that edict. The household didn’t fly apart without them, so I have to wonder how necessary they were in the first place. Still, I have been thinking of retiring and settling down in the rika.”
As long as she kept her priorities straight, he reminded Renka, she didn’t have to work any harder than was necessary. He handed her a breakfast hamper. Renka nodded and carried it to the high tower perched on a small rise. Its height aside, the tower was quite small. Its two floors housed one room each, topped by a smaller third floor that functioned as an observation platform.
When she arrived, Renka entered without announcing her presence, as the old man had instructed. She crossed the deserted first floor and climbed the creaky stairs to the second. The second floor looked out in all directions. The only person in the room was Seihaku, one of Kakei’s assistants. He was a forecaster of qi.
“I brought breakfast,” Renka said.
“Hmm,” Seihaku answered, still gazing out the window. He was a short and stout young man. As a district civil servant, he would be a wizard, so appearances said nothing about his real age, though he looked around thirty or so.
He was holding a long, narrow pane of glass in one hand. He raised it before his eyes and then took it away. He repeated this motion several times. He seemed to be comparing the scene before him as seen through the glass and with the naked eye.
Renka tilted her head to the side, wondering to herself what he was up to. She cleared a space on the desk and set down the breakfast hamper. The second floor was overflowing with a variety of miscellanea. She could see no evidence of any effort to tidy up the place, or make space on the desks or shelves.
As a result, the meals she brought to Seihaku included no tableware. The food was prepared to be eaten with one hand.
“Um, is it okay to place the hamper here?” she asked.
Whether he heard the question or not, “Hmm,” was his only response, as he continued to peer through the glass and take it away.
After observing this for a while longer, Renka timidly asked, “Um, what are you doing?”
Seihaku diverted his attention from the glass and glanced back at her. As if finally taking note of her presence, he blinked.
“I apologize if I’m poking my nose in where it doesn’t belong.”
He blinked again, obviously searching his mind for some clue as to her identity. Renka had been bringing him his meals three times a day for three days already.
“Not at all. So I take it you are the new assistant?”
“No. A mere maidservant.”
“Ah.” Seihaku gestured to the view outside the windows. “I am ascertaining how clear the air is.”
That explanation left Renka none the wiser. Rather, she was startled to realize that the girl bringing him his meals had not made upon him the slightest impression.
“You don’t say,” she replied.
Then again, the first time they were introduced, he’d answered while peering through a tube on his desk. She wondered at the time whether her face and name registered. Apparently not at all.
He’s an odd one, she muttered to herself and bowed.
Seihaku spent his days here, from dawn to midnight. Kakei and the others lived in the main wing of the manor house. Seihaku returned there only to sleep. Many nights he didn’t return at all. There wasn’t a bedroom in the tower. The only furniture that passed for a bed was a crude collapsible cot made of bamboo. Renka found it hard to believe that a district official would ever sleep on such a thing but saw no other place to lie down.
A really odd one, Renka thought as she returned to the manor house. Walking along, she spotted a slender figure in the thickets off to the side of the garden path. Like Seihaku, Shikyou was one of Kakei’s assistants, a forecaster of the wind. Seihaku’s physical opposite, he was thin and tall. Though he appeared a man in his mid-forties, at times he came across as younger, and at other times, older.
Like Seihaku, Shikyou spent little time in the main wing of the manor house. He showed up for meals and to sleep at night. He spent of most of his time outside. Right now he was hunched over in the thicket, searching for something.
“Good morning!” Renka called out.
Shikyou started like a spooked deer and spun around. “Ah, good morning.” He glanced back toward the tower. “Oh, yes. You’ve just been to see Seihaku.” He smiled. “Thank you for all your hard work.”
He emerged from the thicket carrying a handbasket. Supposing he’d been picking berries, Renka asked, “So what have you been doing?”
Shikyou grinned and held out the handbasket. Renka nonchalantly peeked inside and reflexively recoiled. The handbasket was filled with the cast-off husks of cicadas.
“Those are—”
“Great, aren’t they! It didn’t take me long at all to gather this many.”
Though a polite and cheerful man, Shikyou could be no less incomprehensible than Seihaku.
“Those are cicadas.”
“Cicada husks. What, you don’t care for them?”
“Well, um. No, not really.”
“I see.” He seemed disappointed that she did not.
“What are you doing with them?”
“I’m collecting them.”
Collecting them to do what? She looked back at him blankly.
“I’ve been collecting them for a while now. I arrange them on a board.”
“You arrange them?”
“Yes. In orderly rows.”
“I see,” Renka said. She had no idea what arranging cicada husks on a board was supposed to accomplish.
“Um, speaking of which, earlier Seihaku was looking through this piece of glass. What’s that all about?”
She wasn’t especially curious about the answer. She just wanted to talk about anything than those gross cicada husks.
“That piece of glass,” Shikyou repeated, glancing up at the tower. Even from here, they could make out Seihaku looking out from the second floor. “Ah, he must be investigating the clarity of the air.”
“Right,” Renka muttered in turn. The same thing Seihaku said. And she still didn’t understand.
“That pane of glass consists of layers of clouded glass of different lengths layered on top of each other. Moving in from the left edge, the glass is two layers thick, then three, and so forth.”
Makes sense, Renka thought. Indeed, that’s what she’d observed about how the pane of glass was made.
Shikyou pointed at the tower. “He first looks through the glass at the target attached to the railing. And then without the glass at the target on the watchtower across the lake. And then compares the two. That way he can ascertain how many layers of glass match the clarity of the air.”
Nodding as he spoke, Renka glanced across the lake, where the watchtower stood next to the lake. A round board was attached to the center of the outside wall. She’d wondered what it was doing there. She never would have guessed.
“I see.” She acknowledged her understanding, but had a hard time pretending she cared. The explanation did not arouse much more curiosity in her. “Thank you very much,” she said with a nod of her head.
She didn’t get the impression that Shikyou knew what Seihaku was up to either. Having ascertained that much, she gracefully made her exit.

That evening, dinner was held in the “Flower Room,” a two-story building that faced the lake. The projecting balcony looked out over the water. With the shutters opened in all four directions, the building was a pleasant place to spend a summer evening.
She and Choukou lit the lamps and set the food on a big dining table. Strangely enough, this evening, Kakei showed up with all three of his assistants.
Kakei arrive first, carrying a stack of books under his arm. Observing Renka busy at work, he said, “You seem to have recovered nicely.”
“Yes, I’m feeling quite well.” She appended a “Thank you” but she wasn’t sure how nicely she had recovered, and if she had, whether it was something to be thankful for. Only that she did not suffer physically and her job did not cause her any distress.
“I see,” Kakei said. He leaned forward and studied her face.
She had the feeling he could tell her answer wasn’t a lie but neither was it the truth. Renka self-consciously looked away.
“You must be feeling some distress. When you do, see that you talk to somebody about it.”
“Yes, sir,” Renka responded. She couldn’t tell whether he was referring to her work or to something else.
Trying to think of how to respond, she heard the patter of approaching footsteps. Suiga, the archivist, had arrived. Suiga was an old man with a striking mane of white hair. Despite his diminutive stature and fragile appearance, the man never slowed down. He was the third of Kakei’s assistants.
Suiga was also rarely seen in the main wing. He mostly holed up in the library, surrounded by mountains of books and documents. Kakei did much the same, though while Kakei could settle down at his desk, Suiga was constantly on the move, never sitting down, flipping through papers over here and scribbling down notes over there.
He ate with a book in one hand. Whether sitting, standing, or talking, he was never getting it done fast enough.
“Renka, you’re in good spirits today.”
He said the same thing to her every day, whenever they met. And never stuck around long enough for her to reply. Today was no exception. Before Renka could open her mouth, he had deposited an armful of books and documents on the dinner table and extracted one volume from the pile. He hurried over the Kakei.
“Just as I thought. The record you were talking about is nowhere to be found.”
“That shouldn’t be.”
“I’m saying it is. You’re remembering it wrong. Add it up. Everything adds up.”
Continuing to castigate Kakei like a subordinate, Suiga thrust a book into his hands. Seihaku and Shikyou walked in, chatting about this and that. Seihaku as well had a bundle of documents under his arm. Shikyou, on the other hand, was carrying a slab of wood.
Shikyou placed the board on the dinning table. Renka leaned forward for a better look, gulped, and took a big step back.
The board was the size of two books placed side by side. He’d affixed the cicada husks to it, fastening them down with thread. They were indeed arranged in orderly rows.
“I can’t believe you’d bring that thing in here!” Suiga exclaimed. “The young lady is appalled.”
“Really?” Shikyou blinked.
“Of course. Women have a natural loathing for bugs.”
“They’re not bugs. These are only the husks.”
“No difference. Same thing. Only an oaf would place that thing next to where food is being served. And only an oaf with rocks in his head would make a big production out of lining them up on a piece of wood and such.”
As he castigated Shikyou, Suiga strode forward, picked up the board, and set it on an empty chair. Then he hurried back next to Kakei and picked up his conversation from where he’d left off, hardly skipping a beat.
Renka sighed to herself. Suiga was no less a mystery than the rest of them.
“Do you really find them so distasteful?”
The dispirited expression with which Shikyou examined his board was such that Renka hastily shook her head. “No, not at all. But, um, what’s it for?”
“It’s to compare and contrast. This way, I can categorize them by type and kind, arrange them by size, and facilitate a visual comparison of the condition of the husks.”
“Ah.” Renka nodded. “So you compare and contrast them. And then?”
Shikyou looked at her blankly. “I compare and contrast them. That’s all.”
For a moment, Renka gaped back at him, then took a breath and let it out. He really did have rocks in his head.
Suiga sat down and dug into the food for a few minutes, and then was back on his feet again, chatting with Kakei and Seihaku. Only while carrying on a conversation did Seihaku keep anyone’s company. When eating, he kept on writing. Kakei split his attention between Suiga and Shikyou, delving in the particulars of his cicada husks.
I’m surrounded by crazy people, Renka thought.
She felt a cold lump in the pit of her stomach. They really were a strange and other-worldly bunch. The world Renka came from was so cold and heartless. Her family murdered, Meishu drowned. And then the empress who promulgated such irrational rules and enforced them so cruelly received her just desserts and died, leaving the kingdom without a leader.
The decline and fall of the kingdom was well underway before Renka’s town got attacked. The adults in her life had long lamented that the good times were in the past. Now with the throne empty, things were going to get worse.
What did these men think of the world outside the agricultural preserve?
If they thought about it at all. She couldn’t recall hearing them talk about the outside world. Such subjects—the collapse of society beyond the preserve, the future of the kingdom itself—did not even amount to the value of a cicada’s husk.
Feeling a bit steamed, Renka continued to wait upon them. They finished the meal, poured themselves glasses of wine and delve back into discussion while she cleared the table and observed them out of the corners of her eyes.

“My, my. Aren’t you one miffed little girl,” Choukou said. He was in the kitchen washing the dishes. “Don’t tell me you’ve got it in for Shikyou too.”
“No, no, no.” Renka forced a smile to her face. “I’m not upset about those husk things. I just don’t understand a single word any of them says. It gets exhausting.”
“Does it, now?”
“What do Kakei-sama and the rest of them actually do all day long?”
“Oh, they investigate all sorts of things.”
“Investigate?”
“Of course. Almanacs and calendars don’t write themselves. It’s a job, don’t you know.” Choukou washed the dishes with practiced hands and explained, “Every day, day after day, they observe the weather and the winds, examine the conditions of the animals and the plants, write down everything and compare it with their historical records.”
“Doing all that is necessary for making an almanac?”
“Naturally.” Choukou smiled. “Ah, I take it your family was in business. You didn’t till the land.”
Renka nodded. Her parents leased out their house and allotment in the hamlet and ran a business in the city.
“The calendars are compiled by astronomical observers. The imperial astronomers specifically observe the sun and the moon and the stars and calculate the length of the years and months and days. The winter solstice and the summer solstice and the other divisions of the solar year are listed on the calendar, along with astrological notices about auspicious and inauspicious dates. All of these are determined by astronomers who observe the heavens and make calculations and predictions.”
“They determine the dates too?”
“Indeed they do. For example, astronomers determined that this year didn’t need an intercalary month. The calendar produced as a result is edited and amended in each district. A keeper of the calendar in each district makes additional annotations, which are further revised and distributed to each prefecture. That’s why calendars are usually published by the prefectures.”
Now that he mentioned it, Renka recalled that the calendars distributed by the town council were inscribed with a prefectural seal.
“Ah, there you are,” Choukou muttered, searching a shelf in a corner of the kitchen. “Renka, have you seen a standard almanac?”
Renka cocked her head to the side. “There’s more than one kind?”
“A guy like me is content to get next year’s calendar at the end of this year and be done with it.”
“Same with our family.”
“Right? But this is a farmer’s almanac.”
Choukou dragged out a one-volume book. Renka blinked. The calendar her parents always got from the village council was printed on a single large sheet of paper. The older folk in the neighborhood often teamed up to get their hands on a pamphlet printed on onionskin paper. This was an “annotated” calendar, a substantial portion of which was devoted to astrology and divination.
But the almanac that Choukou produced was many times thicker. The title on the cover said Sen’in Almanac.
“This is Sen’in Prefecture?”
“That’s right. We’re well into August by now. Look here. The middle of the eighth month is known as the ripening period.”
Renka looked on the page where Choukou was pointing and nodded.
“In other words, this is the optimal time of year to expect the rice to become ready for harvest, which is about all a guy like me needs to know. But look at the fine print.”
Renka leaned closer to get a better look. She read aloud the tiny characters at the tip of Choukou’s finger. “Drain the paddies. Sparrows rather than boars. Harvest at the first signs of rain.”
“That’s right. At this point, the paddies should have been drained. This year, sparrows are a greater threat to the grain than boars. And when the storm clouds threaten, a long rain is sure to follow, so if you have any doubts, it’s best to begin the harvest. Such advice is the result of the Keeper and his assistants doing all that research.”
Observing Renka’s surprised reaction, Choukou continued, “The kingdom is large, with its frigid provinces and its warm regions. That’s why there are keepers of the calendar in every district observing the way things actually are on the ground, and then forecasting what the climate will be like. Hence these annotations. The notes made by the district keepers are further amended in each province before being published. The farmers depend on them to do their job.”
Renka thumbed through the almanac Choukou had handed her. No end of fine details filled the almanac, little essays on the best way to sow seeds, to harvest a crop, on the maintenance of paddies and fields, what to watch out for in the care and keeping of domestic animals. Cautionary points about the consumption of edible fish, and when preparing for natural disasters, where the real dangers lay.
“The almanacs we’re accustomed to are excerpted from these volumes. Those are the condensed or abridged versions. Unlike the condensed manuscripts, the unabridged almanacs are revised over and over. With fresh revisions being introduced on practically a seasonal basis, that information must be ready for publication no less often. Especially after this, those revisions are going to increase. The almanacs will become all the more important, now that the throne is empty.”
p. 313.
Renka raised her eyes with a start. Choukou nodded gravely. “Even the existence or absence of an empress such as her matters. After this, the heavens will grow disturbed. Calamities will continue. When the farmers err, the people starve.”
Renka hugged the almanac to her chest.
“You see, the Keeper and his assistants truly have an important job to do.”
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Chapter 3


The next day, as she usually did, Renka brought breakfast to Seihaku in his tower. The same as the first time they met, he was peering through the tube-like thing on his desk when she arrived.
“What is that?” Renka asked.
“A device that makes very small things big enough to see,” Seihaku explained, moving a go piece with his free hand.
He wasn’t playing go. He was moving the go pieces from one box to another. Renka wanted to ask him what that was all about, but Seihaku showed no inclination to do anything more than acknowledge her presence. So Renka nodded and left.
On her way back, next to the thickets, there was Shikyou leaning over as he had the other day. Probably still searching for cicada husks.
p.314
“Good morning!” she called out.
Shikyou raised his head and smiled. Hiding the handbasket behind his back, he replied, “Morning!”
“Are you looking for more cicada husks today too?”
Shikyou nodded. Shikyou wasn’t much older than her father. Though in the prime of adulthood, he had a childlike bashful air about him that was both strange and cute.
“Can I help?”
The startled look on his face was quickly replaced by a broad smile. “Really?”
“Sure. So I’ll be looking for cicada husks too?”
Shikyou answered with a big nod. He happily taught her where to search in the thicket and how to handle the husks. In less than half an hour, they had filled Shikyou’s handbasket. No more were left to be found.
“We have conquered the thicket!” Shikyou proudly declared. That was funny too.
Walking back to the main wing of the manor house, Renka asked, “Are they useful in weather forecasting?”
“Good question,” Shikyou said, tilting his head to the side. “I think so. For the past several years, I’ve only concentrated on gathering them.”
p.315
Nothing more substantive than that? Renka thought to herself. The whole thing was dumbfounding.
“Um, you see, there’s a yaboku tree up the side of those mountains.” Shikyou pointed at the low-rising mountains to the north of the lake. “I’ve theorized that’s where these cicadas grow. There isn’t another yaboku in the vicinity. When the ranka ripens and drops, the young larva swarm out. Have you seen the larva of a cicada?”
Renka shook her head.”
“A cicada larva resembles a caterpillar. They burrow into the earth. After several years, they move through the earth and to that thicket.”
She glanced back at the thicket and then up at the mountains. “So far?”
The distance amazed her. It’d take a human being half a day on foot. Could a small insect travel that distance, and through the earth to boot?”
“It is a long way for the larva. They absorb sap from the roots of trees along the way as they move in yearly increments. Finally arriving at that thicket, they emerge as cicadas.”
He looked into the handbasket like a proud parent.
p.316
“The cicadas spend several years to several decades inside the earth. So when examining a cicada husk, you can begin to imagine how they spent that time and in what conditions.”
Blessed with good weather and nutritious sap, the larva grew big in no time at all. Otherwise, molting was delayed and the husks were smaller and more brittle to the touch.
“We understand that much. Surely it’s related to the conditions within the earth. Qi forecasters like Seihaku survey the climate above the ground and record what they observe. But understanding what is going on beneath the ground is more difficult. Whether they parallel conditions above ground level is hard to say. In any case, what happens within the earth has a powerful effect on plants that grow out of the earth.”
“Ah,” Renka said. “By looking at the cicada husks, you can learn what’s been going on underground for the past several years, and what kind of conditions the roots of trees and grasses have been growing in as well.”
Shikyou grinned. “Exactly,” he said with a big nod. And then he blushed and looked down at his feet. “Well, no, more like we’re gathering them in the hope of gaining a greater understanding. I’m making these records with the cooperation of forecasters of the wind in each region. But the fact is, there’s no telling what conclusions we’ll be able to draw in the end.”
The ideal approach, he said, would be to breed cicadas in a controlled setting and observe them every step of the way. But thinking about doing so was much easier than actually doing it.
p.317
“It’s best to use tools and instruments the way Seihaku does and make records with sound and reliable information.”
“Speaking of which, today, Seihaku-sama was peering through a tube and moving go pieces around.”
“He must have been counting pollen grains. In that case, he would have done his best to ignore you. Please forgive his bad manners.”
“Well, he did answer but didn’t move his head.”
Shikyou laughed. “Avert his gaze and he’d lose count of the pollen grains. Sorry about that.”
With a nod of his head, Shikyou conscientiously apologized for something he had nothing to do with. Yes, indeed. He is an odd one, Renka thought. At the same time, she felt a reassuring warmth in her soul.
These men had definitely not forgotten about the sad state of human affairs. They were working their hardest to help their fellow countrymen make it through these hard times.

The summer waned and autumn arrived. As the fall progressed, Renka mastered the more mundane of her chores and took over many of Choukou’s duties.
Choukou never missed an opportunity to laugh and say, “I’m going to leave everything in Renka’s hands and retire.” But he didn’t demonstrate the slightest inclination to stop working. Rather, he seemed to enjoy working alongside her. And Renka enjoyed working alongside him.
p.318
Before the winter winds began to blow, one of the elderly women returned. Renka feared she might be out of a job, except Kakei wasn’t about to send her packing. With another pair of hands around the house, Renka had less to do there. At the same time, she increasingly found herself assisting Shikyou and Seihaku.
When she actually started helping them out, her earlier opinion that they had devoted themselves to helping out the common man struck her as a bit of a romantic exaggeration.
Clearly, Shikyou and Seihaku and Kakei dedicated themselves to their respective duties. They demonstrated this dedication in their various fields of study. At first, as Choukou had observed, it seemed that, apart from their specific areas of interest, they couldn’t care less about food, clothing, and frivolous pastimes.
The same way they paid no attention to the cruel and dreary world. Or rather, it was not that they paid no attention. The rest of the world simply did not register in their senses.
Even grasping all that, Renka didn’t find it as off-putting as she had before. After all, Kakei and his team were committed to the creation of the most accurate almanacs possible. She understood the need for reliable almanacs and calendars. As long as she didn’t forget that, she could hold onto a strong sense of pride and responsibility. Observing them at work made that clear in her mind.
All that was no less true when rumors circulated that a new empress had been enthroned.
The previous empress had fallen by her own choice and of her own accord, so the Saiho remained in good health. That meant their next ruler should be chosen with relative alacrity. In fact, the new empress was rumored to have appeared that fall.
p.319
But then came rumors that their new liege was a pretender.
The “empress” accused the imperial ministers of conspiring together to cast her out of the Imperial Palace. In turn, they disparaged her as a pretender. As a result, said Choukou, who kept his ear to the grapevine, regional conflicts were breaking out here and there, and threatened to fragment the kingdom into civil war.
When Choukou recounted the news at dinnertime, Suiga and Seihaku were dumbfounded.
“You don’t say!” the startled Suiga exclaimed. “Now that you mention it, I suppose that means the empress died?”
Their surprise surprised Renka. Choukou was no less amazed. “I am well aware how out of touch you are with the real world, but I didn’t think you were that out of touch.”
“We’re in touch,” Suiga protested. “We just sort of forgot.”
Seihaku nodded and Choukou sighed. “How about this? I’m talking about war. Those sparks might come flying our way tomorrow.”
“Except we’re not soldiers,” Shikyou pointed out. “Fighting is hardly in our job description.”
“I’m talking about being prepared,” Choukou answered with added emphasis.
p.320
Kakei raised his voice in tones of mild reproach. “Simply because war breaks out doesn’t mean the people no longer have to live their lives.”
“Hard to live a life when a town gets burned down the way Renka’s was.”
Choukou’s words gave Renka a jolt.
“That’s not what I’m referring to. Even in times of war, people have to eat. Their day-to-day lives must go on.”
Shikyou added to Kakei’s thoughts, “Suppose that every able-bodied citizen marched off to war. The aged and the infirmed and the children would still be left behind.”
Kakei nodded. “For the time being, the throne is empty. After this, countless calamities are bound to devastate our kingdom. The people will have to battle natural disasters and youma and contend with civil strife. The criminal element that such hardships always spawn will arise as well.”
Choukou kept any retorts to himself.
“If waging such wars of survival is in accordance with the Way, wouldn’t supporting the daily life of ordinary citizens also be in accordance with the Way?”
“That it would,” Choukou agreed with a perfunctory bow.
Looking at the abashed Choukou, Renka repeated to herself, Sustaining the daily lives of the people is in accordance with the Way. Without a doubt, even in the midst of war, lives had to be lived. That being the case, somebody had to lend a hand. They all had to pitch in so the people could live the best lives they could.
That might not sound terribly “heroic,” but there was no denying how important and necessary it was.
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Chapter 4


Fall fast approached winter. The farmers on the agricultural preserve finished bringing in the harvest, and then herded the sheep and cattle grazing in the nearby hills back to pastures closer to the barns.
Helping out Shikyou and Seihaku meant Renka spent more time in the hamlet. Many of the assistants lived among the farmers while doing their research. Shikyou and Seihaku and Kakei also traveled back and forth on a regular basis.
They met once a month with their assistants in the Flower Room. Invitations also went out to the inhabitants, and the meetings often turned into impromptu banquets. In return, they were invited to festivals and celebrations in the hamlet.
At the urging of Kakei and his assistants, the residents of the hamlet kept records and carried out experiments. As a result, they well understood how the climate related to farming practices. They willingly stepped forward with their own advice and proposals, which Kakei graciously acknowledged, accepted, and applied.
As she frequented the hamlet more often, Renka found herself doted on. Mingling with the hardworking farmers aroused in her strong feelings of nostalgia. Summer items had to be washed and stored away and clothing made ready for winter. Talk of such mundane activities moved her to an extent that surprised her.
The first time Renka visited the hamlet, it was strangely inhabited only by men. By the time the first frost fell, a number of women and children had returned.
“I fled with this child in my arms,” said a woman. She’d arrived home a few days before. “Conditions are really bad out there.”
Waiting at the harbor in Baku Province for a ship to the Kingdom of En, they heard the empress had died and hurried back home.
“My husband entrusted me with our savings. Kakei-sama covered our travel expenses. Still, not knowing how long we were going to be on the run, we had to be careful about parceling out our resources. You can pinch all the pennies in the world, but when you’re on the road and have a baby, greedy merchants are bound to take advantage.”
She sighed and picked up the baby. “With youma here, rebellions there, and awful rumors everywhere, nobody knew what the truth was. We couldn’t relax for a minute.”
Cradling the child in her arms, she looked out over the broad expanse of the lake. “It’s good to be home. Here we can catch our breath and enjoy some peace of mind.”
Renka nodded. An atmosphere of calm pervaded the hamlet. As part of the agricultural preserve maintained by the district, the hamlet’s inhabitants were granted certain guarantees by the district and given a certain degree of preferential treatment. Like the preserve, the hamlet existed at arm’s length to the outside world.
“So many people out there simply have no idea what to do or where to turn. Even if you did, having no idea when the soldiers might send you packing or when you’d get attacked by bandits made the journey all the more exhausting. We’re very grateful to have finally made it back.”
“I understand,” Renka started to say, when Shikyou came to fetch her. He’d finished talking with the men about his latest project.
“Well, let’s go,” he called out.
Cradling the child, the woman laughed. “Must be tough being Shikyou’s assistant. Where are you headed today?”
“Up to the mountains. We’re searching for the treasure lair of the field mouse.”
“You don’t say,” she answered with a grin.
“See you later.” Renka waved goodbye and tailed after Shikyou.
Shikyou pointed at the west flank of the mountains rising to the north of the lake. “That looks like a good spot.”
They started up the slope. A cool breeze had been blowing since that morning, but hurrying to keep up with Shikyou, it didn’t take long for Renka to work up a good sweat.
Shikyou stopped beside a big tree, examined the ground, then raised his voice. “Ah, here it is!” He pointed at a small hole hidden among the roots snaking into the ground. “The nest of a field mouse. But searching there will disturb the poor fellow so we’ll explore his neighborhood.”
“The neighborhood of the nest?”
“It’ll be buried in close proximity. And also beneath the leaves and stones. Under fallen branches like these.”
“This is where the buried treasure is?”
“They’re treasures if you’re a mouse.”
“Huh,” Renka exclaimed. She got down on her hands and knees and methodically turned over the rocks and branches, raked her hands through the leaves. Crawling across the ground, she came to a big rock and rolled over the decaying log next to it. Something stirred in the mat of moldering leaves. Looking closer, she realized it was big hairy bee.
Renka shrieked and jumped backwards. Casting her eyes about, she grabbed the nearest stone and was about the heave it at the insect.
“No, no, no,” said Shikyou, plucking the stone from Renka’s hand. “It looks like it’s hibernating.”
It showed no signs of taking to wing. Given its sluggish movements, it shouldn’t be in the mood to attack.
“You don’t want to kill it.”
“But—” Renka pointed at the bee. “They still can sting, can’t they? They’re dangerous.”
“This one won’t. She must be the last one left. Don’t worry about her.”
The last one left. The words echoed eerily in her heart.
“This is a bumblebee. It may look big and dangerous, but it’s a gentle creature that lives off nectar and gathers pollen.”
A gentle creature?
Renka scrutinized the bee burrowed into the mat of leaves. It had black wings and a fuzzy body striped like a tiger. Several times larger than the honeybees Renka was more familiar with, it appeared all the more ferocious.
“Unlike hornets and wasps, she won’t sting anybody minding his own business. Of course, she will fight to defend herself.”
“Still—”
“Despite her size, she is a cousin to the honeybee. A gentle sort and a hard worker.”
“It’s really not going to sting me?”
“Not at all. Especially not when it’s this cold.”
“Huh,” said Renka. She squatted down next to Shikyou. “If they’re related to the honeybee, where’s the swarm?”
“She doesn’t have one. They’ve all died by now.”
“Really?” Renka glanced at Shikyou. He sat there like a child, elbows on his knees and chin in his hands, watching the slumbering bee.
“Like the honeybee, bumblebees come together in swarms and build hives. But unlike the honeybee, they do not overwinter. They all die except for the queen. She alone will emerge in the spring.”
“Only her?”
“That’s right. She’ll winter over by herself. Having survived the winter months, in the spring, she’ll fly off to the yaboku tree to gather a soran.”
“A soran?”
“A soran is the essence of the egg. Call it a proto-egg. As you know, birds don’t hatch from chicken eggs. Chickens and geese petition the riboku and are given chicks. Wild birds and insects don’t do that. The yaboku bears the fruit—the soran—that becomes an egg. A wild bird seizes it in its beak. Those soran spawn the eggs that give birth to the chicks.”
Sizes differed according to the enormous variety, but they were said to be small, milky-white grains.
“The soran of the bee is big compared to a creature this size, the size and color of small pearls. When she awakens in the spring, the queen bee will fly to the yaboku and returns with the soran. She’ll incubate the soran, which will produce the eggs the worker bees hatch from.”
As he talked, Shikyou gently rolled the log back into place.
“The bumblebee is cheerful and industrious. If they weren’t so hardworking, trees wouldn’t fruit. The food on our tables is a gift of the bumblebee. Ah, what’s this?”
Shikyou examined a mound in the thick mat of leaves next to the log. Acorns tumbled out, glittering in the winter sunlight. “Here is a treasure chest.”
“The treasure chest of a mouse?”
“Yes, indeed. The field mouse stores up food in preparation for winter. This guy has done a very good job.”
Shikyou counted the acorns one by one, then put them back as Renka jotted down the sums in a notebook. Having finished with that location, they moved onto another. For the rest of the afternoon, they uncovered more similar acorn caches.
“The mice have been busy this fall. There’s a good chance this winter will be a cold one.”
Confused, Renka cocked her head to the side. Shikyou smiled. “Animals, you see, are far more sensitive to changes in the weather than we humans are.”
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Chapter 5


As Shikyou predicted, that winter was harsher than usual. Spring took its time arriving. And when it did, so did frequent and long rains. A sunny sky became a rare thing. The planting season came late. Yields would be small. Push back the harvest too long and the crops would stop ripening and rot in the fields.
“This spring has been no relief at all,” Choukou said for the umpteenth time.
When it rained, it poured, and his hips and knees hurt. Renka wanted to lend a hand, but was spending the bulk of her time helping out Shikyou and Seihaku. Now, before bringing Seihaku breakfast, she had to measure the temperature of the water in the well at a specific time.
In order to keep track of the time, her job was also to wind the expensive clock imported from the Kingdom of Han. She wound the clock and rang the gong in the turret adjacent the main wing every morning at the predetermined hour. She brought Seihaku breakfast and assisted him for a while. After that, she helped out Shikyou.
Choukou joked that she’d practically become Shikyou’s apprentice.
Once in a while, she accompanied Choukou on shopping trips and other tasks. When Renka first arrived, Setsuyou was a sad and bedraggled town. The mood had changed of late. The women who’d fled the town had returned, bringing with them some much needed good cheer. At the same time, though, the number of exhausted travelers increased, refugees from civil wars and natural disasters.
The rumors that a new empress had arrived were apparently true. No one could say whether she was a pretender or the real thing. Every province and district reacted differently. In towns like Setsuyou that tried to remain neutral, tensions were rising.
“The prefectural government is in a tight spot, trying to figure out which side they’re on,” Choukou observed.
Perhaps because of the long rains at the beginning of spring, produce prices were on the rise. Thanks to the brutally cold winter, the poorest of the poor had emptied out their meager reserves in exchange for wood and charcoal. Every time they visited, public order seemed to grow worse. The entirety of society felt like it was fraying around the edges.
“Do you think she’s the real empress?”
“Hard to say. A guy like me has no way of knowing. Baku Province says no. Sei Province couldn’t say yes fast enough and opened the gates of the provincial palace to her.”
They heard the province lord of Ken Province also supported the new empress. Yet outlying districts like Setsuyou refused to commit themselves. In particular, the three districts closest to Baku Province favored the faction that claimed she was a pretender.
“I see,” Renka said to herself.
When they left the confines of the agricultural preserve, the atmosphere grew heavy. That wasn’t changing anytime soon. The pervasive sense of unease and melancholy meant that nobody could relax. An era when imperial edicts were promulgated without the slightest regard for common sense—and towns were torched when they failed to take them seriously—the darkness of that era was bound to continue.
I am so sick and tired of it all.
In her heart, this state of affairs frightened her. Returning to the agricultural preserve lifted her spirits. The first sunlight in many days made her squint.
Choukou said, “I’ve got nothing else for you to do this afternoon, so feel free to lounge around for a while.”
Shikyou and Seihaku would beckon her soon enough. In the meantime, she intended to enjoy the bright sunshine. Renka left the manor house and walked down the path next to the lake. North of the lake was a plot where the villagers grew flowers. The flower garden was laid out in terraced steps. It was all abloom with everything from expensive ornamental flowers to wildflowers that could be found anywhere.
Renka found a stone bathed in sunlight and nicely situated next to the path and sat down. She let her mind wander as she watched the breeze raise glittering ripples on the surface of the lake. She suddenly took note of her surroundings. Here she was in the midst of the round, wide field, but what were those dots floating in the sky?
The dots hovered in the air like large black soybeans. Just as Renka started to wonder what was going on, they stopped wavering back and forth and darted off. The swarm climbed higher and turned to the nearby tool shed, then soon returned and again paused in the sky.
Renka narrowed her eyes. A swarm of insects, she guessed. The big bugs glided en masse to a stop, waited, remembered what they were waiting for, and swooped back toward the tool shed. Then returned again.
Curious about what they were up to, Renka strolled over to the tool shed. Never much more than a ramshackle shack, this time of year the shed was as beautiful as a dream. Rose vines snaked up the walls and across the roof. Gleaming white flowers blanketed the little building.
Last fall, the vines were covered with red berries and the birds flitted about pecking at them.
Now that Renka was next to the shed, she could make out the bees flying from one flower to the next. Alarmed, she took a cautious step back. And then raised a small cry of recognition.
Big bees, their furry bodies covered with tiger stripes.
“Bumblebees?”
She again drew closer. The roses smelled divine. Bees buzzed around the tufts of small flowers. Even when Renka leaned in for a better look, they paid her no mind, jumping from flower to flower.
She squatted down next to a big vine hanging down from the eaves of the shed. The flowers spilled down like a white waterfall. The bumblebees swarmed around the luxuriant cascade, burying their bodies inside the white petals.
“I see. Now she has a whole host of companions.”
Or better yet, call them her family, living proof that the queen bee had patiently endured through the winter beneath the log.
The swarm of bumblebees showed no signs of slowing down. They dove into the soft petals, so radiantly white it was like they were scooping up handfuls of sunlight. The golden rose pollen covered their bodies, clinging to the short and fluffy black and brown hairs.
With a quiver of their translucent black wings, the bumblebees circled the inside of the flowers, transferring the pollen from their bodies to their legs. What resembled little round donut holes grew in size as they industriously scooped up more pollen and packed it together at the joints of their hind legs.
Even bees had their individual idiosyncrasies—there were the ones who earnestly gathered pollen—the ones who got greedy and their donut holes fell off—and the sneaky ones who snatched up the fallen donut holes and stuck them to their own legs.
Renka couldn’t help giggling. And only then noticed she was crying. Not because she was sad. Only that the hardworking bees burying their bodies in the beautiful white flowers were so endearing.
Accompanying the fragrant air and the glistening wings and the glittering soft hair and the glossy golden pollen was a persistent hum, the whisper of the wind, and the cry of the birds, all playing a leisurely lullaby that might easily sing her off to midday slumber.
But come fall, all of them would die. Such were the merciless demands of nature.
And yet life persisted, endured, made those deeply-rooted connections and continued on.
Renka said in an encouraging whisper, “Keep it up, guys. Do your best.”
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Chapter 6


A short time later, Renka was lending Seihaku a hand on the third floor of the tower. The top of the tower was a cramped space the size of a small room. The walls consisted of little more than framing posts and windows. It really was only useful as an observation platform.
Seihaku had constructed a platform outside the windows. On the platform he mounted equipment to measure the direction and strength of the wind, the accumulation of rain and snow, and to collect pollen and dust particles. He periodically came up here to maintain and repair the devices. That’s what Renka was helping him with.
The floor was crowded with more apparatuses and shelves. Add Seihaku and Renka to the mix and there was barely any room left to move around. Renka cleared a place and sat down to clean some of the instruments when Seihaku raised his voice.
“What’s that?”
Renka turned in the direction of his voice. Seihaku leaned out the window, looking east toward Setsuyou. Curious, Renka jumped to her feet and followed his gaze.
A mass of black dots, like that swarm of bumblebees, hovered over the city.
A frightening memory sprang to life in her mind. These were the farthest thing from peaceful, hardworking individuals like the bumblebees.
“The air cavalry,” she gasped, and seized Seihaku by the arm. “Forget all this! We’ve got to hide!”
“Why? What’s going on?”
It’s the provincial guard, she meant to say but the words froze in her throat. That old rekindled terror made her teeth chatter in fear.
Hide. In a place where they will never find us.
The black dots dove down out of the sky, rose up again, repeating the same actions over and over. Renka knew those movements well, having seen them in person once before.
“We’ve got to leave! We can’t stay here!”
Seihaku stood there dumbstruck. She grabbed hold of his hand. Scrambling down to the second floor, she paused to wonder where Shikyou was. As always, he must be meandering about the grounds of the agricultural preserve.
They descended to the first floor. Renka nervously opened the door and peeked outside. She spied Shikyou’s thin frame not far off. He was standing on one of the garden paths next to the lake.
“Shikyou-sama!” she called out, uncertain whether her voice would reach him. “Hide!”
Shikyou turned around. Renka frantically waved at him. Hurry! Please hurry.
He tilted his head to the side in confusion, then trotted over. Unable to wait any longer, Renka ran outside. “Hurry up!”
She reached out her hand as a shadow silently fell over them. A ferocious creature resembling a horse sailed right past her.
“Shikyou-sama! Duck!”
Shikyou ran toward them as Renka launched herself at him, yanking at his arms. The shadow whooshed over their heads, across the lake, and banked into a steep turn.
Crouching down, Shikyou craned his eyes skyward. Silhouetted against the sky, the flying figures pivoted at the far shore and almost seemed to line up in succession before raining fire arrows down on the hamlet. They again swooped across the lake like a sudden squall, shot a volley of fire arrows into the manor house, and flew back to the city.
Shikyou and Renka shouted a chorus of dismay as they scrambled to their feet and set off running, except in opposite directions.
“Shikyou-sama, where are you going?”
“We have to put out the fire in the library!”
“But there are fires to fight there too.” Renka pointed across the lake, where smoke curled up from the houses in the hamlet.”
With a start, Shikyou looked at the hamlet, then said, “You head there. And watch your step! I’ll go to the manor house. Our records are in the library. If nothing else, those must be preserved.”
What is more important? Renka wanted to shout at him. Just then, Seihaku came stumbling out of the tower and sprinted toward the manor house. “Hurry!” he called out. Jolted into action, Shikyou chased after him. Renka glanced back at them and ran toward the far shore of the lake.

Renka arrived at the hamlet out of breath. One block of the village was already ablaze. People hurried back and forth to the lake. Several residents lay still on the ground.
“Uncle!” Renka called out to a familiar old man. He trotted along, a pail in one hand. He raised his free hand. “Are you okay? We’ve got some injured people over there. Look after them, will you?”
“The fire?”
“A barn caught fire. Nothing for you to worry about.”
Renka nodded and raced off in the direction indicated. She spotted people gathered in front a hamlet house. Running up to them, she called out, “Are you all right?
One of the old women who’d just returned to the hamlet raised her tear-streaked face. She indicated a small body on the ground a short ways off. The child’s mother clung to the body, her frame wracked with sobs.
“All of a sudden, the fire arrows rained down.” The old woman seized hold of Renka’s arm. “Why? It was out of the blue. We hadn’t an inkling before the arrows started flying. And that child—”
She again collapsed in tears. Renka turned her attention to the child’s mother. As she wept, she continued to cover the tiny body with her own, as if to protect it from further danger. All around them wafted a smell like burnt hair.
The tempests are raging all around us.
Renka bit her lip. She recalled another time when this same realization struck her. Here, within the calm within the agricultural preserve, they let down their guard and forgot about the gathering storm. But look how simply the world could betray their expectations.
She buried her face in her hands. I was wrong. I misunderstood. I’m sorry. Next time I won’t forget. I won’t forget the wolf at the door, the disasters waiting around the corner. Please give that time back to me.
Just as she knew this wish would never be granted.
“Anybody else hurt?” Renka swallowed the heartbreak and bitterness and went around to rest of the women assembled there, checking to see if they’d been injured. She was tending to a boy who’d gotten burned putting out the fires when someone shouted, “Look!”
Glancing in the direction of the voice, she saw columns of black smoke rising from Setsuyou. The city was on fire.
“Word is the province lord of Ken Province sided with the empress,” said the old man standing next to her. “But the mayor of Setsuyou said the empress was a pretender. That’s why.”
So bow down to the new empress or else. Renka winced to herself. She looked up to see Kakei and the others running over. One of the assistants approached them and asked how they were doing.
“We’re okay. The fires reached the manor house. We put them out before it caused any serious damage. How about here?”
The assistant shook his head. He nodded at Renka and the villagers, the bodies of the child and a young man covered with sheets. The child was struck by a fire arrow. The burning barn collapsed and crushed the young man.
“Renka-san, are you okay?”
Following soon after Kakei, Shikyou ran up. He reached out to her but she shrugged off the comforting hand. “It’s completely different for you!”
Shikyou stopped in his tracks. Kakei and his companions turned around.
“We can’t so blithely put the real world out of our minds!” she cried out. “This is the real world!” She pointed at the two bodies on the ground. She pointed at the smoke rising above the city. “We shut ourselves away in this preserve and doing whatever suits our fancies. Except there’s a big, bad world out there and it’s not going to stop running rampant on our account. We’re in the midst of the maelstrom. When the dogs of war bare their fangs, all we do is run for cover. This is what happens when we look the other way!”
Shikyou and the rest of them scratched at their temples and avoided meeting her gaze.
“Don’t pretend I’m not standing here! Look at me! This is how your entire family gets killed and you lose everything! This is reality!”
More smoke rose from the city. Beneath the black and billowing clouds lay many casualties. The air cavalry had left, but the voices of distress echoed in the distance. Perhaps the battle was still underway. They saw no signs of an impending attack on them, perhaps only because they were located a considerable distance from the city and the district citadel.
“Except there isn’t anything more we can do,” Shikyou blurted out. “We can’t bring back your family. Neither can we stop wars or protect the world from the destruction wrought by such conflicts and calamities.”
Even if they charged off to the city right then, he pointed out, they had not a single arrow to shoot against the soldiers.
“We are powerless here. These are our jobs and so we do them. This all we could do in any case. However—” Shikyou raised his head and looked right at Renka. “However, the almanacs are necessary, all the more necessary in this era. I have no doubts about that. Somebody has to make them. And so that is the job we will do.”

Many houses burned down that day. Many people died. Yet the damage could have been much worse. The mayor abruptly declared his intention to surrender to the new regime. Nobody actually agreed to anything, except that Setsuyou fell into the camp of the woman who claimed to be the empress.
Accompanied by Kakei’s assistants, Renka and the villagers traveled to the city and helped out the best they could. They transported the injured to safety, nursed them back to health, rebuilt the wrecked houses and buried the dead.
During this time, as they had before, Kakei and his team confined themselves to the agricultural preserve, investigated the weather, and made their records.
Little by little, life in the city settled down. Renka and her colleagues returned to their normal lives. Now rumors circulated that the whole business about the empress being a pretender must have been wrong. Not a pretender but the real thing, and the imperial ministers were standing in her way.
If true, why such useless damage? If they’d simply accepted the empress from the start, no one would have died.
Renka turned these thoughts over in her mind as she prepared the midday meal in the Flower Room. Kakei arrived and greeted her with a small nod. He didn’t have much more to say after that. Suiga arrived not much later. His typically restless and excitable demeanor cooled as soon as he saw Renka. He mumbled a few hellos.
Renka bowed in return. However she might not agree with the way they conducted their lives, she had nowhere else to go. She’d have a hard time living any kind of a life if she couldn’t work here.
She finished setting the table and was about to withdraw when Shikyou came galloping in from the far doorway. He ran straight up to Kakei.
“The swallows have returned!” he practically shouted, as if this were the most exciting news in the whole wide world. He didn’t even notice Renka standing there.
“They’re coming back to their nests in the eaves of homes in the hamlet. Even in the city, they’re building nests in the eaves of wrecked and abandoned houses.”
“They have? So they’ve returned?”
This information clearly delighted both Kakei and Suiga.
“This is good,” said Suiga. “Very good. The city got attacked just after the eggs hatched, you see. Going forward, the hatchlings should leave the nest with time to spare.”
“Definitely.” Shikyou grinned. He noticed Renka standing there, quickly wiped the smile from his face and hung his head. Renka said nothing and left the Flower Room.
Those men are never going to change. Isolated from the “real world,” they never had to grow up. Perhaps grasping something of her thoughts, everybody walked on eggshells around her.
Renka bit her tongue and did her job. Observing her attitude, Choukou sighed every time they crossed paths, though he didn’t say anything in particular to her. Now and then it seemed he had a few choice words he wished to share with her, but always thought better of it. Perhaps Kakei told him to leave well enough alone.
If they didn’t think they were in the wrong, she’d wished they’d simply carry on as usual. It really was like being around a bunch of boys who never grew up.
I don’t want to grow up to become a grown-up like that, Renka told herself, and did her best to behave as if nothing were amiss. Then one day, in the course of their everyday activities, Seihaku hesitantly asked her to assist him as she had before.
Kakei and Suiga soon followed suit, hesitantly making similar entreaties. She didn’t often cross paths with Shikyou of late, probably because he was doing research outside the preserve. And when they did meet, he always averted his gaze in an apologetic manner.
Except for one day when he seemed to rethink things, raised his head, and walked up to her. “Renka-san—” he started to say, and then backpedaled as he was wont to do. “No, that’s okay.”
Renka sighed to herself. “What? Look, it’s fine with me if you just talk to me the way you did before. Come right out and say what you have to say. It’s my job, after all.”
Shikyou answered in his typically rueful manner, “Well, then. If you wouldn’t mind.”

Shikyou had Renka accompany him outside the preserve to observe the swallows and confirm the number of hatchlings.
“I’ll make a count on this side of the road. You take the other.”
Every day that week, small stepladders under their arms, they strolled back and forth on the main street outside the main gate of the preserve, counting the nests in the eaves of the eaves of the houses. If the parents were attending the nests, they waited until they had flown off before peeking into the nests. Renka added up the eggs and chicks and recorded the numbers in her notebook.
As usual, dealing with the diffident Shikyou could get dreary after a while. But she enjoyed spying on the swallows. Sometimes when she climbed the ladder and sneaked a peak into a nest, she encountered a swallow sitting there and staring right back at her with its big black eyes. Other times, hatchlings mistook her for their parents and lined up, their mouths agape, squawking at her to hurry up and feed them. That always made Renka smile.
“Miss, what are you doing up there?”
She’d set her ladder in front of a second-hand clothing shop when a child called out. A boy stood at the foot of the ladder, gaping at her.
That is a very good question, she thought to herself. She answered aloud, “I’m counting the swallow hatchlings.”
Next to him, the boy’s mother looked quite worn out. “Ah,” she said, looking at the nests. She held a bundle of old clothes in her arms. She must have come to the shop to buy the boy some clothes. “Now that you mention it, one day out of the blue it seems that all the swallows returned.”
“That’s right.” Renka nodded.
For several minutes, the tired-looking mother absentmindedly gazed at the eaves. Renka paid them no mind and climbed the ladder. Beneath the sagging eaves was a new nest. Peeking inside, as per usual, the hatchlings took her for their parents and raised a clamor. She made her count, descended the ladder, and recorded the numbers in her notebook.
When she closed the notebook and turned around, the mother was still standing there looking up at the nest. Her eyes brimmed with tears.
“Um, is something wrong?”
“What?” she answered in a small voice. Then touched her cheeks and, finally noticing, daubing the tears away. “Good heavens, what’s gotten into me?” She wiped her face with her hands.
“Mommy, what’s going on?”
The boy looked up at her, concern in his eyes. “Oh, nothing.” She patted his head. “Certainly nothing worth crying about. But the way they open their mouths so wide and chirp away is so unbearably cute.”
“Painfully so?”
“Not at all. I was only thinking how nice it is to have these chicks here.” The mother addressed her son and then wiped her face again and looked at Renka. A joyful smile rose to her tired face. “Even in times like these, here they are, making nests and raising the little ones.”
The mother laughed. Renka thought back to spring. Not the spring a year ago when she lost everything. More recently, when she’d seen the bumblebees hard at work. Now the tears welled up in her eyes too, and likely for the same reasons as this mother.
“You’re right about that.”
“All the better if they can raise them in peace,” the mother mused. “I wonder if they’ll all leave the nest in good form.” She returned her attention to the nest.
That was when Shikyou made his entrance. “How’s it going? Have you finished?”
“Yes.” Renka nodded.
Shikyou gave the three of them a curious look. He asked, nodding at Renka, “Did she do something?”
“Not at all,” the mother said with a wave of her hand. “How should I put this? For some reason, observing the swallows brings a lump to my throat. Wars are being waged and houses destroyed and yet they build their nests. It is such a noble and heroic effort.”
She spoke with heartfelt emotions and again patted her son’s head.
“They must have built their nests before all that fighting broke out. I’ve seen nests around our place. Some of those houses burned down, along with the hatchlings—” She stopped and composed herself. “Being born in a such a time, it breaks your heart. But they came back and started over from scratch. This time, they’ll build their nests and raise their young in safety.”
“Yes, they will,” Shikyou agreed.
The boy tugged on Shikyou’s hand and pointed at the eaves. “There are a bunch of chicks in there.”
“Sure are.” Shikyou grinned.
“Are they going to get wrecked by another big fight?”
“Nope.” Shikyou grabbed him around the waist and hoisted him up so he could see inside the next. “How many chicks you see in there?”
“One—two—um—um—five and six.”
Renka nodded. She’d counted six hatchlings in this nest.
“Filled to the brim.” Shikyou put down the child. “There’s a nest on the other side of the road with eight. Many more than last year.”
“A lot more?”
“Sure are.” Shikyou turned to the mother and declared, “This kingdom has a new sovereign.”
“Eh?” Renka and the mother chorused together.
Shikyou explained, “I don’t know if the empress some call the pretender is the real thing or not. But without a doubt, somewhere in this world, our new leader has arrived. That is why nature has begun to return to normal. That is why the sparrows are having bigger broods.”
Renka clutched her notebook. “Really, Shikyou-sama?”
“Really,” he stated emphatically. “There are so many more sparrows than even an average year.”
“You don’t say,” said the mother, clasping her son to her side. She looked up at Shikyou. “The sparrows are multiplying. That means these hard times will soon come to an end.”
Shikyou smiled. “We should follow the example of the sparrows and raise our spirits.”
“Yes, indeed.” The mother smiled broadly, her glistening cheeks rosy.
Shikyou bowed politely and watched as she and her child disappeared down the bustling street. Then he picked up his stepladder and set off himself.
“Shikyou-sama—” Renka ran after him, not entirely sure of what she wanted to say.
Shikyou slackened his pace until she came alongside him. “When a sparrow’s nest is destroyed while raising its young, they hatch a second brood of eggs, though the hatchlings are inevitably smaller. However, this time, they are larger, and in greater number than the typical year. Because the yaboku has produced that much richer a crop of soran.”
The yaboku—”
“The heavens are at peace, so go ahead and raise your young. That’s what the sparrows teach us. They are proclaiming it to the world.
A black bird grazed the top of Shikyou’s head. He glanced back over his shoulder as a pair of forked tails disappeared beneath the eaves of a half fallen-down house.
“Just be patient a little while longer.”
Renka nodded. For some reason, tears spotted the cover of the notebook clasped to her chest.
“You too, Renka-san. You’ve been through hard times. But better days are right around the corner.”
“Yes,” she said.
Shikyou pulled her into his arms and stroked her head, the way the mother had with her child.
If only it were so.
It probably would be so. After all, Shikyou was a forecaster of the wind. Anticipating the coming year and making the most accurate almanacs possible was his job.
On that early summer day, Renka thought back about her parents and sister, now long dead and buried. For the first time, she truly wept for them and not for herself.


